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Abstract

This thesis is an in-depth exploration of the assumptions associated with

homeownership. Many of these assumptions contend that homeownership is

ovenivhelmingly positive. This thesis begíns its exploration of this issue by

undertaking a literature review to better understand the basis upon which this

position is being taken. Policy favoring homeownership has tended to

oversimplify complex housing issues. Here it is worth acknowledging the work of

Judith lnnes, who argues that "behind widely accepted problem definitions are

myths, stories which draw on tradition and taken for granted knowledge, (lnnes,

'1987, 181). I would, therefore, contend that there are myths associated with

positive aspects of homeownership that should be questioned. lf such

associations between homeownership and positive neighbourhood effects are

based on myths, it may be that policies which carry this ideology fonvard do not

get to the heart of issues, many of wh¡ch will depend on unique considerations of

context. The position developed in the thesis is that issues are based on

ideologies that are accepted and represented in society. The problem associated

with such myth is that "...myth can conceal crucial contradictions and realities,

legitimize policies that benefit the powerful, and support anachronistic

perceptions of policy problems" (lnnes, op. cit., 181).

Language plays a key role in maintain¡ng myths through permeating the way we

understand issues. Ultimately, policy bows to this dominant understanding, but is

only one perspective and overshadows other potentially relevant understandings.



For example, homeownership as a value laden form of tenure denigrates other

forms of tenure. This results in a dualism between ownership and other tenure

types.

This thesis utilizes a case study of homeowner interviews to identify basic

insights about ownership sentiments. A focus on the language of the interviews,

through a methodology of discourse influence and interpretation, reveals

powerful assumptions that support a tenure dualism at street level.

Acknowledging these constructions and their nature is important to providing

insights toward a way out; toward a housing system seeking equality as opposed

to one whose very foundation encourages inequality.
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Ch. 1.0 lntroduction to Thesis Project

Statement of Purpose

Objectives:

The objective of this thesis is to help orient housing policy to identify

comprehensive ways of looking at housing need and act¡ons. The aim is to

broaden the technique of understanding housing needs and choices. This

widening of perception is precipitated by a seeming homeownership bias in

housing policy discourses. The main objective of the research is to move beyond

myopic viewpoints of housing policy that confine the distribution of benefìts. The

purpose is to expose and to help overcome a dualist housing market that favors

ownership and fails to adequately address the needs of renters who can not

afford to access the ownership market.

Research Questions:

Too many notions about housing are taken at face value and without queslion.

The overriding questions that guide this thesis search to find outwhy people who

choose homeownership identify so positively with this option. ln other words, (1)

What does homeownership mean to the respondent sample utilized in this thesis

and do these representations seem justified? This leads one to ask (2) Do

respondents' statements simply reflect mainstream societal ideologies? And are

the assumptions of these ideologies hidden? (3) Does the dom¡nant ideology

preempt other ideologies that might influence the development of housing policy?



The Text Beìng Analyzed: HOP lnterviews

The data sources for analysis in this thesis are personal interviews. This data

was collected by University.of Manitoba Planning students in an evaluation of the

impact of the Housing Opportunity Partnership program. At the outset, one

should be aware of potential limitations and strengths of this particular data

source. Any form of interview data collection from a distincl sample group carries

an inherent limitation. The fact that the interviews were conducted by two middle

class, female university students also must be taken into account. That the

interviewers represent the University, even if indirectly, adds an institutional

element to the ¡nterview process, which may be open to criticism as being tied to

an academic agenda convention.

The strength of the ìnterviews appears in a focus upon personal accounts. This ís

important as it invites knowledge about personal experiences or stories essential

to learning the complexities and subtleties of the world in which people live.

Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as a research method is pertinent to such

understanding. I am interested in how the interviewees subjectively give things

meaning: "what cultural, ideologic and other social constructions do they draw on

or resist?" (Chase, 2003, B2). To achieve this, one needs to stay away from

questions that invite generalities, clichés and truisms, and instead needs to focus

on personal experiences to get at "...deeper more nuanced examples of how

they intemalized or rejected or transformed ideologies' (ibid., SS). That the HOp



interviews were conducted with such interest in personal accounts enables the

use of CDA.

HOP is a private non-profit organization which was established in 1997 through

the efforts of the Winnipeg Real Estate Board. lts focus is on providing

homeownership to moderate and low-income residents in Winnipeg's inner city.

lncreasing homeownership ¡n these areas is seen as a vehicle to stabilize and

upgrade neighbourhoods, as well as to provide modestly priced homes for

families. HOP purchases homes in need of repair through its revolving fund,

renovates them and then sells them at market rates to recoup these costs which

are then returned to the fund. HOP has received $1.1 million of public monies

(cMHC,2006,).

The interview transcripts involve Hop purchasers in the Winnipeg Daniel Mclntyre

and Saint Matthews neighbourhoods of Winn¡peg. These neighbourhoods may

be described as in decline through typical demographic considerations. For

example, the level of education attainment in both these neighbourhoods is less

than Winnipeg as a whole. Following this trend, the incidence of low-income

reported in these study neighbourhoods, accord¡ng to 2001 census material, is

also well below the city average. Over 38% of tde private households in Daniel

Mclntyre and over 41% of those in Saint Matthews are considered low income as

compared 20% of Winnipeg's private households (City of Winnipeg, 2001). Due

to these and other considerations, these neighbourhoods have been branded by



the city of winnipeg as a Major lmprovement Areas as a reflection of their status

as being among Winnipeg's 14 neighbourhoods requiring the deepest needs

(City of Winnipeg, 2000).

Research Limìtations

This research in this thesis is carried out with the following limitations:

o The interviews will suffer from some degree of interviewer effects where

responses may be affected by qualities of the interviewer. This influence is

unavoidable to this method of inquiry.

r The nature of respondents is limited to people who had recenfly assumed

homeownership and may not othen¡yise have gained access to the

housing market. Therefore, financial ¡ncentives had some bearing on

driving them to homeownership.

. The sample of respondents is small in number and limited to one

geographic location. This problematizes the ability to make

generalizations.

r As a singular research focus, the thesis will do little to rectify the

inequalities identified in the housing market.



. However, what might be considered limitations can also be seen as

opportunities w¡thin a context for cunent and future research. lt will not be

an easy task to change attitudes and opinions, but the evidence suggests

that this daunting initiative should be promoted. lt should be apireciated

that the interview set represents a unique circumstance in terms of focus

on renters who have recently assumed ownership.

Utility of Research Fìndings

This thesis ultimately challenges current housing discourses with a mind to evoke

consideration for change. Predominant views have created inequalities that

discourse analysis could assist in overcoming. lt is difficult to change what we do

not thoroughly understand. These notions of predominance and dualism lack a

depth of understanding that has obviated a desire to challenge them. The major

contribution of this thesis is to elevate the level of understanding relative to the

pervasiveness of ownership ideology.



Chapter Content

Chapter I

This chapter sets up the context of this thesis as an inquiry into an apparent

tenure bias in support of homeownership that denigrates other forms of housing

tenure. This section identifies resources used as a literature review, homeowner

interviews and a Critical Discourse Analysis methodology. lnformation about the

utility of this research and its limitations are put forth here.

Chapter ll

A literature review reveals the existence of widely held assumptions suggesting

causality between positive neighbourhood components and homeownership.

This chapter reveals the nature of this socially constructed dualism in the housing

market, calling into question both the assumptions it makes and the barriers it

poses to housing equality.

Chapter lll

An explanation of the power of language and its association with policy is

advanced here to explain the use of CDA in this study. A short description of

CDA is supplied to understand its benefit. While there is no prescription to

applying CDA, the important components and questions it raises are discussed

to establish essential tools for observation.



Chapter lV

This chapter describes how CDA was used to analyze homeowner interviews

through Atlas.ti. At this stage, midlevel analysis is provided to highlight themes

emerging from the homeowner discourse.

Chapter V

This chapter employs CDA tools to analyze the data at a deeper level to

determine how the interviewees construct tenure and the implications of this.

A graphical representation of the CDA process is also presented to provide a

basis of understanding about how the conclusions were drawn.

Chapter Vl

This chapter contains concluding remarks about the fìndings of the analysis and

suggests ways in which this information can be utilized to benefit housing policy.

Recommendations for other avenues of research are also provided. The active

nature of CDA demands a focus on conecting inequality. Recommendations and

conclusions are responsive to this.



Ch. 2.0 Literature Review: A Discussion of Homeownership

Introductìon

An interesting paradox is emerging with respect to the sustainability of cities.

While it is much less disputed that sprawl has resulted in the concentration of

poverty in the urban core, aided by swifi subsidy of low density, single family

homes, few question the obsession with tenure bias. The paradox is this:

insatiable promotion of home ownership, the ostensible symbol of sprawl and

income segregation is the very tool that policy makers look to as a method of

neighbourhood revitalization. The effect of such a measure is to reinforce and

perpetuate the residualisation of rental markets upon whîch many low income

people depend. Ownership does not accommodate the shelter needs of those in

the lowest income situations yet it persists as a major component of housing

policy. This is reflected in policy that reduces down payment requirements for

ownership and allows for the use of registered retirement funds to support

homeownership (Skelton, 1998). The CMHC has recently extended the insured

mortgage term by five years to thirty years (CMHC, 2006). This chapter of the

thesis begins to explore the paradox of homeownership promotion by exploring

the explicit meanings of home ownership, as well as its implicit meanings of

home ownership, as they are ultimately tied to public policy.

I m pl ic ation s of Pro-H omeow nersh i p

Bias toward home ownership among governments has filtered down to

neighbourhood revitalization efforts. lncreaslng home ownership rates in these



neighbourhoods is seen as a s¡lver bullet with the act of ownership providing

responsibility and belonging. Shlay (2005) observes this shift in U.S. housing

policy to promote low-income homeownership and contends that the discourse

supporting this policy deems ownership superior in several ways. This discourse

is based on a link between housing and social pathologies where

homeownership is equated to citizenship, and is believed ,,to bring with it a wide

range of social, behavioural, political, economic and neighbourhood changes

many due to behaviours expected with the economic investment that ownership

represents" (ibid., 513). The ideology driving this reinforces a dualist housing

market where renting becomes further residualised (Kemeny, 1gg5). Such policy

can exacerbate trends such as ghettoization. To a large extent, this has been

occurring in Canada for a long time. This can be gleaned from the growing gap in

wealth and income between renters and owners. ln the period of 1984-1999, the

gap in income increased by one percent each year in favour of the homeowner.

while the median net worth of homeowners increasedby 24% during this period,

the median net worth of renters decreased by 4ïo/o. while the overall wealth of

owners was 29 times greaterthan that of renters in 1984, this gap climbed to 70

times by 1999 (Hulchanski, 2004). one implication of this trend is that families

are among the fastest growing homeless population (ibid.).

It is doubtful th¡s 'great tenure divide' between owners and renters will disappear

in light of the subsidy that homeowners receive. Examples are capital gains that



are not taxed and permitting first time buyers to use tax sheltered registered

retirement savings plans, while no such concessions exist for renters (ibid.).

Though homeownership does carry pos¡tive benefits with it, as are reported

below, there are important factors to consider. Historically, home ownership has

never been the only form of tenure. Therefore, it is unrealistic to believe policy

will be successful in extending homeownership to everyone and it doesn't

attempt to. So lives on residualisation, the extent of which may be worse,

especially if only the poorest populations are left as renters. Successive rounds

of extending home ownership to poorer and poorer populations may require such

deep subsidy that they become unsustainable. Related to this are ethical

questions surrounding the possibility of setting people up to fail by placing them

in ostensibly vulnerable circumstances (Rohe & Stewart, 1996, 73; Rossi &

Weber, 1996, 32).

This rent/own dualist market also lacks the flexibility to house the diversity of

multi-ethnic, multi-need populations. Housing ought to relate more to need than

tenure and should consider variables like different household types, lifestyles,

incomes, and tastes. What choices are available cunently that promote diversity?

Furthermore, this dualism supports a stigma associated with low income rental

by relying on market entrenchment to provide housing. Canada's housing system

became, by 1996, the most private-sector-markeloriented of any western nation,

including the U.S. Through this, choice in housing has become limited to those



whose incomes are sufficient enough to make it in this market. This has led to

discriminatory treatment of the rent sector where more than 20% of renters live in

housing that either needs major repair or is overcrowded as compared to 10% of

homeowners (Hulchanski & Shapcott, 2004).

lnsights may be drawn from a unitary housing market model where it is difficult to

distinguish among tenure categories and where forms of non-profit housing are

neither residual nor non-competitive with market forms. ln such an arrangement,

"social" housing can be anonymous and non-stigmatized. ln fact the explicit goal

of such a system is "...deliberately de-institutionalising d ifferent forms of

ownership and subsidized and unsubsidized housing that... hinders the

emergence of clearly defined rental sub-sectors, ghettoisation and

residualisation" (Kemeny, 1995,'121). While only S% of Canadian households

live in social housing,40% of households live in social housing in the

Netherlands (Hulchanski, op. cit.). ln Canada, forms of social housing, such as

cooperat¡ves and non-profit housing, are often criticized by the representatives of

the private sector for creating unfair competition, reducing the demand for market

accommodation (ibid.). This may be part of the reason forthe litfle amount of

social housing in Canada.

To Whom the Benefits of Homeownership Go

The promotion of homeownership by policy makers is not an arb¡trary process.

The accoutrements of home ownership have been broken down into four

11



variables: assets attainment, control and responsibility over one's environment,

neighbourhood stabilizatiôn strategy, and as generator of jobs (HUD, 19gS).

Homeowners are seen to be advantaged on a social and psychological level by

having greater self esteem and being more apt to be part of a wider community.

Green and White (1997) have also documented that children of homeowners

benefit from the effects of this tenure, captured in lower school drop out rates,

decreased likelihood of teenage pregnancies, and decreased chances of facing

arrest prior to the age of 18.

Home ownership also carries with it important economic benefits. The most

important of these is asset accumulation, which is achieved through housing

price appreciation. A second benefit of homeownership results in the building of

equity, which acts as a forced savings mechanism. Equity canies with it the

ability to obtain further financing. Yet another benefit is in the form of free

housing as a monthly dividend of the investment, a factor making

homeownership a very unique commodity (McCarthy, Van Zandt & Rohe, 2001).

The largest economic benefits associated with home ownership occur outside the

home through a prominent role in the creation of jobs and as leader of the

economy. lt is no secret that a healthy economy is seen as a growing economy

and in this real estate development plays a significant role. Each single family

home, the predominant form in which owner occupation is expressed in Canada,

is responsible for the creation of 2.1 jobs (Source). As a snapshot of this industry,

'12



real estate in the U.S. in 1994 represented 1 1 .6% of that country's GDp and

there were 5 million employed in the construction industry (ibid.). ln Canada, new

home building, renovations and other residential spending totaled $49 Billion in

1999. This accounted for more than 5% of the Gross Domestic product (GDp) in

that year (CMHC, 2000). An increasing importance in the relationship between

the housing industry and the GDP can be seen through the increase ¡n housing

construct¡on that closed out the 1990s. ln the period between 1 995 and 1999,

housing starts across Canada increased by 35% (ibid.).

Home ownership is also defined as a symbol of social status. Therefore, it is

surmised that there are positive impacts upon personal self-esteem. The

psychological effects of this status relates to a perceived measure of success

relative to others and as an indicator of personal success (HUD, op. cit.).

Winter goes so far as to suggest that home ownership can be the important glue

to hold society together and provide a basis for struggle against the status quo.

The meaning associated with homeownership may lead to collective action in the

public realm of a radical nature (Winter, 1994, 136). Critical of claims that

research on housing tenure places too much emphasis on the economic aspects

of home ownership, Winter examines tenure in terms of cultural, political and

economic meanings and how they relate to communal social relations in the

public sphere allowing'social group consciousness' to be raised. To sustain this,

three conditions must be met:

13



Economic, political and cultural inequalities of an objective nature are

linked to housing tenure.

Homeowners and renters attribute particular sets of meanings in relation

to the economic, political and cultural inequalities constructed through

housing tenure.

Particular courses of action are engaged in as a direct result of the

subjective understanding of the objective inequalities (ibid.).

Three case studies made up the content of Winte/s research. One looked at a

neighbourhood watch initiative, another looked at a dispute over a power line,

and a third centred on a hospital strike. Respectively, the research focused on

the social actions of homeowners and renters in the home, at the neighbourhood

level, and at the workplace level, concluding that the community commitment

level of homeowners outweighs that of renters (ibid.).

Winter's research is an important look at aspects of tenure through a cultural or

social lens, but it is narrow in that it buys into the dichotomy of ownership and

rental as the only forms of tenure. Statements made by many rental respondents

during Winter's research point to feelings of loss of control, temporariness and

lack of attachment to place (ibid.). An interesting project would be to duplicate the

research with a third group consisting of a different tenure such as cooperatives.

The driving point is that Winter's research, as it is, would support increasing

homeownership. This would not eradicate, but instead encourage the continued

1.

2.

3.

14



inequality of tenure. Put another way, is it the act of owning that is causal to

community partic¡pation or is this an oversimplification of an issue that requires

further research respecting other forms of tenure? Winter's research could have

a more positive impact on public policy by finding ways to extend those benefits

of homeownership to renting, or suggest an alternate form of tenure, which may

allow a less selective form of 'social group consciousness'.

Winte/s research displays how subtle and entrenched are feelings toward

renters and owners. The engrained assumption is that owners are better people,

and this becomes the start off point for research. This establishes a polarized

viewpoint between ownership and rental where the intensity of black and white

leaves no room for anything in between. A moral value is ascribed to

homeownership. Promoting ownership is tantamount to promoting better citizens.

This further justifies political motives respecting ownership support and

subs¡d¡zation.

"Better citizenshíp is a public good, and its benefits are diffuse. lf we allow

the market to operate freely, it will not produce a socialty optimat quantity

of housing because market prices do not reflect the erternal benefit of

good citizenship. Prices are higher than optimal, and consequenily

hous¡ng will be wider produced [sic] as will the concomitant benefit of good

citizenship. Public intervenflon is necessary to ¡nduce the market to

15



produce more housing so that we all may enjoy the benef¡t of having more

good c¡t¡zens" (McCarthy, Van Zandt & Rohe, op. cit., 34).

Such notions favouring home ownership, as entrenched as they are, have

profound effects on the direction of public policy. This should be a signal for us to

question this notion. "The validity of some of these assertions is so widely

accepted that economists and social scientists have seldom tested them,, (HUD,

op. cit., 2). lt is through such asserfions that home ownership assumes a superior

position to renting.

Cause and Effects of Homeownership

When it comes to the economic benefits of the homeowner as explained above,

things are not as simple as they appear. As today's housing consumer is more

likely to be highly leveraged, swings in the market in terms of appreciation and

depreciation have an amplified effect (McCarthy, Van Zandt & Rohe, op. cit., 6)

or "glut famine amplification" (Kemeny, op. cit., 57). Market instability may be

enhanced further if a growing proportion of marginal buyers are added to the

market (McCarthy, Van Zandt & Rohe, op. cit.).

When benefits do exist, they are less likely to be realized by certain households,

for example, the poorer households owning older homes which require more

maintenance and tend to depreciate faster, offsetting much of the economic

benefìts (ibid.). As a result, poor owner occupants may lose (ibid.). ln terms of

16



homeownership's effect on the health of the overall economy, there are important

cautions as well. The most important one is seen in the volatility of housing

related employment. The industry is capable of providing a huge numberof jobs

in a short time, but can also be very destabilizing. For exãmple, a Massachusetts

housing boom in the 'l9B0s created 50 000 jobs in the span of three years.

However, when the bust came just as many jobs were lost (ibid.). The unstable

effect of the housing market on the overall economy is reflected well by the

fluctuation in construction employment, which was ,11 
.1o/o in 19g0 and 15.S% in

1991 across the U.S. (ibid.).

When it comes to neighbourhood effects of homeownership, there exists even

more ambiguity. "...[R]esearch on the effects of home ownership ¡s more than

ordinarily cursed with severe problems in establishing causality.. . it is virtually

impossible to design research that can produce credible estimates of the effects

of home ownership" (Rossi & Weber, op. cit., 2). This is because home

ownership does not exist in a vacuum and differences in neighbourhoods and

amenities complicate causal linkages. As a result, empir¡cal inquiry often

becomes more like guesswork. Recently, study in this field has tended to focus

on the size of the neighbourhood effects, rather than on testing the predictions of

any of the theoretical models (Haurin, Dietz & Weinberg, 2003). Use of faulty

econometric models in and before the 1990s has led to the overstating of the

neighbourhood effects of homeownership. As more research is conducted,

revisiting issues, "...the (often large) initial estimates of neighbourhood effects

17



frequently are being revised downward" (ibid., 144).ln terms of impacts on

children, "...the benefits of homeownership are spurious because it is the better

neighbourhoods and schools experienced by the children of homeowners, not

growing up in an owned home, that account for their better outcomes" (Harkness

& Newman, 2002,602).

Often it is unobserved characteristics, which cannot bå se"n by the researcher,

which are the most important factors in influencing people to live in better

neighbourhoods (Haurin, Dietz & Weinberg, op. cit.). These intangibles make

research in this area very difficult because, it is "...unlikely that all relevant

background information is available" (ib¡d., 126).

While policy promoting homeownership extols the perceived benefits without

question, there has been some interesting research suggesting that renters

proffer better neighbourhood effects than homeowners. One way in which

owners can have negative social effects is by attempting to block lower-income

families and minorities from entering their community (Pitcoff, 2003) as well as

involving themselves in various other NIMBY projects. Homeowners may also

lack the motivat¡on for home maintenance (ibid., 1). According to research by

Rossi & Weber (op. c¡t.), renters tend to be more sociable than owners. They are

more likely to spend evenings with neighbours. Similarly, owners are less likely to

spend evenings wilh co-workers. Such findings dispute common claims that

owners are more likely to have neighbourhood ties and are more likely to be

1B



members of social networks. Rossi and Weber have also discovered more subfle

differences between renters and owners, For example, "owners have more areas

in which they disagree with their spouses, have lower frequencies of sexual

intercöurse, and cope less well with parenting" (ibid., 1B).

Rossi and Weber (ibid.) also add an important argument in terms of approaching

some of the perceived benefits of homeownership. While they do not care to

dispute the correlation discovered by Green & White (op. cit.), between

homeownership and decreased school drop out rates to a bitter end, they do

question whether "...there may be more efficient ways to lower dropout rates,,

(Rossi & Weber, op. cit., 32) than trying to tum everyone into homeowners.

Homeownershíp in the Future

An important consideration of pro homeownership policy questions its fulure

appropriateness in light of demographic trends. One debate underdeveloped in

the literature is the extent to which racial groups are drawn to or repel the idea of

home ownership. While there is a large gap between a high level of home

ownership among whites in the U.S. compared to Blacks and Latinos, it is

unclear whether the full extent of this is a result of market inequality or a product

of culture. Painter et al. (2001) cite an increase of home ownership among whites

over the course of a decade and a simultaneous decrease of home ownership

rates among Blacks, and a significant increase of Asian home ownership rates

close to levels of the white population in Los Angeles. Their research led to the



conclusion that the choice of home ownership among whites and Latinos could

fully be explained in terms of economics. lncreasing income, education and

immigrant status to those of whites served to close the gap in rates of home

ownership (ibid.). ln contrast to this trend, the research also determined this was

not the full story in comparing white and black home ownership rates. "The

unexpla¡ned portion of the homeownership choice differential between blacks

and whites moved up by almost fourfold between 1980 and 1 990 to a full 1 1

percentage points" (ibid., 166). The authors reject the notion that differentials in

market access are entirely responsible as they have not worsened dur¡ng that

time period (ibid.). Rohe & Weber (1996) makes a similar claim, stating that

Blacks and Hispanics are less likely to own than whites, but that some of this is

related to cultural factors, and not solely attributed to discrimination in the lending

and real estate markets. Winter (op. cit.) points to the importance of birthplace

and its influence on attitudes toward homeownership. This is illustrated by Asian

born, Australian homeowners who are largely disinterested in the economic

benefits of owning, with only 2.9o/o of a sample emphasizing its importance.

While cultural factors may account for some differences in home ownership

rates, the researcher must be careful here too, not to over generalize and lose

the context of a particular housing market. For example, Dowling (1998) draws

attention to the fact that gender differences in home ownership are more comptex

than a female association with use value and a male association with exchange
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value. Contextual, neighbourhood factors and their influence on gender are also

important in determining the meaning of home ownership.

To illustrate the importance of context we can look to the city of Montreal and its

history of high rental tenancy rates. Such rates have rivalled those of New york

City, despite much cheaper land costs. Though this preponderance to rent has

been conceptualized as a reflection of French-Canadian culture by many, it

hasn't fit well for all scholars. According to Choko, in Harris (2000), home

ownership in Montreal between 1921 and 19b1 was virtually identical among

Anglophone and Francophone peoples. This has resulted in the speculation that

if ¡t was the driving difference, than it was a culture of place as opposed to simply

one of French-Canadians as an ethnic group. The high rental rates are also a

factor ofthe form and design of housing. "The tenure categories have a different

meaning in Montréal than in some other places. A large part of the housing stock

was built in three floors, and the owner lives on the ground floor and rents two

apanments. ln these places, an owner occupancy rate of 1/3 was, before condo

arrangements were invented, was the max" (Skelton, 2006).

As Canadian cities grow in terms of Aboriginal populations, research on housing

tenure must become more inclusive of this group. Mobility patterns for aboriginal

people are not well understood. For example, a qualitative study, documented

that the moves of Aboriginal single mothers broke conventional assumptions that

the moves were based on attaining better accommodation. ln most cases the



movers were aware the next dwelling would be no better, and in some instances,

people moved into places they had knowingly lived previously. The act was often

based more on resiliency than anything else in the refusal to give up in a market

unreceptive to needs and affordability (Skelton, 2002).

ln an increasingly multicultural society, or to use Sandercock's term 'cosmopolis',

how adequate is the dominance of home ownership as a policy? ln a city like

Winnipeg, with a growing Aboriginal population, what does homeownership

mean? Wh¡le many continue to move from reserves, where homeownership has

not traditionally been an issue, what are the implications? lt is also interesting to

note that the federal government ¡s promoting homeownership on reserves. For

example, the CMHC has begun a pilot project ¡n 2005 aimed at "...expanding on-

reserve First Nations members access to homeownership and loan insurance"

(CMHC, 2005). These issues need exploration in contemporary planning to move

beyond myopic policy decisions. "As standards of research rise we can expect

less wholesale reliance on necessarily crude macro-statistical data and a shift to

the use of more qualitative data that are more culturally sensitive" (Kemeny &

Lowe, 1996, 1B).

The Narrow Focus of Housing Researcñ

Kemeny appears to blame myopic housing policy partly on hous¡ng researchers

whose focus is too nanow. Dominant in the discourse among housing

researchers are "universalistic approaches in which all countries are seen as
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being subjected to the same overriding imperatives" (ibid., 2). This ,convergence

approach' gives validity to generalized theory that globalization is exerting the

same forces on society (and receiving the same reactions) worldwide, causing

them to be driven in a particular direction, i.e. towards an unregulated market

(ibid.). The unhelpful impact this has upon housing research is to downplay

important differences between countries to the status of unimportant anomalies.

Such differences become relegated to 'variations', 'historic contingencies', or

'exceptions' (ibid., 3). As a result there is no impetus to explain such differences

in light of alternative forces shaping housing policy, thus seeming ,,.. 
. likely to

obscure more than it illuminates" (ibid., 16). Many of these approaches ,'adopt 
an

implicit Anglo-Saxon model of housing" (ibid., 10) with the following

characteristics:

. That social renting is less consumer oriented than owner occupation,

. That private renting does not provide security of tenure, and

¡ That pr¡vate renting doesn't really equate to occupant conhol of the

dwelling unit.

However, it needs to be considered that these characteristics describe many

English speaking countries, but not many European ones (ibid., l0). yet, often

such a lens is applied to all countries by housing researchers. For example,

current literature relating to housing in East Europe and the Soviet Union is

confined to the simplistic convergence approach. "There is almost unanimous

claim that these societies are currently engaged in a transition to market based
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economies and that all these nations are converg¡ng towards more or less

undifferentiated private market economies and housing systems based on the

new institutional arrangements derived from Western countries" (¡bid., 1 1).

lmportant to this notion is that privatization is the natural evolution of a liberal

market economy (ibid.). However, the occurrence of privatization can be the

result of many different instances: response to the (pre-communist) national

movements which have resurged, restitution laws, or an inability for government

to fund management and maintenance. "The overriding point here is that the

'transition' from an unexplicated command economy to a 'westem market' model

does have to be explained. lt cannot...should not-simply be assumed', (ibid., 13).

More helpful to housing research are divergent approaches which highlight

differences between countries. Perpetuating a dominant convergence approach

seems only to falsely support the efficiency of a free market. proof of this fallacy

can be gleaned from Sweden, whose "...high level of state involvement, has

performed the best, thereby challenging the belief that the free market embodies

the most effìcient form of housing provision" (ibid., 15).

One important contribution of divergence is to at least expand the debate and

therefore, the range of options by identifying two types of housing systems:

1. Suppression of competition from non-profit renting by ghettoizing it into a

residual public rental sector, steering consumers toward home ownership.

Sound familiar?
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2. lntegration of non-profit and profit renting into a ,,unified social market"

offering an attractive alternative to home ownership (¡bid., 16).

Highlighting such differences shows an obvioris direction for housing policy if we

are interested in halting and reversing ghettoization and the wastefulness of

sprawl, which is charting the course at least in most North American housing

markets.

Hom eownershi p a nd S u b u rba nizatio n

The profound hold of home-ownership as the dominant housing tenure is no

doubt manied to the "suburbanization of American life", which holds true for

Canada (Turk, 2004). The proliferation of the automobile along with easy

mortgage financing has spread far and wide the low density dream. The U.S.

interstate highway system in the '1950s and 60s played a large part in facilitating

this (McCarthy, Van Zandt & Rohe, op. cit., 41). Changes since the first half of

the twentieth century have been enormous. ln 1g45, the u.s. population was split

evenly between renting and owning. A decade later, the ratio climbed to 3:2 in

favour of home owners and by the 1g70's became close to a 2:1 home owner to

rent ratio where it been virtually stable since (Turk, op. cit.). policy in Canada has

also showed a historical favouritism to owner tenure where almost two thirds of

households own their own home (Hulchanski, 2003). Furthermore, renting is

seen as a temporary step on the way to ownership, at least for one third of

renters at any given time (lbid.) "The focus of the federal role in housing, since its



first program in 1919, has been almost exclusively on the ownership sector,,

(rbid., 5).

ln North America, this bias to the promotion of homèownership has supplied

significant subsidy to support the cause. For example, policy in the U.S., in the

form of tax breaks, has been estimated to be between $60 billion and $100 billion

per annum in recent years (Haurin, Dietz & Weinberg, op. cit.). Similar

favouritism by the federal government in canada has played a significant role to

endorse and extol homeownership. Hulchanski (2003) sites a history of various

programs to aid homeowner expansion, including: The Assisted Homeownership

Program, The Canadian Homeowner Stimulation Plan, The Registered

Homeowner Savings Plan, and the Mortgage Rate Reduction program. These

initiatives help explain the continuing momentum of the propensity for the single

family detached houses in Canada. ln the early 1970s single detached houses

accounted lor 32To of all new construction completions in this country. By the

early 1990s, this type of home accounted lor S4to of all construction completions

that year (CMHC, 1994). More recently, the homeowner entrenchment in policy

was been strengthened bythe ',l992 Home Buyers plan in which the Finance

Minister has admitted to a conscious effort to stimulate growth in the housing

sector. lronically, in this same year, policy for social housing experienced sharp

cuts which placed it at comparatively greater disadvantage (Hulchanski, 2003).
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It is important to note the link between homeownership and sprawl because

owner-occupied dwellings tend to be largerand reside on larger lots (Haurin,

Dietz & Weinberg, op. cit.). The cost crisis associaied with suburban expansion,

however, could leãd to change. lt is likely we will not be able to afford the cost

severity of traditional suburban development related to energy, transportation,

and an array of municipal services (Source). This raises those forever kicked

around and mostly, un-acted upon questions like: do developments pay their own

way? And are measures like development or impost fees justified? The City of

Winnipeg is considering such fees and the development and home construction

industry is doing all it can to avoid such charges. Better tenure balance would

derive from removing general ownership incentives and the visible and hidden

subsidies.

while there has also been an increase in home ownership in other industrialized

states, it has not, in many of those nations, occurred to the same degree. Turk

(op. cit.) attributes this to the fact that these countries had more publicly owned

housing which led to more collectivist welfare systems as compared to an

inclination toward private social welfare in which rental was largely ignored. Such

logic makes sense of Canada's high home ownership rate and residual rental

sector when one considers the lack of public housing that has been supplied.

Pre-occupation with home ownership has resulted in, or perhaps is a reflection of

an ideology.that equates a decent home with an owner occupied home. ,,ln
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effect, the stated goal of the 1949 U.S. Housing Act, the assuring of a 'decent

home and a suitable living environment for every American family', was

interpreted to mean that expanding the prospects for home ownership constituted

the essential measure of housinçj success"; a consensus which has gone

unchallenged for more than 50 years (ibid., 910).

H om eow n ersh i p a nd M arg inal ized Po pu I ations

ln consideration of expanding home ownership to populations for whom it is

currently out of reach, come a plethora of negative consequences which may

follow. One effect may be to trap low income owners as a result of high

transactions costs associated with moving. Such circumstance questions the

virtue of policy which tries to exiend home ownership to low income people in the

low income neighbourhoods in which they reside. Homeowner protagon¡sts

argue that a preponderance of homeowner households is necessary to provide

neighbourhood stability. ln maintaining this necessary ownership threshold lower

income households are either excluded or call for extreme levels of subsidy. This

questions the extent to which programs of ownership subsidy should be

encouraged. Green and White (op. cit.) suggest that ideally, chances of success

would be increased by helping those populations not just achieve home

ownership, but achieve home ownership in better neighbourhoods. Even if this

were the case, however, the costs would be prohibitive.
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One of the largest criticisms associated with home ownership's role in

neighbourhood revitalization efforts is the misplacement of funds. ln the U.S., tax

policy is misguided, "...because it mainly benefits higher income households who

would own their own homes regardless and therefore has little effect ôn tenure

choice" (¡bid., 458). As a side note, Green and White suggest this money be used

to help the poor achieve home ownership, which has its own set of problems as

discussed. Home ownership as a target alone often leads to the displacement of

some people. Many efforts to revive central cities have been "...linked to the

diminution of low-cost rental as well as through the upgrading of formerly low-

cost properties, which often came to house more affluent owner-occupants,'

(Turk, op. cit., 910). To a large extent, reinvigoration of these areas is tied to

home ownership initiatives or conversion to condom¡niums. "(B)oth of these are

generally described under the rubric of gentrifìcation" (ibid., 910). One dramatic

impact of such policy has been to decrease the amount of already lacking low-

cost rent housing. For example, in the U.S., '... 30% of all low-cost rental

housing in the private housing market vanished between 1973 and 1985 (ib¡d.,

91 1). Since then, there has been a lack of low-cost housing provision and

dramatic provision of single family detached homes. This has also been the case

in Canada where the construction of low-cost rentals, both private and social, has

diminished since the late '1980s. For example, private construction produced 25

000 units of rent in 1989 and little over 5 000 in '1996. Social housing

construction in 1992 provided over 20 000 rental units, but plummeted to 2 000

units in 1999 (Pomeroy, 2001 ). Another impact of the gentrifying effects of
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homeownership is explained by 'relative deprivation theory', where "the presence

of high-status individuals in a neighbourhood (homeowners) has a negative effect

on neighbouring renters" (Haurin, Dietz & Weinberg, op. c¡t., 123). Seeing the

success of homeowners causes renters to resent them.

The rush for home ownership in the U.S. is also supported by tax laws, which

provide another avenue for unequal benefit. Pitcoff (op. cit.) points to Mortgage

lnterest Deductions and other benefits, of which 63% fall to the top fifth income

earners, while only 18%fall to those in the bottom fìfth. The role of extending

loans to potential homebuyers with less funds and poorer credit has been

accomplished through the Federal Housing Administrat¡on through such

organizations as Freddie Mac and Fannie May. An important consideration is that

these entities are publicly traded companies, which by that very nature must find

ways to expand their markets. As the homebuyers market has become

increasingly saturated "...they have turned their attention to traditionally

underserved low-income and minority households" (ibid.,2). ln such an

endeavour, incentives like zero down loans have become easily available (ibid.).

Pitcoff (ibid.) documents the effects of such policy as they relate to those with

lower incomes. ln terms of housing foreclosures, those backed by FHA loans

have risen the fastest to nearly 3o/o while another 12% of such loan holders were

behind in their payments in the second quarter of 2002. While the boost is on for

home ownership, such a venture is becoming a less viable option for those with

lower incomes due to broader changes in society, such as the increasing median
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price of homes, which rose almost 45olo in the 1990s, outpacing the increases in

income to the poorest Americans, which rose just 35%. Such a scenario limits

what housing is available for purchase to low income earners often resulting in

purchases of older houses needing more repair, and often located in problem

ridden neighbourhoods (ibid., 5). Such policy hardly makes it easier to respond to

the needs of the worst off.

While renting can be a viable form of tenure, it carries with it a specif¡c stigma,

albeit a self-fulfilling one, due to its growing residual nature. As a result, it is

important to see who the renters are. ln the U.S., half of the inner city households

are renters (Turk, op. cit.). Among renters, 18.5% pay more than 50% of income

on housing (ibid.). ln three quarters of U.S. states, monthly rent for a 2 bedroom

apartment is more than twice the income of that state's minimum wage (ibid.).

It could be argued that policies for homeownership ex¡st simply because

individuals prefer to own. However, Shlay broadens this issue by asking

"...whether we have properly interpreted Americans' preferences for home

ownership" (Rossi & Weber, op. cit., 32). The important question is whether

home owners desire home ownership orwhetherthey desire the type of housing

that is offered almost exclusively on the sale market. The lack of consumer

choice available must play some role in the entrenchment of home ownership.

For example, if a household chooses a single family detached house, its choices

are largely limited to the housing market as there are very few of such units
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offered for rent. To conoborate this, B out of 10 owner occupants live in single-

detached homes. Though condominiums do increase the range of housing

choice available this is only slightly as they only represented 3.6% of occupied

dwellings in the USA in 1990 (ibid.).

A study by Shlay (Rossi &Weber, op. cit.) seems to clarify this issue rather

succinctly. ln this study, conducted using regression analysis, the coefficient for

tenure status was found to be non-significant. With other attributes held constant,

residents were ambivalent to tenure, desiring instead, features such as the

number of bedrooms, whether the dwelling was detached, and the age of the

structure. Further, these held for both high and low income families. Thus,

according to Shlay, "...the proclivity of Americans for home ownership, as

revealed by their market behavior, is a consequence of the way the housing

market closely bundles tenure status with dwelling attributes" (ibid., 6).

H omeown ersh i p a nd P ol itical Ag en d a s

Peter Malpass makes the point that pro homeownership as strategy of

"...contemporary housing policy is not only tolerant of increased inequality but

actively supportive of it" (Malpass, 2005, 4). A welfare state based on choice

through the market is an inherently unequal one, because the nature of a market

is to produce inequality, not eliminate it. Allowing choice through home ownership

does not help the worst off, whose choices will be limited to the least attractive

forms of housing and the most picked over in the market. Similarly, choice will
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not lead to better access to public goods such as schools as they will be

capitalized in the price of housing and purchased by those with enough economic

power to do so. Similarly, the notion of a "housing ladder...deeply embedded in

public debate...is a flawed metaphor to the extent that it implies all climbers start

at the bottom and f¡nish at the top'(ibid., 9). Higher earners are lifted further and

faster in the market, by not starting at the bottom and trading up faster,

accumulating more capital gains. As a result of these factors, Malpass argues

that home ownership does not decrease inequality (ibid.). Malpass challenges

whether explicit policy increasing choice through homeownership is the objective,

or whether it is to offer choices that will reinforce the housing market. An example

to support this is that those who have been given the "right to buy'' estate

housing have not been given the right to sell back to the state if they so desire.

Therefore, the banter about choice is a misnomer; ¡nstead lhere is a clear bias

favouring home ownership. Such objectives are openly promoted by senior

government officials in Britain who are striving for an additional million

homeowners over the next fìve year period, in an attempt to lift the proportion of

homeowners from 70o/o to 75% (ibid.). ln the U.S., a similar effort existed in

Clinton's National Homeownership strategy, whose goal of 67.5o/o

homeownership by the year 20O1was well surpassed prior to this target date

(McCarthty, Van Zant & Rohe, op. cit.). This bias is also perpetuated in Canada

by the CMHC as exemplified by the following CHMC website statement:

"Canadians are among the best-housed people in the world - and the majority

own their homes". ln Canadian ierms, best housed and ownership are
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synonymous. ln 1996, Canada and the U.S. maintained almost identical rates of

homeownership as 647o of Americans were homeowners as compared to 63% of

Canadians (Wexler, 1996). While Wexler does propose that Canada and the U.S.

ma¡ntain differences in housing policy, mainly in terms of more financial benefits

falling to homeowners in the U.S., both have sophisticated primary and

secondary mortgage financing systems (ibid.). To Malpass, what should be

important is increasing choice for poor and low income groups which does not

exist under such policies. "The real challenge for housing policy for the next

period is to devise ways of acknowledging the appeal of choice w¡thout relying on

the market as the only way of delivering it" (Malpass, op. cit., 13).

Housing and the Welfare State

Canada has a very selective welfare state. Though public sector involvement in

health and education is a cornerstone of Canadian social life, "... neither the

state nor a majority of citizens have viewed the meeting of housing needs for all

people as a public responsibility" (Hulchanski, 2004, 303). Evidence of this poor

status given housing is found in deteriorated government funding. Here Social

housing has been hit the hardest, which up to the early 1980s saw funding for

about 20, 000 new units per year. Then during the period of 1984 to 1 993 an

estimated $1.8 b¡llion was cut from national housing programs. This decline in

funding ended with the cancellation of all federal government funding for the

provision of housing in 1993 (CPC, 2004). Everyone deserves equal access to

health care, primary and secondary education yet equal access to good quality
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housing is denied. As a result of housing as a separate policy, it fails to consider

a holistic approach, which would recognize good quality housing as but one

component of a multiple strategy.

Among discussion in the literature regarding the low position of housing in the

welfare state, an ovenvhelming consensus blames neoJiberal policyof the 1g80s

and 1990s for the decreasing importance placed on housing. ln Britain a large

focus was placed upon the privatization of public housing (Malpass, 2004, B).

The restructuring of the welfare state saw housing at the forefront, "...and after

1979 housing was targeted to bear three quarters of planned cuts in the

government's f¡rst term" (Malpass, 2004, B). However, it has been brought up in

the discussion that housing has had different forces shaping it than principles

normally associated with the welfare state and that "from the mid 1g50s housing

was already moving further away at a time when other seryices were

withstanding demands for change, or were, at least, proving to be more resilient"

(lbid.,, 5). From this point on, government "...expanded and extolled the market

for owner occupation" (lbid., 5). This insight is ¡mportant to the topic of housing

and the welfare state because it clarifies an overstaled assumption that welfare

in general has succumbed to global forces in which housing is merely a part of.

One estimate suggests that while housing has seen cuts of 64% between 1980

to 2001, all other main welfare programs in the U.K. saw posit¡ve growth.
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Housing is often called "the wobbly pillar of the welfare state" (Malpas, 2004, 3)

because of the retention of the market in housing provision. Housing in this vein

is seen as epitomizing the new welfare state settlement emphasizing the role of

the free market.

A resultant homeownership bias has created an environment where the

acceptance of homeownership is so engrained that it has even affected the

operation and content of Canada's welfare state. ln fact, Jim Kemeny argues

"...that countries with high rates of home ownership [tend] to be countries with

poorly-developed welfare states" (Kemeny, 2005). ln such countries, ',long-term

housing policy strategies have structured the rental market in such a way as to

make renting unattractive - even repellant - as a lifelong housing commitment',

(Kemeny, 2005, pp). Home-owning societies with poorly developed welfare

states may also encourage ownership as a retirement hedge if pensions are low

(Kemeny, 2005). After a mortgage on a home is paid, the cost of shelter can be

quite modest for senior citizens. This strategy may provide significant influence to

homebuyers and may partially explain why motivations to buy seem second

nature.

Housing as Individual, Not Collective Responsibility

ln a homeownership-driven society, and subsequent weak welfare state,

emphasis is placed on individual rather than collective ideology in the provision of

housing. Part of the difficulty in overcoming this trend is that many Canadians do
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not ident¡fy this as a problem, because the majority of Canadians do live in good

quality housing. Further, homeownership has come to revere itself as

symbolically equivalent to citizenship despite any negative consequences such

as the disproportionate benefits that fall to middle and working class people, but

not the poor (Shlay, 2006).

Though most enjoy a high standard of housing, many Canadians lack adequate

housing according to their needs. Therein lies the danger of separating housing

from other social issues. The lack of political will to take action on housing is not

surprising as housing policy neglect does not affect most and often does not

directly harm the voter. These allow an opportunity to evade the issue. This is

especially problematic when there is no clear delineation of ownership and

leadership regarding housing policy among the different levels of government,

which has caused housing policy in Canada to become an,,orphaned child,,

(Carter, 2004, vii). This is a serious consideration when 200,000 Canadians are

homeless and a total of 1.7 million are in core housing need (Canadian Mental

Health Association, 2003).

Chapter Conclusion

The assumptions this chapter deals with are central to the conceptions on which

our hous¡ng system is built. For example, one such assumption is the greater

sense of civic and shelter responsibility displayed by homeowners. As a policy

objective we must get beyond the real and divisive issue of tenure if we are
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concemed about reflecting social equal¡ty in the provision of housing. The key is

to identify homeownership for what it is and what it is not. We have been

somewhat deluded into seeing only the positives and not the negatives. Chasing

after ownership meets economic and social objectives that are in tune with

government and corporate imperatíves.
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Ch. 3.0 Methods: An lllustration of Critical Discourse Analysis

lntroduction

This section highlights the development and key components of critical discourse

analysis (CDA) and identifìes its use as a research tool. ln this thesis, CDA

methodology was employed to analyze interviews conducted with those who

purchased homes through the Housing Opportunity Partnership (HOp). The goal

of this research is to appreciate what the sample group participants mean by

homeownership. ln essence, I am seeking an understanding of how discourses

around homeownership are influenced and shaped.

The literature review reveals assumptions in relation to homeownership whose

claims seem to require greater analytical verification. This literature identifies a

dichotomy between ownership and renting, where ownership is ascribed a higher

value. This thesis attempts to establish a basis for understanding the language

that conveys these messages. Language has the power and influence, for

example, to produce and maintain ideologies or to transform them. The focus on

language is intended to identify how power and influence are derived. CDA will

be used to attain this level of understanding.

Whereas language and discourse have contributed to creating inequalities and

injustice, as argued in this chapter, discourse can also help create equality and

fairness. However, for this transformation to occur, it is essential to reveal the



implicit assumpt¡ons that must be challenged. CDA can be utilized to analyze the

implicit and act as a change agent.

For my purposes I hâve chosen CDA among alternative approaches l¡ke

conversation analysis, discourse analysis, and critical linguistics, as CDA

appears to provide strong support for action forms of research. This chapter is

concemed with understanding CDA in terms of a specific research application.

Qualitative Analysis

ïhe qualitative nature of CDA represents an analytical approach that sees the

world as being created and recreated through discourse. This contrasts with

another approach where the world is seen in a static form, waiting to be

discovered. These approaches make different basic knowledge and research

assumptions (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The laüer approach to social science looks

at the observed and recorded behavior of people and not to their subject¡ve

experiences to gain insights. ln this world, there are clearly delineated causes

and effects and interest is placed upon material changes. As a result, such

inquiry ignores motivations and intentions of actors involved as legitimate

sources of data. Therefore, the type of knowledge sought is restricted to what is

considered in a cause and effect relationship. Factors include variables that

seem relevant, as represented in the face value of quantitative and data in

numeric form (Guiver, 2002), As a result, influences that could conceivably have

had more bearing on the phenomenon being studied may not be present. For
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example, Guiver (2002) discusses a study which evaluates bus ridership and

fares, whose ultimate conclusion is that an increase in fares wìll result in

decreases among ridership. The analysis of this study, from a qualitative

perspect¡ve, reveals some problems with the approach. Firstly, the study focuses

on the effect of patronage rather than on people's attitudes, which may have

brought other insights to the fore. Secondly, the study reproduces conventional

economic thinking by highlighting travel as a commodity and backgrounding its

other features. ln essence it ignores the qualities of human behavior. Therefore,

the methodology constrains the breadth of data input. The result becomes an

oversimplification of lhe relationship between fares and patronage (ibid.).

The nature of this qualitative research methodology is tied to social

constructivism. "Constructionists assume that individuals actively construe their

own social realities, which are those that the interviewer then wishes to

understand by interacting with the interviewee" (Parker, '1999, 15). Burr (2003)

simplifies many of the newer, alternative approaches to the study of human

social behav¡our, such as discourse analysis, critical psychology, deconstruction,

and post structural¡sm by grouping them together under the term 'social

constructionism'. As a starting point, social constructionism looks critically at our

"...taken-for-granted ways of understanding the world" (ibid., 2). This inquiry

challenges the positivist claim that things are out there waiting to be discovered

through unbiased observations of the world. Our reality, for all intents and

purposes, is constituted by what we perceive. Therefore, constructionism
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encourages us to be suspect of our assumptions about the nature of the world

(ibid.).

Consequences of howwe perceive the world perbeption can be understood by

acknowledging the divisions we use to categorize the world. Burr draws on the

categor¡es 'men' and 'women' to show how these divisions are more blurred than

we give them credit for. These seemingly natural categories are'...bound up with

gender, the normative prescr¡ptions of masculinity and femininity in culture, so

that the whole categories of personhood, that is all the things it means to be a

man or a woman, have been built upon them" (ibid., 3). This implies that people

could conceivably have been divided, through the process of social

constructionism into any kind of categorization. Burr uses the rather absurd

example that people could have been divided into 2 groups: those w¡th ear lobes

and those without (ibid.).

We gain an understanding of the world through history and culture, and these

change over time. For example, we can look at parenting today juxtaposed with

parent¡ng of 50 years ago (ibid.). Changes in perception occur as the nature of

our realities is constantly being constructed by us through daily interactions:

hence the importance of language. Through negotiation we anive at current,

acceptable ways of understanding the world (ibid.). This understanding leads to

the conclusion that different social constructions invite d ifferent act¡ons.

Ultimately, construct¡ons of the world are bound up with power relations that
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sustain some patterns of social action and exclude others. Bun, for example,

looks at the social constructions sunounding alcohol use. Before the temperance

movement, the penalty for drunkenness was imprisonment. This view later

changed when it was discovered that alcoholism was identified as a sickness and

beyond the control of the individual. As a result, alcoholism treatment programs

were developed to reflect this change in attitude (ibid.).

The above examples depict "...the constructions of local social realities by

respondents, the meanings which they ascribe to categories they value, what is

considered competent and appropriate action and language, and how the

¡nterview text is influenced by the audiences the interviewees consider

themselves to be a member of'(Parker, op. cit., 18). In this manner, the research

at hand is concemed with what real life experiences are represented in

interviews "... if simply because any policy is formed in relation to and has to take

account of public opinion" (van den Berg, Wetherell, & Houtkoop-Steenstra,

2003, 13).

The interview analysis in this study raises a distinction between "data driven" and

"theory led approaches" (Taylor, 2001 ,312). ln the employment of a data driven

approach, the data is considered for its own sake and is free of theoretical

influence. The use of CDA draws upon an analytical framework for data

understanding and interpretation. ln this sense it is data driven.
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The Power and lnfluence of Language

It is important to be aware that power relationships in discourses operate through

language. How language is used plays an active role in exercising, maintaining

and changing this power (Fairclough, 2001).

lnstitutions and conventions present themselves as outcomes of common sense.

This apparent reality, seen as an ultimate truth, may be but a perception of

reality. The ways we think and talk about issues are human social constructions

reproduced through language. This is reflected in discourses which compete with

one another, where none ".. . are 'natural' but are perpetuated or countered by

people, the media and inst¡tutions such as government, advertisers, the health

service, schools, employers, etc. in their discussions, writing and behaviour,'

(Guiver, op. cit., 213). Therefore, "sociolinguistic conventions arise from and give

rise to particular relations of power,' (Fairclough, op. cit., 1). Jacobs (199g)

contends that powerful discourses around the issue of homelessness discount

the broad failure of economic policy, and instead portray ¡t as an individual 
,. .

choice. This mentality has obvious implications for social action regarding this

problem.

We are ofien not aware of the common sense assumptions and ideologies

implicit in and carried by language. Through this hidden component, discourses

can be harmonized at the societal level (Fairclough, op. cit.), when a majority of

people buy into it. Maintaining an ideology can be harmful when',practices
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people draw on unknowingly carry assumptions which legitimize existing power

relations" (ibid., 27). They become seen as universal and commonsensical when

ideologies come to be naturalized. This is termed ideological power, which is

achieved through the power to project one's practices as universal (ibid). Such

insight has led Harold Garfinkel to create the term "the commonsense world of

everyday life", where social constructions of the world are built entirely on

assumptions which are implicit and powerful (ibid., 64). Rosie Braidotti refers to

this as "the trafüc jam of meanings...which create that form of pollution known as

common sense" (Braidotti in van den Berg, 2003, 11).

Due to this constructive capacity, language can be seen as a site of social

struggle. "The power to determine which word meanings, norms are legitimate,

appropriate is an important part of ideolog¡cal power [sic]" (ibid., 73). To put this

another way, "existing language practices and orders of discourse reflect

victories and defeats of past struggle' (¡b¡d., 73).

It is also important to note that while language functions, it is not always negative

and that people do appreciate its positive influences and welcome transformative

change. The desire to be politically correct demonstrates this fact (Parker, op.

cit., 6). Lessa (2006) provides an account of how a marginalizing discourse can

be transformed through language. ln a discussion regarding teen pregnancy and

the policy words used to define it as an "acute social problem", Lessa explains

how an outreach organization chose not to legitimize this inherent ideology,
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framing the issue differently in their media. concerned that the predominant view

sees teen pregnancy "as girls who, after not following advices of their elders

should pay for their mistake" (lbid.., 8), the agency proposes a sharp contrasting

view, and "...constructs a profìle of the service user as a responsible young

woman who deserves a chance'(ibid., g). ln this subyersion, the use of

terminology like women instead of girls; the construction of multiple profiles; and

the identification of pregnancy as but one aspect of these women's lives, act

against the promotion of a simple label being tied to the issue (ibid., 9).

Development and Content of CDA

It is important to discuss the history and content of CDA to provide a working

definition of the term and its applicability to the research at hand. As a starting

point for defining the term CDA, Blommaert credits Fairclough,s power and

Language as a landmark document. CDA is seen as an analytical tool used to

empower. lt is used for "uncovering how social structure impinges on discourse

patterns, relations, and models (in form of power relations, ideological effects)

and treating these relationships as problematic" (Blommaert, 2000, 4). The most

common topics for CDA include political discourse, ideology discourse, racism,

economic media language, gender, education, and literacy. These topics are

important to CDA due to its focus on the "intersection of language and social

structure" (ibid., 4).
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The active nature of language is an important aspect of CDA. To illustrate this,

social texts do not simply minor events or phenomena which are pre-existing in

the world, but actively construct versions of them (Potter & Wetherell, 1987). This

revelation is described by pragmatics or analytical philosophy (Fairclough, op.

cit.). The key is that "they [texts] don't just describe things, they do things" (potter

& Wetherell, op. cit., 13). ln support of this insight, John Austin (ibid.) draws

attention to the specific role of sentences that are constructed for the primary

function of achieving something. These are called performafiVes, while the class

of sentences whose primary role is to describe are called consfaffues (ibid., 14).

However, the problem later identified in such a distinction is that all utterances

have both performative and constative features. This observation led to the

General Theory of Speech Acts where all utterances have the effect of stating

and doing. ln essence, all utterances commit three acts simultaneously: they

utter with meaning; they utter with force; and depending on the meaning and

force within a context, the utterance ultimately carries with it a consequence

(ibid.).

Austin draws attention to the'social nature'of language (ibid., 1B). This

contribution generated an interest in how language is used in everyday

situations. Focus culminated on how people articulate what's going on around

them in the social world and use this understanding to conduct their behaviour in

respect of those interpretations. This is termed ethno methodology: the study of

ordinary people's methods. Focusing on the functions of interactive talk and its



effects has encouraged a range of useful questions such as: what is the function

of a talk? What is at stake? What purposes are achieved? What discursive

devices are used to achieve such a goal? (Caldas-Coulthard, 1996). This

questioning led to the understanding of codes of conduct (potter & wetherell, op.

cit.). Fairclough also describes these codes but calls them subTecf posrUons

(Fairclough, op. cit). These codes or subject positions contain rules about how

we act and what we say in different circumstances. For example, interactions

with family or friends will entail different subject positions than those of, say, a job

interview. ln short, Speech Act theory and ethno methodology have shown the

importance of the function of language and the constructive feature of it.

Semiology is identified as crucial to the development of CDA. Semiology is a

structuralist theory of meaning which believes ".., the idea of the world as we see

it is the result of hidden structures" (Burr, op. cit., 11). Semiology, derived by

Saussare, is "...useful in drawing attention to the way that the meaning of any

particular term is governed by its relations w¡th other terms', (parker, op. cit, 5).

The study of relations of 'difference' in social networks is what underpins

structuralism and post structuralism (ibid.). post structuralists have simply added

to structuralism, therefore not rejecting, but enhancing it (Burr, op. cit, 51).

structuralists and post structuralists concerned with the analysis of discourse

agree that language is a prime site of construction for a person and that this is

limited to representations in terms of concepts embedded in language (ibid.).

These groups place less emphasis upon individual qualities (e.g. personality) as
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determinants of how meaning and experience are derived. ln shifiing focus to the

social realm as a contributor to construction these groups are described as anti-

humanist (ibid.).

Semiology's rules set out conditions for meaning. "Underlying systems involving

rules of acceptable consequences and combinations can generate and make

sense of cultural phenomena" (Potter & Wetherell, op. c¡t., 24). A central feature

of semiology is the notion of sender and receiver identifying with a common sign

conveying common meaning. This is explained by the presence of a signifìer and

the signified, where the spoken sound is the signifier and the object it elucidates

is the signified (Caldas-Coulthard, op. cit.). The concept of the sign is important

in highlighting the arbitrariness of terms to which meanings are associated.

The creation of myth (called the second level of signifìcation) reflects the

importance of sign as a signifier at a higher conceptual level. At this level,

meaning is taken for granted. Therefore it is not a natural, but an arbitrary or

culturally constructed convention. 'Driving a Jaguar XJS' signifies wealth, luxury

and status (Who knew it was only a test drive?) Similarly, the sign 'homeowne/

may signify stability and security. But such myth has the effect of drawing

attent¡on away from the real issues. However, there are limits to the sign

because what is signified is not explicit. The meaning of language depends on

interpretation.
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The speaker often anticipates how discourse will be interpreted. Culture plays a

role in the creation of interpretive repertoires (ibid.). lnterpretive repeftoires are a

social resource available to those that share the same culture and language, and

can be explained as building blocks for constructing versions of actions,

processes or phenomena. As such, a repertoire is made up of a range of

restr¡cted terms derived from metaphors, which are used in specifìc stylistic and

grammatical fashion. The presence of a repertoire is often signaled by certain

tropes or figures of speech. The purpose of drawing on repertoires is usually to

justify a particular version of events, excuse or validate certain behaviors, to fend

off criticism, or maintain credibility (ibid.). ln this manner, quite different and

competing repertoires may be drawn upon in the pursuit of achieving different

goals.

Foucault recognizes that the power of language becomes apparent in its ability to

maintain assumptions. ln fact, CDA is often referred to as Foucauldian CDA with

respect to this emphasis on power. Foucault's main contribution is the

identification of the ideological and power effects of discourse. The way in which

society is widely represented has implications for the way we treat people.

Therefore, discursive practice becomes social practice (Burr, op. cit.; Taylor, op.

cit.,313).

Practices such as speaking and writing are vested with meaning that can support

or destroy institutions. lt is important to identify institutions that are reinforced by



particular discourses or are attacked or subverted by a particular discourse.

These discourses reproduce power relations in society. As a result, it is an

imperative to be aware of which categories of people have something to gain or

lose from a particular discourse (McGregor, 2003). This understanding creates a

perception from which to appropriately challenge discourses and moves

discourse analysis to act¡on research (Parker, op. cit.).

While there is not one commonly accepted definition of CDA, a satisfactory one

sees its purpose to "analyze opaque as well as transparent structural

relationships of power, dominance, discrimination, power and control as

manifested in language" (Blommaert, op. cit., 2). CDA doesn't explain what is

correct, but alerts us to the "...intimate connections between meaning, power and

knowledge" (Foucault in Parker, op. cit., 6).

Discourse analysis is interested in how language is used in a specific discursive

event. Why a particular vocabulary is chosen, why certain rhetorical strategies

are employed, how these things are interpreted and what is accomplished

through discourse as a strategy, are guestions that require answers

(Hastings,1999). There are two important features of discourse analysis (ibid.):

1. lt situates language in the context ofthe event to understand how it relates

to the context. Does it challenge or uphold ex¡sting power relations?
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2. Discourse is used to refer to texts that seem to belong in the same social

domain. Does the use of language legitimate power inequalities or

contribute to developing norms of behaviour?

Renewed lnterest ìn Language ín Social ScÍences

Social scientists are increasing becoming interested in the role of discourse,

which was discounted in the past by many disciplines. For example, cultural

geography focused on 'semiology of spatial practices within cities' rather than

role of linguistic practices (Hastings, op. c¡t.). ln other words, the focus was

placed upon built form and the arrangement of space as the element of study in

understanding power relations.

The topic of language in its meaning, roles and constructive capacity should be a

paramount consideration for planners. Through discourse, for example, planners

have the ability to revisit the concept of marginality. Cultural geographers have

constructed models to explain marginalization. Accepting these models has led

to 'regimes of truth" that create a distorted impression of the issue. As a result,

these dominant models are used to describe occurrences that the models cannot

fully appreciate. The model approach is, in effect, an oversimplification. An

illustration of this can be found in comparing Aboriginal settlement patterns to the

concentrated segregation found in U.S. cities (Peters, 2005). Models are rarely

sensitive to specific processes at work in specific places and overlook issues

such as "systemic racism, and overt racism and cultural hegemony" (ibid., 329).
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These issues are uniquely manifest in language; an understanding that gives

"planners...the capacity to connect urban issues...to 'root societal

problems"'(ibid., 329). Tett & Wolfe (1991 ) remind planners of the power they

have in terms of being in control of information. By recognizing that planners

don't just gather information, but shape communication networks, "planners can

work toward alleviating systemically distorted communication" (ibid., 196).

A renewed interest in language can also be seen as an aspect ofthe

"communicative turn in planning theory" (Healey, 1957, 2B). This theory respects

the role of social processes in determining the spatial configuration of urban

form. "The policy analysis tradition is seeking to both escape from its

predominant emphasis on instrumental reason and scientific knowledge to

incorporate greater understanding of how people have come to have the ways of

thinking and ways of valuing that they do..." (ibid., 2B). Healey points to different

strands under the rubric of communicative action, but qualifies them as sharing

the following key understandings: all forms of knowledge are socially

constructed; construction and communication of knowledge take many forms;

preferences are leamed behaviour; societal interests are diverse, creating the

potential for oppressive relations; ownership needs to be spread to and draw on

diverse ranges of knowledge and reasoning to lead to a focus upon consensus

building and away from competition; and planning is embedded in its social

env¡ronment through day to day activities and is therefore, positioned to

challenge processes that marginalize (ibid.).
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Reasons for Choosing CDA as a Research Tool

This research is directed at overcoming injustice and inequality associated with

housing policy. The literature review portrays housing as a central driver of the

economy. Seen in this way, housing is not a basic human right and discourses

around it exclude an underclass whose housing needs go unfulfilled. Such

discourses are biased in their attention to home ownership and silent in the

support of other forms of tenure. As a result, a dualistic housing policy has

emerged. This "regime of truth" serves to legitimize a discourse that serves

obv¡ous economic interests and power relations. Awareness of the influence of

these dynamics could lead to clearer understanding of the interviewer responses.

Discourses can be marginalizing even if they are not intended to be. what is said

is "...purposeful whether or not the choices are conscious or unconscious"

(McGregor, op.cit., 3). CDA understands that "... as we use language we are also

used by it" (Parker, op. cit., 6). We don't entirely control the meaning of language

as words and meanings are organized into institutions, or,discursive practices,,

which position us in webs of power relations (ibid.). CDA will highlight these

discourse issues in the context of housing provision.

Properties of lexfs.' The Methodology in CDA

Texts are but a part of the entire array of social interactions which make up a

discourse. Properties of texts offer advantages, enabling them to be analyzed by

their elements. As such, properties can be seen as'traces'of productive
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processes and as'cues' in the process of interpretation. Essential to these

elements are what Fairclough describes as Member Resources (MR), referring to

the things in our minds that are drawn upon when texts are produced and

interpreted. Such factors will include our knowlêdge óf language, representations

of the social world, beliefs and assumptions (Fairclough, op. cit., 9). Caldas-

Coulthard (op. cit.) maintains a similar claim refening to this as ,habitus,, a set of

dispositions that incline agents to act and react in different ways. These

dispositions are acquired through life and become second nature, but reflective

of the social conditions in which they were acquired.

lnherent in a 'habitus' are possibilities as well as limitations. MRs and habitus

reveal the importance of context as an important element of discourse. They also

highlight the need to be cognizant of the operation of different levels of social

organization. These levels include the immediate social environment of the

discourse; a wider level that includes institutions; and finally society as a whole.

Analyzing texts with CDA requires an awareness of this interplay among the

many processes that influence (Fairclough, op. cit.). To simplify these

relationships, three stages of discourse are offered by Fairclough: description,

interpretation, and explanation. For the purposes of the research here,

explanation is the most important aspect because it calls attention to the

interaction between the interview and the social context where processes of

production and interpretation draw on social determinants (¡bid.) lt is at this level
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of analysis that the researcher is capable of providing interpretations about

"complex a nd invisible relationships" (ibid., 22).

For Caldas-Coulthard (op. cit.), a major goal for CDA is to achieve êquity. A

major focus is placed on becoming aware of how subtle processes form and

dictate discourses. ln terms of equity, it is not enough to simply make

concessions to groups that are being marginalized by allowing them access to

dominant mainstream goods. There exists a need to know what are the .myriad

of mundane processes of training and learning...which literally mold the body

and become second nature" (Tett & Wolfe, op. cit., 19).

It is necessary to outline how the interview texts will be studied. ¡n other words,

what exactly are we searching forthrough the utilization of CDA? CDA is a way

of looking at text. lt is a critical lens but without a formal system of rules. CDA

can be used to analyze a variety of textual material in different forms or genres,

which affect the nature of analysis. However, one can gain important insights

through documented examples of CDA research to develop a toolkit.

CDA has been criticized for a lack of detail associated with the methodology of

specific assignments. Fowler (1996) contends that almost anything passes for

cDA today because of this lack of detail and obscurity of the topic. lt is ironic that

CDA as a tool to empower the marginalized remains largely inaccessible in its

vernacular at the academic level. A CD analyst might ask the question, whose
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interests does this serve? lt is for these reasons that it is important to oufline

some of these tools and their utility in a practical sense.

CDA enables one to take apart a text for purposes of analysið. ln this

deconstruction process we can see how language and discourse work to present

a particular vision of the world, enabling it to be challenged (Caldas-Coulthard,

op. cit.). This process, however, requires guidance and rules. As a useful

framework, Parker identifies placing focus on three key aspects of language in a

text: contradiction, construction and practice (also known as variability,

construction and Tunction). Questions about the text become framed in this

manner to explore hidden meanings (Parker, op. cit., 6). Contradictions refer to

competing meanings exposed in the text, This helps identify meanings that are

dominant as cultural myths. Uncovering these contradictions allows us to

highlight subordinate meanings showing resistance to dominant assumptions

(ibid.). Contradictions may appear between points of view and within a point of

view holding more than one perception. The former contradiction will be termed a

'meta-contradiction' and the latter a 'construction contradiction'. Construction

contradictions may, however, call into question the logic of an assertion.

Construction of a text questions how meanings have been created. How was it

put together so that the meaning would be automatically interpreted? (ibid.). This

entails the use of traces and cues to lead and influence. The aspect of practice

and language is concerned with the systems of meanings present in a text by
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their intended function. This may be viewed as the political function of a text and

allows one to reveal and consider issues of power it reflects. This may facilitate

the ultimate goal of CDA, emancipatory change, by focusing on the possibility of

different social constructions. Simply, "...we are encouraged to trabe the place of

a word or phrase in the context of a symbolic system and to ask questions about

its contradictions, how it is constructed and what it does" (ibid., S).

Similarly, Fairclouogh (op. cit.) explains the importance of looking at three

important aspects in the methodology of CDA: seeing discourse as a text, as a

discursive practice, and as a social practice. ln this way, consequences are seen

as social practice.

ln analyzing text it is important to move from broad to specific details. A first step

recommends reading the text uncritically, visiting it a second time in a critical and

questioning manner. This might entail questions about how the text could have

been constructed differently. At this stage one should be conscious of what type

of text they are dealing with. For example, a government document, a journal

art¡cle, etc. canies with.it a certain style (McGregor, op. cit.). Often, a genre will

carry specific rules like a scientific journal which consisls of formal rules and

conventions. This becomes a means of which to extend power (ibid.).

Framing is another important aspect to look for in a text. This reveals the

perspective, or point of view being presented. Examples the analyst may look for
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here are instances where certain things are left out of an account completely; the

use of suppos¡tions, where words are employed that take specific ideas for

granted; and manipulating the reader by selecting voices that make points of

view seem more correct, legitimate or significant and leave out others (ibid.). The

voice being represented is refened to as register (ibid.).

At a finer scale, it is important to explore the minute levels of a text: sentences,

phrases, words (ibid.). One important aspect at this stage of analysis is to identify

what the speaker chooses to put into a sentence regarding a specific topic. This

has the effect of influencing the reader's perception of a topic. This act is known

as Topical¡zat¡on (ibid.). Sentences also convey information about power. For

example who is depicted as powerful and powerless? This textual property is

referred to as agency (ibid.). Sentences often leave out important information

about the agents of power. Often, this is achieved by the use of nominalization

where a verb is converted into a noun (ibid.). For example, the 'report' says...

Connotations are powerful in their ability to convey meanings, which are

accessible through the cultural knowledge of participants (ibid.). For example, in

talking about a death one may choose the word 'murdered' instead of 'killed', to

convey a specifìc message inherent in the word. The word killed doesn't

necessar¡ly attach blame or insinuate a crime has occurred.
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The tone of the text is also important. Here modality plays a role where, words

are used to convey a degree of certainty or uncertainty and/or authority. The tone

is introduced by words like may, could, can, probably, probably not, to assert or

deny the perceived likelihood of a situation or event (ibid.).

Fairclough (op. cit.) frames textual analysis in a slightly different, but useful

structure by focusing on three descriptions: vocabulary, grammar, and textual

stuctures. Fairclough calls these descriptions formal features of a text, which all

have three types of value: experiential, relational, and expressive. Experiential

value draws insights about how the text producer's experience of the social world

is represented, such as knowledge content and beliefs. Re/afio nal value refers to

insights about social relationships as they are enacted in the text. Finally,

expressive yalue relates to insights about how the producer ofthe text evaluates

that portion of reality being discussed and conveys it. lt is worthwhile to discuss

these formal features briefly.

The vocabulary of a text refers to the discourses being drawn upon and will be

imbued with ideologically significant meanings; how words relate to each other,

what they express, and what metaphors are used. For example, a common

occurrence is over-wording, where near synonyms are used to a high degree,

expressing a preoccupation with some aspect of reality. Fairclough uses the

example of words like build, develop, increase and boost used in conjunction with

each other. Analyzing grammar may look for no minalizations, whether sentences
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are active or passive, and whether agency is clear. Also the way sentences are

linked together can reveal insights such as the logic used. Textual structures

provide an understanding of what larger scale social structures are operating

through a te>d (ibid.). An example here may be the presence of a neo-liberal

ideology centered on efficiency.

Caldas-Coulthard adds a dimension to textual analysis by focusing on the way

social actors are represented in discourse. Twenty-two different representations

in total are presented, forming a system nefwork The purpose is to highlight

which social actors are included in a discourse and how they are included. For

example, a social actor may be represented personally or impersonally, generally

or specifically. The system network also distinguishes how social actors are

excluded in discourses and whether the purpose is to 'background' them to

emphasize the prominence of another discourse, or whether a discourse is

entirely and purposefully neglected through suppressr'on (Caldas-Coulthard, op.

cit.).

It is also important to keep in mind the use ol attributions, or how people are

perceived differently. A common attribution within discourse that is marginalizing

is to ascribe an agentive or causal role to an individual or group of people even if

they are the victim (Dijk, 1987).
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Coherence relafions look at the perceived causes between events and actions

(van den Berg, Wetherell, & Houtkoop-Steenstra, op. cit.). Coherence relations

are important because they construct ways of treating issues based on little more

than assumption.

Disclaimers are used to distance or protect oneself from a potentially damaging

or incriminating situation. The use of disclaimers is well documented in the

annals of CDA, often called reservation and is frequent in racist discourse (van

den Berg, Wetherell, & Houtkoop-Steenslra, op. cit.).

The tools discussed above will form the general method of analysis of the texts

they are being applied to. The analyses will also be aided by the use of the

computer software ATLAS-T|, which has the capacity to handle large chunks of

text. The research will be guided by an interest in the nuances of language in the

texts.

Chapter Conclusion

ln this chapter I have outlined the main components of CDA, a research tool

used to gain an understanding of the power of language. This will assist in

uncovering what ideologies are represented in homeowner discourses in HOP

interviews. lt is important to understand how discourses around housing are

framed, due to the inseparable influence that language has upon social action. lf

policy regarding an issue is reflective of how people think then ¡t is important to
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see what their language is telling that they do think. lt is also important to

understand and reveal contradictions between homeowner-expressed needs and

the direction of housing policy. [break page]



Ghapter4.0 Analysis

Iàe Process of Applying the Methodology

The purpose of discourse deliberation is clear, but its method of analysis less

straightfonruard. "Discourse analysis is like riding a bike, it is warned that the

stages are not sequential and advised that there is no analytic method" (Parker,

1999, 5). However, this may be described as a learn as you go process. As

described in the methodology chapter, an abundance of tools can be employed

in the analysis. lt follows then, that effective application of CDA derives from

experience. ln an effort to develop confidence in a fìrst attempt at CDA

application, Parkers'ten criteria for distinguishing discourses (Appendix ll)

provide useful guidance to the research process.

ln attempting to simplify data analysis, the process can be divided into two

simultaneous activities that identify patterns in the transcripts and attempt to

interpret these pattems. This analysis is based upon familiar social scientific

debates and concepts (van den Berg, Wetherell, & Houtkoop-Steenstra, op. cit.,

13). ln preparation for data analysis, a high level of familiarity with the ¡nterview

material must be attained. Following extensive reviews of each interview,

summaries were written to capture the essence of each one. As background

information, these appear in Appendix l.
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The Use of the ATLAS-Tí software program

Having gained sufficient familiarity with the interview content, data was then

processed through the use of the Atlas.ti software program. This computer

program facìlitated the classification, organizing and cross referencing of data

salient to a specific analysis. Atlas.ti was best used as a method of extracting

and organizing the data from the interview transcripts as a preparatory step for

CDA. The central use of Atlas.ti in this research was to expose themes

representing the meaning attached to homeownership by respondents. Research

focused on predetermined issues that emerged form the literature review, but

also was open to new insights. ln specific terms, the Atlas.ti program was used to

code and record relevant and repeating issues and themes. lt also allowed for

information which did not easily meet code criteria to be tagged. This

accommodated a useful and organized data assembly activity. Consequently,

information was at the waiting and could easily be revisited to respond to

research questions about their construction. For example, "why was this said and

not that? Why these words, and where do the connotations of the words fit with

different ways of talking about the world?" (Parker, 1999, 4).

A further attribute of the Atlas.ti program is the ability to attach memos to any part

of the text for future reference and analysis. This accommodated the systematic

record¡ng of thoughts, ideas or questions evoked by the interview material. This

process was guided by determining what material was common to the topic in

general and looking for ways to make sense of it in terms of interpretive
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resources used. Seeing the interview sample as a reflection of broader society,

great ¡nterest was placed on interpreting how respondents "...drawon routine

and highly consensual (cultural/normative) resources that carry beyond the

immediate context (van dên Berg, Wetherell, & Houtkoop-steenstra, op. cit., 13).

Conceptual Level Atlas,ti

The most important use of the Atlas.ti program was at the level of conceptuat

analysis. What does one do when they have scanned the text several times and

have emerged with a plethora of codes and text passages? The answer is to find

relationships among them. Atlas.ti has a component called a Network View, a

separate window where codes and the text supporting them can be imported and

then linked to other codes based on an established relationship. New codes can

be imported at any time. This allowed for the categorization of constructions and

themes in order to eventually make generalizations about the meaning in the

text, such as those relating to homeownership and attitudes toward rent. To enter

and complete this conceptual juncture, essentially three stages occurred:

Stage I

Create codes from text passages and name them. For example, text passages,

or utterances describing a specific topic or theme, were attached a code or

name. The result of stage I is essentially the creation of the name of a code.
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Stage ll

Determine what codes seem to fìt together, group them, and identify how they

relate to the concept that holds them together. This enabled a gradual broad

characterization of homeowner tenure arid neighbourhood characteristics. At this

stage of analysis, the result was an ability to group different codes together,

whose utterances behind them seemed to implythe same thing or a general

categorization.

Stage lll

Visually map out the relationships that ex¡st between the codes resulting from the

previous stage. This enabled the detailing of ownership constructions and their

implications. This is where the analysis began to make visible, complex

relationships. The result at this stage of analysis was to understand the influence

of the homeowner discourse. For example, what ranges of action are accepted

and promoted by the interview constructions; simply put, what is the result or

impact in social terms?

ln construct¡ng Network Views, codes were invented to encapsulate a broad

theme among which many statements could fit. Not only did this establish

relationships to be made, but also made the data manageable. ln a Network

View, one can show the entire project or a part of it. The more ¡nformation,

however, the less detail can be displayed. During this process, several Network

Views were created around important concepts that emerged in the data to



display how the analysis unfolded, from coding to linking. This graphical function

is important as ¡t shows how respondents constructed a topic or issue. Like a

road map, one can use it to look at an issue in its broad sense, then through its

component parts and then trace each component back to a source. This

graphical component of Atlas.ti enabled individual pieces of text, some seemingly

unrelated, to be fit together with other individual pieces of text to establish

generalities or differences.

ln orderto show howthe analysis in this thesis was conducted, several Network

Views are supplied in Appendix lll. This graphical conceptualization unfolds

somewhat like a story. lt begins by establishing an array of pieces that seem like

they may be important. At this stage, some are given names (codes) and others

are simply highlighted for a future read. Next the codes are grouped by criteria

defining their importance (families). Relationships in these families are described

to understand how the phenomenon ¡s constructed. The Network Views present

the results by revealing the broad themes revealed and then subsequently shows

the nature of these constructions in finer detail. Finally, this will bring us to the

next chapter, interpretation.

Establishing a Resource Framework

Examination of the interviews was conducted within a CDA framework. Data was

reviewed, summarized, categorized (coded), analyzed and interpreted. Emphasis

was placed upon highlighting biases, prejudices, beliefs and assumptions derived
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from the transcripts. CDA was intended to expose the existence and reasons for

various forms of power relationships. A search for the meanlng of these

relationships was pursued through the use of CDA and the thesis concludes by

identifying appropriate avenues for change.

lnterviews, as they were analyzed, were thought of as responses to stor¡es.

Stories are important, because what we say "is deeply affected by the fact that

we are never more (and somet¡mes less) than the coauthors of our own

narratives" (Throgmorton, 1996, 47). Seeing the interview transcripts in this

manner allowed for the understanding of the commonalities or co-authorship that

went into their construction. With a CDA lens, concern rested upon how these

stories carry and perpetuate relations. This enables us to understand and

evaluate what practices we as a society engage in.

At the outset, it was important to identify that interview findings were not intended

to personalize interpretations. The intention was to understand how the issue of

tenure is framed in society. Personal statements therefore are seen as only

reflective of the societal conditions that persist and which we take for granted in

categorizing and making sense of the world. The goal is to use the interview

transcripts as a vehicle to gain insights into what common assumptions are

behind a homeownership ideology that appears marginalizing to other forms of

tenure. The results of the analysis, or the way they are interpreted, are but one

CDA interpretation; my own. They seek not the truth, but to understand how



respondents construct reality with an understanding that there is no such thing as

truth, only versions of reality. ln this sense, interest is placed on "...how

participants talk rather than their validity of accounts" (van den Berg, Wetherell, &

Houtkoop-Steenstra, op. cit., 14). The analysis sought to gain a deeper

understanding of the messages conveyed by the words.

Research, at this juncture, was careful not to fall prey to its own assumptions. For

example, do the interviews echo the ascr¡bed value of homeownership as found

in the literature rev¡ew? To avoid premature conclusions, it was necessary to

identify the specifics of how the tenure types were perceived or constructed by

HOP respondents. The intent was to determine whether the interviews reflect the

salient findings of the literature review. However, the interviews must be dealt

with on their own merits and free of an undue influence that could be brought to

bear by the literature review. I will not pretend that the literature review is without

influence, but in this recognition the influence can be mitigated in order to

promote a fair analysis.

Applying the CDA technìques

ln the next chapter, discourse found in the interviews is viewed through various

CDA interpretive techniques to show what may be at work at a deeper level. This

section highlights some of the basic themes that set up this inquiry. The tools are

used to illustrate the purposive role of language in the interviews, understanding

that even the interviewees themselves may be unaware of the social
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conseguences of their words. The tools are employed as guiding stepping-stones

to reach higher levels of understanding in relation to the major fìndings of the

data. These are manifest through a number of specific language enhancing tools.

CDA tools allowed precision in searching for meaning through various filters.

ln the exploration of the meaning and essence of home ownership, as derived

from the interviews, the CDA process moved from subjective interpretation of

statements to language interpretation and finally to a methodological approach to

understanding the data extracted from the interviews. This section of the thesis

attempted to garner an appreciation of homeownership that unmasks the

assumptions that we take for granted.

Basic Findings

lnitial review, in stage I of the analysis of the interview transcripts draws out basic

findings that can be contrasted to those of the literature review; homeowners are

cast in the light of superiority. Respondents attach value to the idea of

homeownership and devalue rental tenure. How ownership is constructed

provides a sense of what the respondents are trying to do with the language that

they use. lt is apparent that the overwhelming action that their discourse would

support is the encouragement of more homeownership in their neighbourhood

and the discouragement of rental property.
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Interview Themes

Those interviewed identified many positive factors associated with

homeownership. To understand how homeownership is portrayed it is useful to

scan the themes which emerged from the interviews. Many of these themes

expressed a desire to be associated with mainstream values. The most prevalent

pro-homeownership themes identified include: Freedom, Privacy, Sense of

ownership, Pride, lnvestmênt, Stability, Control of Environment, Equity, Living

Space/ Amenity Advantage, Responsihility, Conducive to Family, Cost

Advantage, lncreased Confidence, and Positive Neighbourhood lnfluences.

While some of these themes derive less from fact than perception, others like the

"central location" of the HOP homes appear more tangible. Generally, the themes

extracted from the interview data mimic the homeownership assumptions as

characterized in the literature review. A graphic depiction of the these themes

can be obtained in figures 1-3 (pgs. 74-76) which highlight the codes in the

interviews used to descr¡be homeownership, renting and the neighbourhood in

general. lt is interesting to note that when respondents referred to the positive

attributes of homeownership, they often did so by highlighting negative effects of

renting. Table 1 (p.79) juxtaposes these ownership and rent themes showing this

contrast. As discussed in the following chapter, lt is clear that a status differential

exists as a dualism between ownership and rent s¡tuations. This dualism is a

central feature in the literature review where questionable assumptions like

'owning is cheaper than renting' or that 'renting is a waste of money' echo the
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findings of the interview analysis. These preliminary findings are important to,

and therefore precede, a deeper interpretation of the nature of this discourse.

The following figures provide a graphical depiction of how homeowners identify

with tenure by emphasizing what concepts are present and how they are related.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 describe homeowner and rental themes respectively and

Figure 3 describes homeowner percept¡ons about their neighbourhood generally.

These concepts and perceptions represent the codes that were developed

through successive rounds of interview analysis. Behind these codes are

utterances, explicit and implicit, which support them. Although these graphs

attempt to speak for themselves, I realize that without knowing what is

represented in the codes, readers may not appreciate the full meaning of the

graphic representations w¡thout making specific reference to the codes. The

codes and the utterances from which they were derived can be found in

Appendix lll, lV, and V on pages 147 , 157 and 162 respectively.
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Figure l: Themes Describing Homeownership
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Figure 2: Themes Describing Rental
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Figure 3: Themes Describing Neighbourhood Characteristics
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A Quantitative Ove¡view

Though the research in this thesis is a qualitative effort, it is useful to show how

the characteristics or themes that people use to describe owner and renter

situations are comprised in a quantitative sense because it provides insight about

what topics or frames are dom¡nant classifications. However, this section does

not want to minimize the importance of characterizations that may appear less

numerous, but are perhaps more influential or destructive.

A quantitative look at the data in terms of the picture it draws about the dualism

of tenure shows a prevalence of factors. The most common factor associated

with the popularity of homeowner prevalence is the through the notion that it

provides a sense of freedom. A total of 19 references to homeownership and

freedom appeared throughout the interviews. Feelings of pride were also

considered to be associated with ownership appearing 13 times. ln terms of

number of responses, stability of ownership and ownership as a financial

investment were equally important as statements referred to these I times each.

lncreased confidence instilled thorough ownership and the living space

advantages of ownership were each cited 4 times.

On the rental side, characterizations concerning the tenure as a 'waste of money'

dominated with 14 references. References to renters as irresponsible or uncaring

appeared 7 times.
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ln terms of the interaction between the discourse of ownership and rent, 25

interview statements were coded as homeowner constructions of an ,,us 
vs.

them" phenomenon, highlighting the effects of this dualísm. Seven responses

showed desire ior increasing the rate of ownership in the neighbourhood, while

11 references were made to improving the neighbourhood by pushing problems

away w¡th ten refeiences to 'getting rid' of problems. lt is interesting to note that

only one interview respondent seemed ambivalent to either form of tenure during

their interview construction.

Conclusion

Through the codes and themes identified though this chapter, a clear dualism

exists between ownership and rent where the former is associated a higher

value. This chapter may conclude by stating that the interview data has been

arranged into codes as themes to show basic surface relationships. However,

this level of analysis can say nothing beyond this and therefore requires a higher

level of analysis as offered in the next chapter, lnterpretation.
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Ghapter 5,0 lnterpretation of Discourse

lnsights Gained From the Language Representing the Themes

The following table illustrates the topics that were evoked by interview

respondents relating to their fêelings or perceptions about homeownership,

renting and the neighbourhood in which they reside.

Table 1r Matrix of Themes From lnterview
Neqat¡vo Connotations

Homeownership . Freedom
. Privacy
. Sense of Ownership
o Pr¡de
. lnvestment
. Srabitity
. Control of Environment
o Equity
. Living Space/ Amenity Advantage
. Responsibility
. Conducive to Family
. Cost Advantages
. lncreased Confidence
. Positive Neioh. lnfluences

. Hidden Expenses
o More Bills
. Expensive Heat Bills

Rental . Transience
. Uncleanness
. Thieving
. D¡sruptive
. Lack Sophistication
. Ru¡n lhe Neighbourhood
. Lacking Pride
. Gang Activ¡ly

Neighbourhood
Characteristics

. Cenlral Location . GentrificationAspirations
. Push Problems Away
. Bad Feelings About

Neighbourhood
. Bad Neighbours
. Good Neighbours

Possess Mainstream
Values

. Us vs. Them

. Self lnterest Programs

. Problems Out of
SiohVOut of Mind
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The above table reinforces the central theme that homeownership is regarded as

a much more positive form of tenure than renting. Table 1 is a composite of

homeowners' perceptions extracted from interview data related to ownership,

rental occupancy and neighbourhood charaóteristics. Ascribing negative and

positive connotations to the codes is based upon my own notion of an ideal

neighbourhood: one that is diverse, equitable, and non-marginalizing. Codes that

do not fit with either connotation have been left out. This stage of analysis strived

to gain a sense of the language behind homeowner depictions. The following

discussion considers the language of these themes through the use of the tools

of CDA. While this chapter is organized on the basis of themes, it should be

noted that a conscious attempt is being made to collectively utilize the tools

outlined in the Methods chapter. Here, in stage lll of the analysis, we must pay

particular attention to the power of language in determining who benefits from

such discourse and whether these depictions seem to represent truths, non-

truths, or unproven truths. We will see that together, the statements that

collectively construct the pro-homeownership discourse carry implications that

require exploration. Routine associations with positive attributes such as 'quiet',

'friendly', 'decent', 'eage/, 'proud', 'privileged' and possessing 'inner strength' are

ascribed to homeowners. Renters are excluded from this positive association,

thereby demeaning the very circumstance of renting, This is evident where

renters are described as "irresponsible", 'unclean", etc.
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It is important to say, however, that these pro-homeownership sentiments are

socially constructed phenomenon and therefore, represent one version of reality.

The reality depicted here seems to coincide neatly with notions that ". . . the

ownership.of a single-family house emerged as a symbol of what many call the

'American Dream'. The celebration of a particular form of property - the single-

family house set on a tidy yard -- was neither natural nor ineviiable. Rather, it

was grounded in...struggles over the meaning, form, and function of the family

home" (Garb, 2005, 1). lt is important to recognize the strength of this perception

and its influence on housing policy. One should also acknowledge that if we see

rent as inferior it is because we have made it inferior.

Ownership as a Social Norm

It is understandable that many of the interviewee respondents may have been

motivated to assume homeownership in an effort to take advantage of these

perceptively positive factors of home owning. lt is also possible that influences to

purchase are guided by a bias so thick that it is almost imperceptible. This is

supported through the excerpts below, where certain expectations are apparent

but articulated in a way that seems removed from the respondent. ln other words,

one gets the sense that the words used to describe a desire to ovvn do not seem

to be the construction of the speaker. At times, the reasons to purchase seem

obscure and the willingness to accept this as a natural and unquestioned trend in

one's housing life. Perhaps many of these expectations come from popular

housing discourse propping up the value of ownership. The fact that many of
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these people had not previously been in an ownership position places more

validity on this claim, revealing how larger structures in society influence choice

and action through discourse. lt is interesting to note how typical homeowner

perceptions are personalized in their constructions, to justify first time

homeownership and the degree to which homeownership is boosted to the

panacea of wellbeing. These "typifications" make it possible for individuals to

account rationally for exper¡ence (Denzin, 2000, 488). The theme of ',ownership

as social norm" reflects these seemingly reasonable and recognizable

constructions of the meaning and value that society places on ownership:

I was at the point in my life where I wanted to purchase a home. I think it is

the natural step or evolution from renting to owning. (16)

Owning a house was always important...Well I kind of expected that once,

I would feel, and I am feeling thís, that when I go to work I know that I am

owning this and paying it. (17)

but yes / guess lf rs something you dream of doing. (10)

Who doesn't want to own their own home, I didn't want to live in an

apartment. (12)
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We had been considering it for a few years too and it was tike - it atmost

felt like dreaming in a way. (13)

It appears that motivations to assume ownership may reflect lhe influence of

dominant narratives. This is made clearer in the following statement with the

agentive, but obscure role of the proverbial they:

Well they always tell you it is cheaper to buy then to rent. (5)

The use of 'they' as the authority provides a level of creditability, which is diffìcull

to attack, shielding the source ofthe claim and the benefactor of the discourse

that the statement supports. ln other words, this nominalization leaves out

important information about the agents of power.

lmpact of Tenure on Neighbourhood

Homeownership is placed on a pedestal where it is universally appreciated as

sacrosanct. On the other hand, derogatory uüerances about tenants are made on

the assumption that they are universally endorsed. For example, the theme that

homeownership carries with it inherent "positive neighbourhood influences,'

supports itself with comments like:

He bought them, renovated them, put a couple homeowners in them and

the street changed. Honestly it made a big difference, it's more quieter

and more friendlier. (1)
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The block is good, I don't think you have that many renters on the street

and they are almost all homeowners and that makes a difference

obviously. Renters don't really care what's going on, but homeowners do.

So our block is good. (10)

Nothing is going to be changed over time. lf you get a few more decent

neighbours, it will change things. But like I said, you get a rental and...l

realize you can't go out and buy every rental property but you can get the

trouble spots. (1 1)

These comments seem to indicate ihat the positive nature of homeownership is a

given. These linguistic constructions also reflect a confidence that the interviewer

will not see them as out of the ordinary, but instead as an intersubjective

understanding. This is especially apparent in the context that owners make a

difference'obviously'. (1 0)

Coherence relationships between ownership and positive attributes seep into

interviewee constructions, defining a causality in the minds of respondents that

seems natural and rational. Some of these constructions place claim on specific

relationships. The theme describing renters as "unclean" for example, defines a

relationship between ownership and cleanliness that is ovenvhelming to the point

where owners appear to have a monopoly on cleanliness:
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I think cleanliness cornes with ownership, I mean you will keep your place

clean. (17)

tt is kind of dirty because a tot of it is renters in the apartment buitding. (5)

It was homeowners and the lanes were clean and no dogs running

around. (8)

To the homeowners, this discourse fits with constructions of renters being

"irresponsible/uncaring" in general:

Get rid of tenants and bring ín more homeowners so that people take care

oftheir property. (10)

It would be nice to get those people ouL lt makes a huge difference

having people take ownership of a house. lt would be nice to have more

people moving in that are owners of houses and also to have these

in iti ative s that he I p people... (1 5)

To emphasize the dualism between owners and renters, the homeowner

discourse that paints the renter as "irresponsible/uncaring', is carried by tactics

like exaggeration and over-wording:
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...someone below you is screaming and breaking widows. (4)

...and fìnally they are turning them into homeownership. So we don't have

the bíg barking scary dogs and yards full of garbage and poop this high.

(B)

We have only two families on this street or block that are loud and

obnoxious renters. (B)

The purpose of these statements is to present the activity they report as

consistent w¡th rent¡ng. Linguistically, such constructions serve to normalize a

particular image, in an effort to make unordinary behaviour look ordinary to a

certain group. While the behaviour of the renter is portrayed as a destruct¡ve

element to community, homeownership on the other hand is portrayed as a

causal agent for civic involvement:

Civic involvement has absolutely changed as a homeowner, you are more

connected to what's going on. (21)

Emerging from the picture of dualism the homeowners create and frame, a reality

is constructed and perpetuated that sees renting as the cause of inferiority

among those that live in such condition. These perceptions, however, are mere
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åssumptions, as powerful as they may be, and disguise other constructions such

as marginal¡zation. The pro-homeownership sentiments of these interview

perceptions obscure deeper issues. These beliefs carry with them a

consequence because the range of action they support is by nature consistent

with them. For example, a common coherence relation in the data is one

between physical improvements in the neighbourhood and social improvements.

This is the belief that people are uplifted and project more positive feelings if the

neighbourhood is physically aesthetically pleasing. This is observed in the

following passage:

When homes are renewed it feels like, probably hetps in some ways

people's feelings about themselves. (13)

While this argument may seem reasonable even to the reader, it is important we

keep in mind that this is only based on a set of assumptions that would be

problematic to prove. More directly is the notion of homeownership as a cause of

'stability".

I also knew that getting a house would also offer some type of stabitity and

security. (1 4)

It was something that I could move in and stay, instead of moving around

all the time. Stability I guess. (14)
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There is a bias to see homeownership as a better form of tenure, but no attempt

to understand that it is not something inherent in that tenure but is constructed as

advantageous as a result of the bias. The result is that the focus becomes on

increasing homeowners rather than applying the advantages of ciwnership to

other forms of tenure such as rent. These coherence relations demand action

oriented toward getting rid of rental and its associated problems, and increasing

homeowners and their associated neighbourhood benefits. There is a

fundamental difference in framing the situation these ways. They preclude

possible actions and explain why homeownership and physical improvements

are paramount in neighbourhood revitalization strategy.

Framing homeownership in this exalted way speaks to the power of societal

thought as an influence over individual action. This expressed hegemony of

ownership is also seen as a reflection of how thought tailors action. These value

laden pro-homeownership sentiments, whether conscious or not to the

respondents, result in accepted, unquestioned, and ideal forms of action upon

which the success of the neighbourhood appears to depend. This action entails

increasing the population of homeowners in the neighbourhood in order to rebuild

it and at the same time get rid of problems, which the renter supposedly

represents. This analysis is not meant as a criticism however as the individual

comments are coming from people whose intentions are most likely to offer

constructive input and who most likely, genuinely wish to improve the area in

which they live. Nevertheless within this strategy, the homeowners identify
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themselves as positive influences in the neighbourhood due to their status as

homeowners and the positive accoutrements that follow the tenure. This

language carries a subtle, but existing bias in favor of bringing a certain type of

people (the right people) into the neighbourhood, homeowners. ln light of the

importance associated with homeownership, it becomes easy to see many of the

power implications of this discourse. For example, such discourse acts to confirm

the notion of the enlightened homeowners having the capacity to enhance the

ne¡ghbourhood. The following statements relating to owners' "positive

neighbourhood influence" attest to this:

So that feels good that I am pañ of something that is gettíng better, that

was bad it stilt has lfs spofs, there is soticiting with women and drugs, but

if people keep coming then yeah....(17)

ljust realized that the area was not that bad and it did need some work

but it would help to have more people from the outskifts moving in. lt

would be n¡ce to see a younger generat¡on to move in. That is part of why

I moved here was to be a part of the revitalization efforts. I found this area

has so much potent¡al so if I can bring myself here and convince some

more people to move here, maybe we can rebuild this area. (15)

there is still the odd house where it would be nice to clear the people out

and get some fresher people in there. (1 5)
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we have had Íots of neighbours that have approached us when we first

moved in and said thank you and that we made a big difference to the

area. The two neighbours moved in at the same time so they say we '

added to the community and it was nice to have people like us. So lthink

there has been a lot of change. (15)

Having the HOP house is bringing in good people, and helping a lot, and

getting people out of aparfments and you know making a d¡fference. So

it's a positive thing. (19)

We have seen more people like us moving in to the area and people that

are young.er and maybe more affluent than before, which brings a nice

mix. (21)

and I kept telling fhese wondertd families "you move here, and I will keep

bringing in other wondertul families, and you just watch, a year or two

years down the road you are going to have a really nice ne¡ghbourhood"

Its unfortunate that people keep getting murdered but the neighbourhood

has done a full 180. (B)
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Us Vs. Them

lnherent in this notion of enlightened homeowner, who appears as a

neighbourhood attribute, is a sense of paternalism bound in the language that

promotes it. This patemalism is important to understanding the "us vs. them"

mentality of the homeowner. Through this, it is alleged and captured in the theme

describing renters as "lacking sophistication". Furthermore, it is these resident

homeowners who see themselves as people the renters can leam from:

I am trying to be a good role model for people who do not know befter. I

think homeownership is a responsibility to a neighbourhood. (B)

I mean half the people that rent have no fathom that it would be cheaper

to buy, and I think that is something that we need to educate them on. (B)

we need to educate people more about what a wonde¡'ful feeling it would

give them and how much ínner strength and pride they would feel about

taking that big step. (B)

I would say [the neighbourhood has] got elements of poor people who are

misguided ín their life or career. (4)

The philosophy thus becomes fixed upon increasing ownership, perhaps

obfuscating deeper social issues that are virtually ignored by the interviewees.
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This provides a glimpse of how words are reflective of thought and a prelude to

an established form of action; hence, the power of discourse. ln this case, issues

become seen as things to push away, but not to address at their root. A common

sentiment amongst interview reåpondents is a desire to see more likeminded

people move in to the neighbourhood. For example:

I was hoping that my neighbours were owners also, but unfortunately ít

didn't work out that way. We found out after buying the house that our

neighbours were renters. That was a little bit of a disappointment. (6)

If HOP is going to pick and choose houseg my recommendatíon to them

is to make sure that people on either side of the houses is owned by

somebody. I was trying to get away from this, and now I'm next door to

one. (6)

Among these sentiments, respondents make clear an attent¡veness to make the

neighbourhood more attract¡ve to prospective homeowners. Little respect is given

to addressing local social ills or improving the lives of people who are currently

living in the neighbourhood who are renting. The dualism fits easily in an 'us vs.

them' mindset, where even the use of the word 'people' by the homeowners

connotes a certain kind of person and those who do not fit the criteria are seen

as less important. A good example of this is when a resident describes how the

neighbourhood w¡ll ¡mprove when more people move in. What is implied is that
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the people moving in will be homeowners. lt is also important to note that these

notions are often carried by terms such as "more people like us". The problem in

the neighbourhood is not seen a shortage of people but a shortage ofthe right

people. Physical improvements to the housing stock are therefore supported in

an effort to attract these people:

/ guess lf rs visual and it starts with fixing up the home and trying to get

people to move in. (15)

The corollary to this is made clear by the following exaggeration:

I thought it was a good program too because I kind of like the idea

cleaning up the downtown and bringing families in instead of crack

houseg you know (5).

What is implied through this statement is that there are really only two choices:

homeownership and crack houses. Without the promotion of homeownership,

crack houses become ineluctable.

Property owners identify themselves as an exclusive and unique group of people

who want little association with those who should be whisked away. lf one were

to think of the worst crime that could exist in a neighbourhood, murder would of

course be high on that list. However, in the following statement, a response to
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changes in the neighbourhood, the act of murder seems downplayed in the

"improving" neighbourhood:

Positive, m¡nus the murders okay. Very positive, minus the murders. (B)

It is easy to speculate that the construction of this response is motivated by the

fact that the people being murdered are simply not important, or less harshly, not

identified with. The statement therefore appears oxymoronic in its attempt to

commensurate the incommensurable. Statements as these are examples that

certain problems aren't of high importance as long as their effects fall elsewhere.

This seeming contradiction, which is imperceptible to the respondent, shows the

lengths the discourse will go to protect its own assumptions. There are many

other examples from the interview data that suggests an indifference to deep

social problems as long as they remain "out of sight" and, therefore, "out of

mind". The following statements that coalesce around this theme presume an

ambivalence to deep seated social issues provided they don't affect the

individual directly:

we have never been affected by it, but there is a lot of stuff thaf goes

around in this neighbourhood....crime and stuff like that. That doesn't

bother me as much as neighbours that don't take care of their houses. (7)
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For me [prostitution] isn't really a bþ rssue, I don't really care, but my

blggesf lssues is when they asked my 12 year old daughter. (6)

I don't care what they do [prostitutes], it's their personal life they can do

what they want to do. But don't do ít during school hours, don't do it when

the kids are going off to school, they don't need foseerl If you want to do

this, do it after the kids are inside. (6)

It is interesting also to note the passive "if you want to do this" formulation in the

last statement. The image constructed here is quite subtle but very important,

This seems to suggest that the lifesiyle of a prostitute emerges from a rational,

well thought out plan for one's life. The impact of this attribution is inherent in the

nature of applying an agentive or causal role to the victim.

Racial overtones are also evident in the "us vs. them" constructions of

interviewees. ln the presence of Winnipeg's large inner city Aboriginal population,

interviewees may be displaying a cultural prejudice. At times, respondents claim

they judge people by criteria they view as real, but find difficult to describe. ln

this process, "observ¡ng is natural... it is more like a feeling". ln other cases

judgements are laid out more explicitly:

safety is an issue because during the first year I had all kinds of natives

cutting through my yard. (B)
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there are some renters that care too, right, but for the most part no

because they are usually Native w¡th ten kids that are throwing their

garbage all over. (3)

When the picture of typical renter is constructed by a respondent as "usually

Native with ten kids", the exaggeration is telling. The effect of this utterance does

not go without consequence. The message is contrived to achieve a specific

purpose, to cast aspersions on a specific group of people. Th¡s represents active

participation in the process of racialization where the speaker assumes that the

listener will understand and go along w¡th it. Other responses of personal

judgments stated by respondents also imply possible proxy for racial overtones:

Once you get to the corners of the block there are the riff raff. (18)

You know who goes fo work everyday and who doesn't. lt's a good and

bad neighbourhood. (4)

Every now and then you see, if anything I call it entertaining, you see

weird people walking down the sfreef. (15)

Yes, and there are a lot of different kinds of people, some hard workíng

people...(19)
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There are too many rough people living in this neighbourhood (12).

fl-here arel a lot of good neighbours, but very crappy in the corners (1).

It is plausible that many of the issues that emerged form the interviews are based

on more than tenure for the simple reason that many of the above statements

wouldn't fly in an area like Charleswood orWhyteridge (we can not discount the

prevalence of low income tenants in the Daniel Mclntyre neighbourhood). The

social cleavages that exist among the residents of this neighbourhood are

highlighted best by the way the homeowners frame their social environment in

the "us vs. them" manner. There are those that deserve and those that don't. ln

light of this observation it may be important to pay attention to insights from van

den Berg, Wetherell, & Houtkoop-Steenstra's research, which finds a we/them

distinction as characteristic of analyses regarding group antagonism (van den

Berg, Wetherell, & Houtkoop-Steenstra, op, cit.).

It is interesting how the above respondents expected the interviewers to draw

upon their interpretive repertoires to pick up on implicit mean¡ngs reflecting

supposed shared values. For example, the statement thal"there are some hard

work¡ng people here" implies that there are also people who aren't hard working

and may imply that the interviewer would be able to imagine who they are. This

could have been framed in a different way like "some people are more fortunate
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in their circumstances than others". The"weird people" in the area and those in

the 'corners' aren't referred to explicitly either, but again, in the mind of the

respondent, the interviewer probably knows who they are.

The result of the class/race distinctions made by the homeowners also reveals

their exclusive interaction in the community. They are happy to provide

assistance to any member of the community as long as they f¡t into a particular

schema. This is evident in the following statement;

You know the guy over there who runs a taxi he works late and if he came

over and asked for help lwould say yes because I know he is a hard

working guy and needs a break. (4)

Overall, there seems to be an attitude among the homeowners that they are

valued because they "made it" so to speak and that it is an individual

responsibility to do so; issues aren't framed in a help thy neighbour or through a

communal vision approach, but instead more with a push thy neighbour away

approach if they are not displaying the kind ofvalues they are supposed to (not

trying hard enough perhaps).

I was expecting that some people are not where you may be at, and that

there is some level of dysfunction in the neighbourhood that as a resident

you have to deal with. Even if you are in a house. (17)



The above statement sees people in the inner city as dysfunctional generally and

that "even if you own a house" (and therefore deserve more) you have to put up

with it. Even when it comes to law enforcement, the role of the pol¡ce is clear:

Protecting 'us' from 'them':

...it would be really good, it is a really secure feeling for people to see the

beat cops. And it's just an overwhelming good feeling to see them,

because I know they are protecting families (8).

ln tune with the "us vs. them" theme, we should also pay attent¡on to the use of

the word family in the above utterance. Family appears as a code for a deserving

household. This probably does not apply to those families who don't supervise

their kids and would therefore be on the "protect from" side of the coin. The

following statement makes this point:

lf the parents are nowhere around write them a ticket or something

because there are certain age limits where fhese krds can't be hanging out

by themselves. (1 1)

It is interesting to note how these us vs. them judgements often backfire and

seem unfair to residents who see themselves as good. A clear example of this

occurs when an interviewee shows contempt for the way they are treated
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because of the area they reside in. This resident seems upset that the police fail

to distinguish them as part of the good component of people living in the

neighbourhood:

They don't realize that there are great people that live in this

neighbourhood, we are labelled for living here and that ¡s really a problem

and a bad factor-.. Even the good kids they treat them all bad...(6)

The power relations embedded in "us vs. them" sentiments in these interview

transcripts have clear implications. Depending on what side of that continuum a

person falls, come assumptions through homeowner discourse about how that

person should be viewed or treated.

Among the polarization strategy of the "us vs. them" homeowner discourse an

interesting inconsistency is revealed at a deeper level, which begs further

explanation. While homegwners went to great lengths to paint tenants in a

negative light, they at the same time, tended to minimize these often

exaggerated negative impacts when describing themselves in rental situations.

This tells us that what appears obv¡ous may not be when reaching for fuller

meaning. The following comments illustrate this notion of polarization where

homeowners as former renters see themselves in a more posit¡ve light than the

renters they now describe:
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As a renter, I would not have the pride, I mean I would, but a lot of renters

do not feel pride and look after their home. (8)

even when we were renting we were involved in the area. (6)

These statements, in the way they are framed, draw attention to the idea that the

polarization manifest in the discourse may go beyond tenure. These statements

seem at odds with claims of causal relationships between tenure and

neighbourhood effects prevalent in the homeowner discourse.

Similarly, while interviewees actively participate in fonruarding negative

assumptions about renters, they often use disclaimers to distance themselves

from playing a role in it. This may be an attempt on the part of the interviewee to

save face, or maintain a social image that they are not displaying a certain

prejudice (Caldas-Coulthrad, 198). This is done when respondents seemingly

take issue only wlth extreme cases of low-income families and not low-income

families in general. Consider the following stereotypes that homeowners buy ¡nto,

perpetuate and yet attempt to remove themselves from:

I mean obviously I don't have issues with low-income families living

in low-income ne¡ghbourhoods, but I have rssues wlfh four-year-olds

running around the street at midnight and crack heads and all that stuff.
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And that stuff comes with the neighbourhood and we don't really much

care for it (21).

That is not racist, that is just the way it is, that is reality (3).

this might sound awful but they are not the kind of people you want to

get to know or want to be assocrafed with (2).

rï7usf seems that the people that rent don't take care of their stuff, and the

people that own do. I know its not a 100% like that, but here it is you

can tell (14).

Themes Relating to Strategy

A thread that runs through many of the interviews relates to modality in terms of

change. This is an acceptance that problems will always exist and therefore will

be something to live with, but cannot be solved. Framing issues in this manner

insists that looking for solutions is futile or that even though we do not like them,

we should accept them. For example,

I have no idea how to get rid of it, its just there (1).
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Even when the source of a problem does appear identified, there is a lack of

interest in addressing it at its root. lnstead problems are accepted as in the

following statement:

there is a community, but there ¡s a/so a more transient population. I think

it is more a sign of the times. (14)

Many other instances throughout the interviews provide insights into modality-

what is possible, or not possible. ln terms of improving conditions in the

neighbourhood, one resident states thatt

HOP would have to do a lot of homes to make a difference [in the

neighbourhoodl. (3)

Following this rhetoric of improvement are homeowner "gentrification

aspirat¡ons", epitomizing the ideals of some interviewees. When describing what

would improve the neighourhood, many respondents either alluded to the topic of

gentr¡f¡cat¡on or outright stated ¡t. lmportant, however, is the way this topic is

framed. Gentrification may contain benefits for the homeowners in terms of

increased property values, but at the same time dire implications for low-income

renters. Rising rents and shrinking availability of low cost housing through de-

conversion are topics that are not considered by the homeowners. This is

inherent in the nature of the term. Or perhaps more persuasive, is how
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successful dominant interests have been in constructing this as a mainstream,

commonly accepted definition. Simply put, the real and negative consequences

that go hand in hand with the process of gentrification are lost as the term is

translated into an inheiently positive trend and the self-interest of the homeowner

becomes overwhelming. As a result, gentrification is not only accepted but is

actively sought, as described in the code "gentrification aspirations":

I hope it will become more attractive for young professionals and the price

ofF,ouses going up (16).

And this is the whole thing with the gentrification of the neighbourhood,

you know there are not many places to buy where you can an old home

and get a great price. Absolutely, was I look¡ng for the value of the home

that would appreciate ín price? Yeah, and in regards to the neighbourhood

there has been renovations and new neighbours (21).

It is clear that the course of action for improving a neighbourhood is confined to

an unquestioned form of action. lt is important to note at this point that not all

interviewees share this sentiment and that there is evidence of a competing

discourse, though well underrepresented. For example, Hop can't address the

real problems.
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It is interesting to note the attitudes that respondents held with respect to how

they thought certain issues should be dealt with in their neighbourhood. The fact

that they wanted more like minded residents in the neighbourhood as a way to

displace problems elsewhere revealò the nature of this underlying philosophy.

This sentiment is also revealed by the use of words which seem to have less

desire to ameliorate what problems are perceived to exist in the neighbourhood

in themselves and more desire to drive them away. We should be careful not to

underestimate the importance of such statements, because they reveal an

unsatisfactory and ineffective way to deal with the social challenges we are faced

with. The end result of such ideology is nothing more than ghettoization. Through

various readings of the interviews it became apparent that a similar philosophy

was embedded in the wording used to describe what strategy would improve the

neighbourhood. One exact phrase that kept emerging was "get r¡d of..." Among

the 21 interviews this phrase was repeated ten times, ranging from how to deal

with cats, crime, hookers, and tenants. The choice of wording is important

because "get r¡d of implies more a sense of 'throw away' than it does a sense of

'keep and improve'. Regarding strategy to deal with the problems in the

neighbourhood, 'get rid of could be seen as one end of the continuum and

improve the neighbourhood with its current residents could fit on the other. This

is why such ingrained assumptions will lead to ghettoization; they will forever get

rid of problems ratherthan tackle them head on. What we need to understand is

that we choose to frame the issue this way, but it is only one of many choices.

Being aware of how we frame a possible and unquestioned course of action
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allows us to reconsider its effects. The current discourse appears as one

resigned to accepting a level of social dysfunction and at best, driving it away.

Contradictions in the Themes

Contradictions to the dominant themes are important as they may represent

points of departure. While the analysis of interviews reveals that homeownership

is the favored tenure, there do exist competing points of view. Acknowledging

these may serve as important to understanding the dominant discourse in the

hopes of promoting change.

An example of a meta-contradiction is found in the following response when a

respondent is asked about the personal impacts of a transition from rent to

homeownership:

ln terms of difference in our lives, no I don't think so. (2)

This reply may also allude to the cultural significance of the meaning of tenure,

given the fact this respondent spent many years outside of Canada in Central

America. This may account for the expressed contradiction.

Other instances where meta-contradictions occur in the homeowner discourse

are through financial description. Accounts of unexpected expenses like repairs
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to foundations and expensive utility bills counter the prevailing discourse that

"owning is cheaper than renting".

Construction contradiction examples challenge the commonly held assumptions

about the benefits of homeownership by transcending the issues of mere tenure.

Such contradictions move us into a more in depth way of thinking about housing

issues. This contradiction is most noticeable in those instances where renters

who have become homeowners characterize tenants negatively, but identify

themselves as having been responsible tenants. According to these arguments, it

cannot be said that tenure promotes or discourages behavior, but instead is

determined by individual or other circumstances. Such accounts are internally

inconsistent yet uttered unaware of this. Exposing these contradictions provide

spaces of departure from taken for granted, ingrained assumption. These

departures points most importantly provide some direction as to how we may

escape or transform this discourse. To overcome this rigid, uncompromising

dualism it is important to find places where these dominant assumptions and

feelings seem less than locked in.

lmplicit and explicit departure points may also provide evidence of some

convergence between feelings of owners and renters. These are important to

dwell on to ameliorate a discourse characterized by divergence. A possible point

of convergence in the interview material between renters and owners may be the

issue of housing affordability. The prevalence of low incomes in the
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neighbourhood, combined w¡th the fact that many HOP owners chose the

neighbourhood because of low market pr¡ces suggests such a common link

between housing and affordability. Similarly, many of the homeowners reported

the significant cost advantage associated with the new appliances that came wìth

the HOP house (in the code "Living Space/ Amenity Advantage") as having a

bearing on their purchase. This motivation may converge with presumed

motivations of some renters, as most rental units come furnished with basic

appliances. Lastly, one may also look to geography to find convergence between

the owners and renters. That many homeowners claimed they were lured by the

'central location' of the neighbourhood also reflects a point of intersection

between renters and homeowners.

Linking the Themes

The following figure, representing stage lll of the analysis, is graphical

description that pieces together salient elements of the homeowner discourse to

show how they combine to perpetuate attitudes that have attendant

consequences. This process is described immediately following Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Application of CDA
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vertical sense w¡th movement from top to bottom. The top of the graphic depicts

the way in which respondents frame and construct images of tenure. Specific

themes emerge as character¡stics that define them. The contrasts among the

themes presented about the tenures are associated with a dualism. As

respondents construct this dominant discourse (moving down the graph),

preconceptions are formed through assumpt¡ons and interpretive repertoires are

drawn upon that recreate and reinforce a polar¡zation of tenure. Through this

discourse, the different tenures are seen as active In promoting contrasting sets

of behavior. As such, coherence relations for ownership are framed pos¡tively,

while they are framed negatively for rental. These constructions and assumptions

about the power of the tenures operationalize in the social realm where an us vs.

them atmosphere is the result. Here, specific tools of emphasis (shown as a

bundle to the right of center on the graphic) are used to maximize these

divisions, which often go beyond tenure, emphasizing larger cleavages in terms

of class and race manifest in and through housing tenure. From the lens in which

the homeowners perceive the world, only a narrow range of actions frame the

modality of change. Such strategy includes the promotion of ownership,

gentrification, removing problems and fortressing up. The result is the

mainstreaming of ownership as a social norm, the perpetuation of

marginalization, and a focus that is incomprehensively narrow.
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CDA Revelations: Major lssues

At this final stage of the analysis and interpretation it is important to draw

specifics into major categories. These categories are intended to explain some of

the large impacts that this homeowner discourse sustains.

MargÍnalìzation

ln the early stages of analysis it was determined that the homeowners perceived

stark differences in tenure. These differences described ownership as positive to

the point of being an imperative. More conceptual rounds of data analysis

through CDA techniques related to language interpretation, ascribed value to

ownership that that takes the form of a dualism, but is fueled by the process of

marg¡nalization rooted in social cleavages such as class and race; a complex

discourse of marginalization. Such discourse ovenvhelmingly represents the

feelings of the sample interviewees as expressed through their language. ln

judging the power of this discourse, it is interesting to note that most of these

homeowners, up unt¡l recently, had been renters. This is an important factor

when one considers the strength of the discourse that marg¡nalizes the rental

component. The recently established homeowners easily slip into a discourse

that goes so far as to identify renters as responsible for neighbourhood decline.

lnsights such as these suggest that the marginalization, which exisis toward

rental tenure, may be much deeperthan it appears on the surface. Through CDA

we beg¡n to see the dualism of tenure as a reflection or a symptom of a larger

trend of marginalization between types of people. Recall, that at various times
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many of the respondents evaluated people based on appearances. These

testimonies provide proof that the cleavages that exist relate to more than tenure

but simply manifest themselves through tenure. "This might sound awful but they

are not ihe kind of people you want to get to know or want to be associated with"

(12) is the kind of response that drew attention to this. That this interviewee did

not elaborate on what was meant by "the kind" of people shows that the

interviewee assumed that this op¡nion would be highly accepted. ln this instance

it appears that marginalization derives from making judgements on the basis of

societal conventions. This is exemplified in a situation where an interviewee

misjudges an owned home for a rented home. This is significant, because of the

reasons informing this judgement: the physical characteristics of the tenant: "the

guy with the shaved head and tattoos. With all the girls hanging around?" (1a) As

a result, the perception is driven by a prejudice, which seems invisible to even

the respondents themselves, which is why it is important to make these

connections visible. Residents begin to see their community as a collection

between good and bad where, for example, the good people are really friendly

(15). Through a discourse leading to marginalization, respondents in the absence

of substantiated fact, divide the community into good and bad people. For

example: "l know my neighbourhood and who isn't trouble and who is trouble.

You can't help but observe and it's natural..." (4).

One element can be drawn from this research up to this point, whether it be

motivated by race, income, social status or a combination. This element is the
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common identification of a dualism among the respondents as manifest in the

characterization of a "construction of an impression of illegitimacy" (van den

Berg, Wetherell, & Houtkoop-Steenstra, Wetherell, & Houtkoop-steenstra, op.

cit., 19). Whether it be lacking appropr¡ate parenting skills, maintenance

aspirations, cleanliness, etc. "these dualisms or binaries depend on shared lay

theory of what's appropriate" (van den Berg, Wetherell, & Houtkoop-Steenstra,

op. cit., 19). The deprecatory formulation of types of people is a common feature

of the interviews. Consistent with the methodology of CDA, such statements are

to be understood as but a reflection of our society at large whose intention may

not be to marginalize, but whose actions reflect nothing more. The way that

participants construct their social environment is filled with negativization, or bias

information processing (Dijk, op. cit.).

Critical to this thesis is the notion that our language determines the range of our

actions. When we examine the role of language as doing something (its purpose)

it is clearthat the discourse among the interviews enables exclusionary and

oppressive processes. What can be said is that the homeowner constructions (as

representative of society at large) express a negative view toward people who

rent. Presumably, in these cases, renters mean low income people and may

even be a proxy for other kinds of people, such as ethnic minorities.

It should be noted, however, that the marginalization inherent through the

discourse may also be self marginalizing to the homeowners themselves. One



important factor to bear in mind is that the HOP owners are likely more

associated with the bottom end of income earners than the top. This is apparent

through numerous respondent accounts of choosing the neighbourhood as an

alternative to neighbourhoods that were out of their reach in terms of housing

economics. lt is likely that through their discourse they are attempting to cast

themselves more favourably through a disassociation with the perceived low-

income renter. However, notions like the home as an investment on the housing

ladder in this instance are likely to be of minimal benefit as compared to those at

the top. As a result, perpetuating the discourse of home as financial investment

reproduces the gap between HOP owners and more affluent homeowners,

supporting income stratification further. lf this is correct, then promoting such a

discourse is damaging not only to renters, but low and moderate income people

in general whose access is limited no matter what the tenure that is offered. This

may be an example of how "...the weak participate powerfully in the discourse

that defines them as weak" (Denzin, 2000, 495).

Mainstreaming

Another generalization that can be made from the discourse in the interviews is

identifìcation by homeowners of mainstream values and a wanting to be

associated with these values. Painting oneself as proud, clean, responsible and

stable associates the speaker with qualities that a good citizen would possess.

But it is difficult to believe that these values ihemselves could be caused by the

form of tenure one resides ¡n, or more importantly is forced to reside in.



lncorporating mainstream, positive values into home ownership, and at the same

time constructing rent as opposite reinforces or continues the discourse of

marginalization.

Sustaining the Neighbourhood (Narrow Focus)

Together, the mainstreaming and marginalization functions of the pro-

homeownership discourse create a reality of perpetuation. As previously

discussed, the neighbourhood improvement strategies that encourage more

homeownership, the removal of problems, and the 'us vs. them' dialogue are all

reflective of a generally narrow focus. What is most interesting is the extent of

these representations from the interviews.

ln a general sense, the homeowner discourses seem rooted in an ideology of

individualism. Such impressions of the provision of housing may be reflections of

a larger societal acceptance that people are expected to succeed in housing

markets on their own mer¡ts. ln other words, the benefits of the welfare state are

conf¡gured in such a way as to minimize the role of hous¡ng as social policy.

This individuality is also expressed in terms of community support. A good

example is that many of the interviewees attest to a motivation to buy as a

method to help rebuild the neighbourhood. While respondents claimed this

community support, few were actively involved ¡n their community in a manner

beyond their utilization of local services, such as shops. This implies an
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underlying assumption that the strength of a community is built upon the

collection of individual efforts in contrast to an approach that emulates broader

social goals. lt may be that the promotion of homeownership encourages action

that is individualistic as it is regarded as a possession.

It seems evident from the material presented in this thesis that class is influential.

Though we may not be consciously aware of it, our words indicate that class

distinction is a factor. This perpetuates a bias that affects how we address

issues. We need to be aware that without considering it we think we are better

than other people because of the side of the economic ledger they are situated

on or presumed to be situated on. However, the marginalization that really exists

is that when we speak along these lines we perpetuate and further the gap,

which in practicality results in fewer and fewer resources being administered to

the most in need and instead to those deemed the most deserving. Current

housing policy seems a reflection of society's belief that it is acceptable to favor

homeownership tenure despite the unevenness of its effects.

Following this insight may explain why interview respondents do not seem to

view housing as basic human right to be provided collectively, but as an atomistic

goal of self provision and self preservation. As such, homeownership is seen as

a marketplace for personal investment as a strategy for aging and tool of future

prosperity as one climbs up the housing ladder. The following statements attest

to these notions:
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But I thought homeownership was a good thing to do at my age and

gett¡ng a little older (4).

That is basically what I did. I don't think I will be here for my whole life but

it is a good first house and then move on to the next step (15).

It is a starter house (5).

ln order to successfully address the issue of housing tenure, we must first realize

that it is not housing tenure that is the problem, but that it goes much deeper. For

example, prejudices may reflect unresolved and important issues around

multiculturalism. Canada, in its history as a White Nation may be described as a

racialized liberal democracy which has "...inscribed a dominant race into [its]

political, planning, and other institutions" (Sandercock, 2003, 320). Sandercock

contends that while the notions of such a nation may be noble, this unresolved

postcolonial condition may confound them (ibid.). These ideas would explain

hidden yet powerful prejudices.

Conclusion

The past two chapters have attempted not only to expose the dualism of tenure

perceived by interview respondents, but to show the effects of it. Chapter 4
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outlined these important themes that characterize owning, renting and

neighbourhood perceptions. Chapter 5 delved deeper into the nuances of

language and drew conclusions about the social and act¡ve nature ofihe

homeowner discourse; namely that it is a discourse of marginalization.
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ch.6.0

Synopsrs

Discussion & Recommendations

ln setting the stage for a final discussion and list of recommendations, it is

important to reflect upon the major components of the thesis dealt with thus far.

These components, after all, comprise the substance from which discussion is

derived and recommendations are advanced.

A literature review drew aüention to a dualist hous¡ng market characterized by

the hegemony of ownership as a societal, political and economic imperative. The

discussion of the literature also pointed to critical dialogue challenging many

accepted homeownership assumptions. ln spite of the criticisms, however, the

prevalence of homeownership prevails as an attitude and a strategy.

With the literature review acting as a backdrop to further discussion, homeowner

interviews were called upon to corroborate or question these pervas¡ve att¡tudes,

To clarify issues raised by homeowners with a greater precision of

understanding, CDA was employed. This method of language interpretation

revealed the dominant ownership attitudes inherent in the literature review. CDA

tools reached further to identify the factors lying behind the value determinations

and found conclusions drawn from assumptions rather than on what could

reasonably be regarded as uncontested facts. lt also exposed prejudice and bias

as an oft times basis for value determination. This highlights the strategic

importance of CDA where language is considered to be a reflection of thought



and a prelude to action. The power and influence of language are crucial in

appreciating the issues that arise from the interview data.

Discussion

The intent of this thesis is to show how a need as basic as shelter can become

caught up in the biases that compartmentalize social groups in contemporary

society. While we all share in the need for adequate housing, we define

adequacy in a number of preconceived ways.

When we step back and look at how housing tenure is framed both in terms of

the literature on housing and personal experience, the ascribed value provided to

one form of tenure is clear. What is important ¡s that the constructions we have

created in our minds perpetuate and chart a particular course. The challenge is

whether we want to continue charting this course or understand that there are

serious implications that come w¡th it. When it comes down to it, we are faced

with a choice: perpetuation of a dualist housing market where social cleavages

are manifest in and through the housing market, or creating some other form of

housing market where social cleavages are minimized in a conscious attempt to

see housing as a set of basic needs. lt is clear through this research that housing

discourse, both at the larger policy level and at the community level are more in

support of increased social stratlfication rather than less. We have to ask

ourselves; ls this what we want?



This research brings about some important questions regarding the entitlements

of people whose housing needs are the most acute - the poor. lf these people

are seen as lesser then what are they entitled to? Does this explain why the

federal government was able to dump its social housing program in the early

',l990s in the blink of an eye?

lnherent Implications of the Current Discourse

Through analysis of the discourse constructed during the homeowner interviews,

three major implications that future housing policy needs to address have been

identified.

1, Pro-homeownership discourse reinforces the 'great tenure divide'. As

ownership is not a realistic option for all households, a degree of

marginalization will always exist where the value of one tenure resonates

over another.

2. The pro-homeownership discourse will encourage displacement. Deeper

problems, for which tenure alone cannot be seen as a 'silver bullet' will not

be addressed, but will continually be displaced from community. Prevailing

interests will encourage the attainment of more likeminded property

owning residents. Families in need will be moved along and homeowners

will continue to fortress themselves from the rest of society.

3. The pro-homeownership discourse will lead to misplaced public funding. lt

is clear that many owners would have achieved homeownership

regardless, but have bought in this area because of lower prices.
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Furthermore, many of these residents have aspirations to see the

neighbourhood gentrified. This may run the risk of further depleting the

supply of affordable housing available. Allocating resources to increase

ownership may not reach those whose needs are deepest and may

represent a cost that is not justified. This may be particularly true in

Winnipeg where property vales have risen sharply. The level of subsidy

required for low-income families to achieve ownership in such a market

may be spent more wisely and with more impact on other housing

strategies. Such strategy could look at housing through a different lens,

one driven by housing need, not tenure,

Recommendations

Recommendations are made to achieve a better balance in a housing system

that is currently unbalanced. A key to achieving this is finding common ground

between the aspirations of homeowners and renters who share common shelter

goals. The following outline a range of initiatives that may compliment such

strategy either alone or in conjunction.

1, Challenge Assumptions

Appreciate and dispel the contempt that reflects homeowner attitudes toward

renters. This objective will not be easy. Among the interview constructions of

tenure exist strong assumptions that may be difficult to debunk. Exposing

contradictions may serve a useful role to this cause. By highlighting holes in
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arguments, actions may take place to create an impetus toward subverting the

powerful discourse. Possible inroads may occur around the topic that

homeownership ¡s supposedly cheaper than renting. This notion has been

contradicted amongst the interviewees through increased and surprise expenses

associated with homeownership. Elevating these experiences to their deserved

status may lead to dispelling this myth. Currently, such accounts appear as

unchallenged anomalies to the dominant discourse.

2. Get Rid of the Tenure Debate

Housing providers need to focus more attention on discourses around housing

need and resist the value laden-homeowner craze that seems to be sweeping

housing programs. ln the framing of housing issues, programs must directly link

shelter with specific household benefits, many of which are used to describe

homeownership, but not through the vehicle of tenure and its embedded benefits.

Such action may help to transform perceptions of tenure by not supporting the

dualism it implies, thereby subverting the power of the dominant discourse.

3. Find Gommon Ground

A more effective avenue, at least in the short run, may be the creation of

programs with an obvious cost advantage to rental which can easily be identified

with. ln otherwords, current tenure subsidy is one-sided and it shows. More

research dispelling myths such as stability are necessary to changing discourse.
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4, Consciously Subvert the Díscourse By Using Different Language

How we construct issues of housing is a choice. Speaking in manners that do not

support the marginalizing power of the discourse also has influence. Again,

housing providers can play a strong role.

5, Rental Research

Conduct research relating to the feelings of renters. An interesting follow up to

this thesis could be ground in the perceptions of renters toward homeowners in

their neighbourhood.

6. Bridging Research

Conduct research based on bringing the interests of owners and renters

together. Too much of the research on tenure seems committed to supporting the

dualism, as this is the juncture it generally progresses from. A worthwhile

research project may interview owners and renters in the same neighbourhood

with the express focus of determining and defining points of convergence related

to housing aspirations.

7. Build Relationships

Community programs could attempt to find ways to end the polarization of tenure

by bringing these groups of people together to understand each other's housing

needs. This may lead to building relationships and understanding between

renters and owners through a dialectic process.



8. Alternative Tenure Forms

Examine specific forms of housing to identify housing as more than the traditional

single-family ownership home. lt may serve timely to take this issue seriously

given the environmental and economic costs associated with the continuance of

this pursuit. This may entail ways of appealing to the next generation in the

hopes that their actions will reflect stewardship. While such initiatives may tackle

dualism in an implicit manner, housing programs need to be developed with the

primary and intended effect of minimizing tenure dualism. Perhaps elements of a

un¡tary housing market could be explored as best practices to inform new and

innovative programs. One aspect may be to include finding ways to purposely

disguise forms tenure from each other to attain an unknown mix of subsidized

and non-subsidized tenants. ln this effort to reduce the stigmatizing and

marginalizing effects of the current housing discourse, Shlay (2005) suggests

promoting rent-geared-to-income supplements. Emphasis on this approach may

be the best first step as Canada has had some experience in this area of housing

policy.
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Appendix

Appendix I: Homeowner lnterview Summaries

The following are summaries of the HOP transcripts as they relate to the issue of

housing tenure. Salient features of the interviews have been extracted as they

relate to this topic only. The summaries provided are intended to be as close to

the actual text as possible. To this extent they can essentially be read as

verbatim responses.

Summary #1

Came from low cost rental. Never considered H.O. Did it because of sweat

equity. Good neighbours, but crappy in the corners (drugs/prostitution). Looks

bad. Brings down the value of the property. Area worse than New York City.

Neighbour lived in New York and said this. flnteresting that this person chooses

to reproduce this observation, which is second hand. Chose to frame it like this.

lnterest seems to be in making area more attractive so people w¡ll want to buy

homes. Therefore, not interested in fixing problems or assisting renters.

Perception seems that only a homeowner can have positive impact. Quieter,

friendlier seems to apply to homeownershipl.

Summary #2

Previously owned a home. Spent a number of years outside the country. Chose

to move when confronted with a lot of necessary renovat¡ons to the old house.

Wanted a good house for a decent price. Looked in different neighbourhoods but
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couldn't afford them. After moving ¡n we were approached by people welcoming

the changes that took place to the house. With homeownership you are paying

into something, unlike renting. Othen¡vise it makes no difference in our lives.

Some families really get involved, some you hardly ever see. Have dealt with

theft, but that happens everywhere. Sense of social justice important, seeing

people work towards positive change even if it is just picking up trash or keeping

lawn nice. Safety is a concern in the area. The visibility of street workers is an

issue because will have to be explained to the kids as they get older. There are

transients and they don't help build long standing relationships. The area is

improving. More police presence would be nice, but not in an enforcement kind of

way, but in a community building way.

Summary #3

Previously renting. Your own house is your own house (implicit qualities). Takes

time to make money off owning. Own because you can do what you want. Likes

idea of improving area and having evefihing new (appliances/renovations).

Rented for 16 years, but does not see homeownership. as much different.

Doesn't see homeownership as a way to address the neighbourhood's problems

Need more Police. Rental property is a problem. fldentifies homeowners as

taking care of their property. Description of renters seems racist (e.9. Disclaimer,

renter usually natlve w¡th 10 kids)1.
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Summary #4

Previously was renting. Was tired of paying rent and getting nothing back. Moved

about 10 times before owning. Liked the idea of not having to pour a lot of money

into the home. The area's not he best, but the location is good and the area is

improving. Friends warned of expenses about owning, but I knew I wanted to

buy. I thought it was a good thing at my age and getting older. I wanted a more

stable lifestyle. Experience as an owner is that it has been expensive (eg.

heating costs). Homeownership is independence. lt gives you more of a sense of

responsibility, freedom, and nurtur¡ng. lfeel more committed to the area and

notice th¡ngs. I notice who is and isn't trouble. When I was renting I was

comm¡tted, I thought who cares. Renting I felt less attached. The area has

elements of poor people who are misguided in their life or career, whatever

happens to be their vice. Other people are building fences and decks and you

can tell they will be here for a while. Some may be poor and on welfare, but the

house next to the might have a good job and doing well. You know who goes to

work everyday and who doesn't. ln rental, you don't connect with people because

relationships aren't permanent. Renting is about today and not tomorrow. ln the

area there are some people who get it and some that don't get it. I am optimistic

that the area is changing. I notice things like a young person picking up a piece

of trash and I think wow that's good. The city should give more grants to paint

and improve the look of the area. People will respond more positively if it looks

better.
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Summary #5

Previously rented. Lived all over the city in apartments. For the most part renting

is renting. We were having our first child and were getting married so figured it

was time to buy a house. We wanted roots, wanted something more stable. With

renting you get nothing out of it but a place to live. Liked the central location and

the fact that the home had new appliances. I kind of like the idea of bring families

in instead of crack houses. People thought we were nuts moving here. You think

its cheaper to own, but you get nickel and dimed. Like the freedom (e.9. Don't

need permission to paint). The area is kind of dirty because a lot of ¡t is renters in

the apartment building. Owning a home gave us a sense of security, a little bit of

hope. There has been a lot of physical improvements in the area.

Summary #6

Previously was renting, lt was too much money for a dump. We needed more

room. lt was cheaper to own than it was to rent. Hoped that my neighbours would

be owners, but they weren't and that was disappointing. HOP should make sure

homes on either side are owner occupied. The people next door are awful. lt

brings down the value of my house. More freedom exists with homeownership.

Property values in the area are rising. Living here... we still have to deal with

renters and slum landlords. Of course you make it cheap and the only people

who can afford it are of course social assistance, I have more control over my

surroundings, One day the kids will have something to inherit. Police treat you

bad living here. They don't realize there are good people living here. A lot of it
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has to do with homeownership, if you have renters stuff goes missing. The area

is improving. More people are moving in and renovating homes. Need more

policing.

Summary #7

Previously rented. We had nothing to show for our money with renting. lt goes

into someone else's pocket. Motivated by privacy, financial investment. There is

also pr¡de in homeownership. We have some good neighbours and some that

don't really care. The social problems don't bother us as much as people not

taking care of their houses. Living in a house is different. ln an apartment you

don't get to know your neighbours. There are also a lot of transients in

apartments. Doing more HOP houses in a row would help, because the 'hoppers'

are like a commun¡ty.

Summary #8

Renting is not my stick. I kept telling these wonderful families "you move here,

and I will keep bringing in other wonderful families, and you just watch, a year or

two years down the road you are going to have a really nice neighbourhood". As

an owner you have control of who is living in your home. Half the people that rent

have no fathom that it is cheaper to buy, and this we need to educate them on. I

am try¡ng to be a good role model for people who do not know better. I think

homeownership ¡s a responsibility to a neighbourhood. We have only two families

on this street or block that are loud and obnoxious renters. I am trying to get
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landlords to sell and to revitalize the homes and the neighbourhood, and I am

really proud. lt makes it safer also, safety is an issue because dur¡ng the f¡rst

year I had all kinds of natives cutting through my yard. When it was homeowners

the lanes were clean and no dogs were running around. lt would be nice to get

some kind of government grant to give us each security from the lanes: you'd find

a much cleaner lane and a much safer neighbourhood. Some people are just

renting and they don't have the personal pride to care and take care, But me as

renter lwould always care, so that would be very helpful. I have been asking for

(garbage) bins, because the renters tend to throw everything all over the lane,

and they won't give us bins for garbage.

Summary #9

Ownership is privacy and something of your own. lt is also something for the

future because someday you can sell it. You can always tell the new

homeowners because there is new paint and they are eager.

Summary #10

What we were paying for rent was more expensive than our mortgage payments,

so buying was out of financial reasons. Ownership is something you dream of

doing. lt is stability and security. When renting we didn't care so much about our

property because it wasn't ours, but this is our house we have a certain care and

feel more protective because it is our property. The block is good, I don't think

you have that many renters on the street and they are almost all homeowners



and that makes a difference obviously. Renters don't really care what's going on,

but homeowners do. So our block is good.

Safety here is an issue. We have had stuff stolen out of our yard, and there are

shootings in the neighbourhood. Ethnically, the neighbourhood is diverse. The

area is getting rid of more slum landlords. lt is cleaning itself up more and more.

We need to get rid of tenants, I mean there still places that are being rented to

gangs. I think it is a combination of tenants and slum landlords; landlords don't

care. lts not fair to rest of us homeowners who are trying to make this

neighbourhood better. When you have someone in a gang, and have shootings,

and confrontations...don't people care and see we are trying to improve this

area. [(gangs = rental?)] lf we had had more money we would not be living in this

neighbourhood. Living here you also wonder about those people who have a

different mindset. For example, you see kids if you are lucky that are older than

three years old wondering the streets here by themselves. At times when I think

those kids should be in bed. . . holy smokes.

Summary #11

We got married so we figured we should buy a house. Across the street I would

like to see more HOP houses. We don't go out too much actually. We are

usually just in the yard. I find it hard. I have her (young daughter) going to a

different school in a different school division. I don't know if that makes me bad.
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I could walk to two schools but I feel more confident with where she is going. I

don't trust the neighbourhood too much.

Maybe more homeowners would help, first of all. Basically once you get

homeowners you get people that take care of their properties. That is the first

step. Better then having all these rental houses around here, ¡t is ruining lt

because it is low rent. Safety is an issue to. Yeah, I think the police should drive

by one day and, I don't know if it is a law or not but these kids are all over the

road. I understand that police are pretty busy, but you got the police that go to

the schools but they are not active on the streets. That would be a great thing for

them to do and just drive down the street and say, 'where are your parents?' lf

the parents are nowhere around write them a ticket or something because there

are certain age limits where these kids can't be hanging out by themselves

Last year the house across from us was a rental. lt looked like a normal family

but it wasn't really because little boy who lived there shot a sling shot through my

French window. lf you get a few more decent neighbours, it will change things.

But like I said, you get a rental and...l realize you can't go out and buy every

rental property but you can get the trouble spots.

Summary #12

Previously was renting in Manitoba Housing. Believes that everyone wants to

own their own home and don't want to rent. Owning a home means freedom,
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ability to renovate and responsibility. To turn neighbourhood around, HOP would

have to buy so many homes. The neighbourhood is unsafe to walk in at night

because of gangs, crack houses and disorderly conduct. You don't get to know

neigbbours and the people aren't the type you'd want to associate with because

they are too rough.

Summary #13

Previously was renting. Renting limits what you can do and financially you do not

build equity and money is lost. Owning your own place is like a dream. We

wanted our own place because we were pregnant and wanted stability and a

child. Expectations were that it would cost about the same. However, as

homeowners we get surprises like huge gas bills in the winter. The area is great

and improving as explained by renovations. Existing owners seemed to be a

catalyst for other improvements to houses. Taking pride seemed to spread. More

families have moved in and on this block there were a few rentals but now there

are none. People are putting their roots down.

Summary #14

Expectations of homeownership were to have pride where living. Knew it would

be expensive, but would offer stability and security. Feeling happier and a lot

more confident and don't feel like everything is up in the air like when you are

moving a lot. The area is a little dicey so there was a concern there. lts just the

rentals that are the problem. lt seems that the people that rent don't take care of
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their stuff, and the people that own do. lmprovements are contagious. Getting rid

of tenants and bringing in more homeowners is important so people take care of

their property. Provides an example of a rental property whose yard is a mess,

but it turns out to be an owner occupied home as corrected by a family member.

Respondent is surprised that the "guy with the shaved head and tattoos.., . w¡th

all the girls hanging around the house" is an owner.

Summary #15

As a renter you can't do anything. Needed more space and a yard. Wanted to

upgrade. A house is more responsibility and there are more bills. There is also

more work. The good people are really friendly, friendlier then you would find in a

regular neighbourhood, which is really bizarre. There are just a few bad houses

that wreck the areas' reputation. Landlords are a concern. Some are absentee

and only do the grass every few months. They seem to get bad people in there.

Most of them are renters and landlords who don't care about the houses that

they rent.

Summary #16

First time buyers, usually buy a less expensive house before moving on. That is

basically what I did. Neighbours thanked us when we moved in because we

made a difference and that it was nice to have people like us. So I think there has

been a lot of change. The government should give more money to HOP to do

more houses as the area has a huge opportun¡ty to get better. As a homeowner,



people take more responsibility for their houses. Even myself, when rented I

couldn't do anything like paint or fix. You get nothing out of ¡t. ln ownership there

is responsibility for the property and keeping it clean. The people before owned

ihat house and now there are renters. Already you can tell, there are weeds and

overgrown grass. When you own a house you take more responsibility for the

house. Some people don't care at all. Also the fact that if you clean up the

house you can sell it while these people who rent don't care, they don't really see

there is a value to the house.

Summary #17

Previously rented. Was not satisfied. No freedom with renting. lt was tense

because we have a child and thin walls and were concerned about the noise.

Wanted more privacy and space. Owning and a sense of ownership was always

important. Expected some level of dysfunct¡on in the neighbourhood, that some

people are not where you are at. Proud to come to this area and be a part of thè

changes taking place. We want to build this area up. lt was bad, but is getting

better. Some of these rental properties bother me. Property values have risen, so

l'm happy about that. The government should help more people own their own

house. I think that cleanliness comes with homeownership. When people take

pride in their house and their community, these people get afraid and worried that

we know what they are doing and then hopefully they will leave the

neighbourhood.
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Summary #18

Previously rented. Wanted stability offered in ownership, Tired of moving and

seeing my kids have to adapt all the time. I wanted something I could call mine.

ln some parts of th¡s neighbourhood there is riff raff. Have found ownership

expensive (e.9. big gas bills). Now I know the neighbours and who is going the

way I don't want my kids to go. I guess it is kind of that I don't trust them, it is the

way their parents present themselves. I think apartments are for renting, not

houses. Houses are for renters. That is what I think personally.

Summary #19

Previously lived with parents, we just had a child and wanted a house, and were

looking for a long time, and that's about it, it was just time to move on. lt was

cheaperto own a house, instead of living in an apartment where you don't get

the money back. You are wasting your money pretty much and it is expensive to

rent. I was kind of eerie about this neighbourhood. feel safe and confident in this

house. lt brings our confidence way up, we are a new family and when we bring

people over we feel so good. lt has improved our confidence. lt was something

that we both could afford, without having to empty our pocket and be broke and

live pay check to pay check. Need the basic things like the alarm and stuff and

then I will feel better. Here are a lot of different kinds of people, some hard

work¡ng people. You can't really kick people out of their area, but the main thing

is the people around that area, who live in the dark area. Having the HOP house
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is bringing in good people, and helplng a lot, and getting people out of

apañments and you know making a difference. So it's a positive thing.

Summary #20

Previously renting in public housing. Well it is more relaxing. When I lived in

Housing they used to bother me all the time. Housing isn't the best. lf you rent

you don't get equity. You have something you can leave behind. Well, I think you

start with the buildings themselves. That is the main start for people that live in

the neighbourhood. lf the buildings are dilapidated then the people that move in

don't care about nothing. That is the first thing- that is the foundation. Well if you

improve the housing and the people that move in have pride in where they are

and take care of their homes, that improves the whole neighbourhood. But if the

buildings are dilapidated then no one cares.

Summary #21

Previously rented. Was sort of in the roommate kind of phase. Looked in other

areas, but too expensive. That everything was new in the house was important.

Renting I was paying a lot of money and rent and was thinking what the hell are

we doing. lnstead of paying all that money in rent to have some equity and to

have something to call my own. Freedom is a factor. As a homeowner you feel

more grown up, and one of the biggest changes is a sense of community. You

become aware of who's in your neighbourhood and what's going on in your

neighbourhood. Civic involvement has absolutely changes as a homeowner, you
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are more connected to what's going on. I was looking for the value of the home

that would appreciate in price, yeah, and in regards to the neighbourhood there

has been renovations and new neighbours. We have seen more people like us

moving in to the area and people that are younger and maybe more affluent than

before, which brings a nice mix. There are less rental properties. lthink the

stigma of the area is changing, and that is evident in the fact that a lot of our

friends are buying houses here.
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Appendix ll: Critería for Distinguishing Discourses

1) A discourse is realized in texts

o Treating our objects of study as texts which are described, put into

words

. Exploring connotations through free association

2) A discourse is about objects

o Asking what objects are referred to and describing them

o Talking about the talk as if it were an object, a discourse

3) A discourse contains subjects

. Specifying the types of person are talked about in the discourse

. Speculating about what they can say in the discourse, what you could

say if you identified with them

4) A discourse is a coherent system of meanings

. Mapping a picture of the world this discourse represents

o Working out how a text using this discourse would deal with objections

to the terminology used

5) A discourse refers to other discourses

o Setting contrasting ways of speaking, discourses against each other

and looking at the different objects they constitute

. ldentifying points where there is overlap, where it looks like the same

objects are constituted in different ways

6) A discourse reflects on its own way of speaking



o Referr¡ng to olher texts to elaborate the discourse as it occurs, perhaps

implicitly, and addresses different audiences

r Reflecting on the term used to describe the discourse, a matter that

involves moral/political choices on the part of the analyst

7) A discourse is historically located

o Looking at how and where the discourses emerged

o Describing how they have changed

8) Discourses support institutions

o ldentify institutions which are reinforced when a discourse is used

. ldentify institutions that are attacked or subveñed when a discourse

appears

9) Discourses reproduce power relations

. Looking at which categories of people gain and lose from the

employment of the discourse

o Looking at who would want to promote or d¡ssolve the discourse

1 0)Discourses have ideological effects

. Showing how a discourse connects with other discourses which

sanction oppress¡on

. Showing how the discourse allows dominant groups to tell their story

about the past to justify the present and prevent those who use

subjugated discourses from making history

(Parker, 1999)
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Appendix lll: Discourse Describing Homeowner Themes

[19:25][123] I abo take it upon nyself
to ..

I abo take it upon ryself to cut three
bouþvardt and sorÊ peopþ take it just
to cut their own, and others wel¡they
rent and they dont have lawnrDwers
and that's the way Ìt goes. I wouH like to
see the bouþvards rÊintained, because
in thb type of nelghbourhood not every
one can afford lawn rDwers or they are '-.,...
just renting and they dont have the
personalpride to care and take care. But
nE as renter I would always care, so that
would be very helpful.

[17:17]U881 I would like to see n¡ce well

I vJould lìke to see nice wellkeDt vards

[15:8]P8l it qtues you nþre ¡ncentive
to..

it gives you n¡re incentive to care about
it. Even outsile, if I see garbage outslde
¡n the area I '/v¡ll 

p¡ck it up because if its
around the area I yrilltry to nEke ¡t look
9ood.

f/:281[153] ft b a good first house and
t..

[3:10][164] We were ¡nvotued With the
West..

We were ¡nvotued with the West End
clean up th's last spr¡ng. That was great.
I think I have a sense of coñrrunity and
there were a lot of peopþ out, but her
and I were the only people fromthb

..... bbck lnvolved, and I knd of felt
dbcouraged because you would think
that everyone would want to pitch ¡n

and cþan up the alleys.

it ls a good first house and then rpve on
to the next step,

[19:18][83] we had a back hne cþan up
an--

ffil

ure had a back hne cþan up änd I
parthipated in that. And each tinÉ we
have events like that I partlcipate in it,
and lllgo up and down and pick up
qarbaqe,

E
3
o

o

.9

[16:27][287] It is a starter house

ffit

Itbastarterhouse.
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:-::]!1-:]-:-Tl:-' 
t n'ess it b son.thin"

rut yes I guess it b sonEthing you
lreamof doing.

:ì
-''..

l:41[37] Owning a house was always
po..

wning a house was always irportant.

=l:11[32] I was at the point in ry life ,.

[13:1][32] Yeah I nEan I was sort of in
t..

¡ras at the point ¡n rn/ l¡fe where I
rnted to purchase a hor€, I thlnk fr b
e naturalstep or evolut¡on from renting
own¡n9.

=¡t:41[68] But I thought honEownershlp

Yeah I nEan I was sort of in the
roorfirEte k¡nd of phase, I like lÌving in
the rþre urban centre and I'm not
freaked out about it at all, and I like
character horps so yeah. But t was t¡nÊ
for nE to buy a house

t I thought honEownersh¡p was a -..
od thing to do at ry age and getuno a
le older.

3
:31[66] but I knew I wanted to buy a

,ir,""*ì*.ra.d," ouy a house

[21:3][104] We had been considerÌng it
for.,

We had been consiJering it for a few
years too and it was lke - it alnþst felt
like drearÏing in a way

'=

Þ

.9

lT::_lf f.il-:. jlj'*"tins, but iís ar..

it's intirijatìng, but itb abo soÍæthing
that I wanted.

buy a house,

\.. [20:12][54] It was a gradualpÌocess
\,. throu..

\ ''\ It was a gradual process through the
'y€ars untill figured if I want soÍpthlng I
shôr{ld go get it.

[7:1][27] I just wanted to upgrade. I

I just wanted to upgrade. I was a
student at the tirp and started a career
so I wanted to buy a house.
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I1i:]!1] 1_9-:-T ".'e 
b a ror nnre wor"

I know there b a lot rÞre work to be
done with owning a house then rent¡ng,

\\
L\

=t \ in tþwers. yean so they are taKng /,

-¡
!:.:l!_..:1.'_".:_yl.*ursandftryou.. \ ::it:l:3ìff"t;å'lt-better.AndI ..r=¡
reary iÍs yours and iys your \,, everybodv tarked "b"*;T"tlîtåî:å:,' r'! !-1-::9-1!:9-lT-::-g,"*' 'p
respons¡bìlity and that's it. 'r i !

\ i l r're grown uP

\i.t\i./
\¡/.r'

[15:7]P8l You know o,¡/ning â house
reans .,

:t

[19:19][113] Its changing, frs for sure
cha..

Its chang¡ng, its for sure changing. Tì,ro
doors down it bok horrld, it looked really
horriJ, rpmand dad car€ back from

Lry;rejutjj Its cnangtng, fisforsure f/:1gl[206] As a horEowner, peopþ
cha.. lake np..

Its chang¡ng, its for sure changing, T',ro As a homowner, people take nÐre
doors down it bok horrld, it looked really responsìb¡lity for tñeir houses
horriJ, rpmand dad €ar€ back from i
vacatlon and started renovating, putting I
in flowers. Yeah so they are taking

'.. \

[19:6][41] i amtrying to be a good role

I amtry¡ng to be a good role rþdelfor
peopþ who do not know better. I think
honpownership b a responsibility to a
ne¡ghbourhood.
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|j[56] The desie to håve a honÞ [2:2]f331 Th6 house reâly giyes us a L .
t.. -

'Ihb house realy gives us a bt of
. desie to have a honE lhat you Can fre€dom

^òãt 
yolj want with, rãth€r th¿n

ting wtìere you ¿rE rþt åble to (b
mes,

¡ \.,
l[39-]¡s-¡-renter. yor, cant do arryt..

renter, you Gnt do anythirg as a
er. ¡ vEnted a house¡ ûÞre spa€e,
? room and a yard, Realy tho6e are
(ey bsues, rþthhg fiÞre. llost
l€d to upgÊde.

I

.Jfll ttìen you c n do r!+ì¿teve.

you can do wlìatever you Ì'll?nt

I ..
4l[36] f we r!ønt to lsro<* doÈfì a

: wanl to hock òr!¡ a Bâl R cn
* doìÐ a wa[.

I

ll37l V!+ìen you ow¡t your o$n

i: I:-
n you own your own house, you can '
h¿l youwant todo, wh€n you rent.
.an't pâht or do ßEin remvåtbns.
krþw pilsng ys.rr o$n (Dbrlß a'.d
ihff

á ..'
41481 Yeah freedom h g€neFl.'

h íreedom iì gerêral ,:

I
8_I1991-If I ø:t a trþ in the wall o..

È¡t a hob h Ùe wâlt oh r¡,€1, I am
toing to rlony abod l. ft wtl oflly
imyefirEât rE rþt a brìdbrdl

[312]{5¡ You lsþw t's rìot our house

You kþìv fs mt our horJse so I ttle
bndbrd wanted to do lhb or dilnl ì€nt
us to do thåt, he @uB ræke trs,

.i ,.'

[4:2]t521 I wanted to remvate and do
st,,

I wãnted to r€rþvate arìd do stuff on
ouroM) and for I to t€ ours.

[2:22[2r] At once I üas hoÍE v¿h the
b,,

[20:lï38_] I n(ed ttìe ije¿ thåt you coul..

I E(êd ÌÌìe idea thêt you could t¡åht or
p(Jt a n¿ilwfÉrEveryou wanled. I*ed
th¿t the bndbrd couË rþl conÊ klocting
on your door ãDd want to cDíe h and lir
sonEthtìg. Yoù krìow it b privâ€y ånd
sonElhing ol your own. It È ¿bo
sonEthhg for the fulure becaus€
son€dðy yoi.i €n s€l it.

Blt orìæ I was hom wih the bolh of
ttìern Íy orìe dâughter got r€aly misy

.".- be(ât¡se we uære hore a llday, so Ì was
very dÌffbJÌ and it was beconiE lerse,
esæcbly for the æøb bebw us.

[r s:6][78] I YðuH abo sây
- tTfs:

DI v,Þ|rH ako s¿y hdeperÉe¡lce b
arþú'er c]'ðnge.

[17:11][rl4I cn taþ doìvn a w"r in
thi5..

I car tãkê dôM ã M ¡ h this hde f I

-¡
lv:2¡t9-11Y-es, I feel nÞre frcedon

. Yes. I feelrÞre fr€€dom

116:101[20U Yo¡r dont have to ask lor

Ygu donl h¿ve to ask for pelflËs;on to

=¡
f2 ¡ :61781 

,I 
lhirk for re È was belU ãb. .

! ¡ lhíù for m I was be¡rg abÞ to
4corôte hoì,y I wa nted årË Êaht
Mbtever I wanted. It b an extensm,
etprèssbn of talþ nË âre,

[21:U[32] welt_wnh renthg you arc ¡¡n.

Wel, $lh rentÍìq you ale ¡nned h ìrtìat
you €ando. I Eiess Just fhaæèIy we
nE e mt boüing arry equty arìd l guess
we fet Re oû nÞney raâs gohg lo ô
pbce and He wþllki n€ver se€ i aqþh.

ffit

I19:4ll4r1 Ìty expcctårbrE that I RoutJ
h..

¡4y expectatbrs th¿t I wouB llave the
freedom årË vr¡l to do Mìal I wbhed to,
and to tôke priJe iì rry hoÍE and hâve
oth€r peopÞ tåke priÈ b your honÊ. As
a rente., I rvor,tj mt håve liìe prile, I
íÈan I rÌoug brt a bt of rente¡s do mt
feel priþ arìd bok alter thei lþm. ¡ am
trying to be a good roþ Íþdel for people
t!+þ (b rþt kþw betler. I think
horEownershþ is â r€sporsbRy to a
neBhbourhood.
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[2:3][33] And I found that when we
lived..

And I found that when we lrved in that
apartnEnt with ny two kjds, I found that
Stan and I fought a lot, and I dont know
if Ìl was about space/ that doesnt
happen as often know.

[17:1][33] fere were not enough roor4
th..

There were not enough roor! there
were not enough bedroonB, no
basenEnt for the kds area, and basicalv
not enough space for ny fanily situation.

P:21[39] As a renter, you Glnt do anyt..

As a renter, you cant do anything as a
renter. I wanted a house, rDre space,
rÞre room and a yard. Really those are
the key bsues, nothlng mre. I just
wanted to upgrdde.

'=
E
IE

E

.9

[18:3][73] eah, having your own yard
that..

eah, having your own yard that you
dilnt have to share with anybody

[2:1][33] we just wanted rmre prtuacy

we just wanted rnre privacy

[6:1][24] No, it was h¡gh rent, and with..

No, it was high rent, and wfrh liÍited
space, and as a singþ parent I was
hav¡ng a hard tinÊ sav¡ng for a down
payment.

lffil [18:1s][s3] That and just privacy bsues
f..

'=
Þ

o

.9

That and just privasy issues too.
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[6:6]t521 Definitev, I feela lot nþre ,.

DefiniteV, I feela lot nDre conf¡dent and
I dont feelat wellyou know when you
are rDv¡ng around a lot and everything
b up in the air and nothing b really
structured. I feel I can focus rpre on ny
worlç and just happ'ter.

U6:21[32] I wanted sonÊthlnq rDre
stabþ..

i *unl"J.o*i,ng -r" ouon. ' -".."..T., --- the tim' stabritv I suess

.t | \. ='... :lsl "'. -¡:ì Ë I \\ [16:9][167] I just wanted slabitiry and a

-l ;l \..

!:L1l!:.91.*-i!_n"*rorthekids Ël '\. ----.-----.---.-----

.,'t H I "\,. Ijust wanted stabil¡ty and a place to call

[3:3][59] There was no security in renti..

There was no security in renting,

[21:2][34] We hadjust found out that I

i...
EF&trffiL It was somthing that I couH mlve ¡n

-- lffi¡ and stay, instead of nþving around all

We had just found out that I was
pregnant and you start want¡ng your
own phce. To have stability and a child

security.

[6:22][36] lt was somthlng that I could

[6:4][,14] I abo knew that getting a hou..

I abo knew that getting a house would
abo offer som tyæ of stab¡lity and

| "''. ---'=r

= 
| ",, [16:9][167] Ijust wanted slability and aol

(o¡

HI "\,. Ijust wanted stabil¡ty and a place to call

E I \'..our own

[10:11][41] we just had a ch'ld and
wanted,.

wejust had a child and wanted a house

E I \'"our own
ht
-l

[21:7][86] Just a settled ness of - inste,.

Just a settþd ness of - ¡nstead of always
look¡ng ahead like in an apartnEnt, we
seemto be rDre settled and content with
our livinq situat'ron.

È

OJ

'õ

9lI]19-1]-i-1Tty, 
*artine up a farirv'

Faniv, starting up a far¡ly.
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[4:3][68] With renting you have to give

With rentlng you have to give themthe
rDney and then you st¡llhave to pay bilb
on top of that anyway, It is actually
cheaper for us to own thb house then it
was to rent,

[3:U][65] It b n¡re expensÌve to rent. --" -----

It b n¡re exp€nsive to rent,

-'/.'/./r

[10:1][45] lt was cheaper to own a
house

"\\r\, 

,.-''""'' 
=

'\. ..."'

It was cheaper to own a house

[10:14][87] he mrtgage paymnts are
cheap..

[17:10][117] I feell have nDre control
ove..

he n¡rtgage paynEnts are cheaper, and
its just a blessing,

[19:28][33] Because it cheaper to buy

I feell have nþre controlover ny
surroundings

3
E

o
8

e...; n .h*ær t" buy than lt b to
rent

[17:23]t451 It was cheaper to oì,¡,/n â
house ..

It was cheaper to own a house than to
rent one, and that w¿s really a key
factor.

'=
!,

o

[21:6][78] I thlnk for ÍE it was being ab,

I thinkfor fIE it was being able to
decorate how I ! ,ånted and paint
whatever I wanted. It 's an extension,
express¡on of who we are.
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[2:23][41] $/hen I go to work I know
that..

when I go to work I know that I am
owning thb and pay¡ng it.

[13:23][46] to have sonEthing to callnry
o..

to have sonEthing to callûy own

ffit

l9::lf-11 TI15,Y, 
I reera rot rmre .

Definitely, I feela lot rfþre confldent and
I don't feelas, wellyou know when you
are rDving around a lot and everything
is up ¡n the a¡r and nothing is realv
structured. I feell can focus n¡re on ry
worlç and just happþr.

!Ï]!:-1]-::-l-:1" 
**thrne I courd cat'

to have sonething I could callrine.

3
E
o'o

I
.9

[10:5][67] I feelsafe and confilent ln t..

I feelsafe and confident in thb house. It
br¡ngs our confidence way up, we are a
new far¡V and when we br¡ng p€opþ
over we feelso good.

[8:16][77] I feelhappier knowlng that
ho..

I feelhapp¡er knowing that house b rine

[21:16][217] When horEs are renewed
it feel.,

When homs are renewed it leeb like,
probably helps in sonE ways peopþs
feel¡ngs about then6efues.

[13:5][60] I thinkyeah, you feelÍDre

9l_. .._.
I think yeah, you feelrrpre grown up
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iI
i:l5lu43l PriJe b a blg thing.

Je ba big thing.

\
\

I
3l[l81] Wellif you inprove the
sin.,

lifyou irprove the houslng and the
plethat nþve In håvê pride in where
/ åre ånd têke care of their honEs,
: irproves the whole neighbourhood.

I
,lt44l I expected to havê pride in

=l==¡
[2t:10]t1471 It just seêrEd to be ð bit
åi,.--"- '--'------ tr0r5r[67] I feer sãfe and conficent rn t . [15;16]t145r He further corrrEnted thåt

-:-1'"- ---- -- beca.,
It iust seenÞd to be ã bÈ of å càtàtu+ I feelsàfe and coñfident in this house. lt
iàli,üãÊ. ìiiìrä ,-.ËAl;i;.ãËä* brings our conrìdence wõy up, we are a He further coÍn.nted rhar bec¿use he
takino Dride in-the nehhbo*¡oir¿. m"* new ramry ano wnen \4e Þffìg peopE owns the house he
seelãà to be nore oithat going on over we reelso gooo b ÍþLivatêd to put rÞre ÍÞney into the

pected to havê pride ¡n \^/here I was

I
:ì
ilt41l that when I go to workl know

I when I goto workl kno\^/ thât I âm
rlng thrs ând p¿y¡ng it.

:l
rl4lt75l And then ¡t turñêd iñto sìunE

Ìthen it turned into slufiE and thãt b
t and I was goìng to concentråte on
tÌng the lândlords to selìand to
rtål¿e the horEs and the
thbourhoo4 and I anreêlV proud.

when they heard hanrrÈrs õolnõ, ,r house and ¡nvest in it. He corûrEnted
,, ,j that he has ôheðdy retouched thê

i ,1 .,, 
ha'dwood rbo's'

\ \ i¡' ,, :_t
'r\lt/=-¡

\- ì, j // [17:12][119] wellfee[ng the s¿tislactb\ \ ti ,.r" [17:12][119] weìt reeline the satisfactbn
\t,iLl

'- .. \ \ ,i ,,'" *",,ìiã*niì" *,.r"o.n or ownins å'\ \ i .,i ,,/ house, anð one day if the kijs dont
\ \ i. .' inherit it, they w ;t þast have soffÞ

\ ! ,.l ,/ --/ soû. of investÍent. Itt å sensê of
\ \ ì, ,t ,/ --'-n security, Iguess'\\ i ;' ,/'--*.--_..-.-- \\ \, ,t ,/ --"_-- =

\ \ ,,, i ,/' _--, inherit it, theywillat teast have sorfÞ--- \ i i .r -/ sod of investÍenl. Itt å sensê of
\ \ ì, ,j ,./ ,---n securitv, Iguess.

\\ i ! ../'r----È\- 
\\ \ ¡' ,',---"-"- 

=¡-'..--.--- 
lffii "- [18:4]tr01l I suessthere b a prije of

--"qæ!-*-.*
-. ¡11 \.

-..,' ¡t lti \, I guess there ¡s ô pride ofowñêrshipt
,.- i I t' \ soÍÞ êxtent. ve¿h. There are

...,/' ¿ I 
". 

'"'' ne¡ghboùrhood, but there is sonÞ priie in

ri I r., ' '- beiÃg a honeowner. I think it shows in

i I i ..., the wåy we tðke c¡re of our house ãnd

.r" 
= 

| 
t'., -..,, Yøtd

¡r¡1 \.
,..,' ;. It, \! I guess there ¡s ô pride ofownêrshipto

'.' tt | '.. \ soÍÞ êxtent, ye¿h. There are
,." i I 'r \_ dråwbðcks about even the- ! I \ ne¡ghboùrhood, but there is sonÞ priie

..t I i ' 
'- beiñg a hotrÊowner. I think it shows in

i I the wåy we tðke c¡re of our house ãnd
,i I ', \. yòtd,r' tl t\

sl iõl '\
l4l r

l'1

[19125][123] I abo take it upon rvseí
to .,

i Ël t\ '-'--,3

¡ I i r1y exPeLlcrro¡ìs urdr ¡ w
,t I i freedomand wjllto do what I wbhed tq

rj | !r. and to tôke pride in nry hoÍE and have
,¡ I 1. other people take pride ¡n your honÞ. As

." | \ ð renter, I would not have the pride, I
.j I t, Êan I would, but â lot of renteE do not

i ffi;l ''. [:":Lif"",x"jfs",ii*i:,'ì,ffi;f,i1r. who do not kno'/e better. I thinkr honEowneßhip is a responsibil¡ty to a

..i ;l \ - 
[19:4]t411 ¡4y ex æctat¡ons thôr l would

.,t -l i h..

.¡ I \ ::"---'-" ---

I also take it upon nyself to cut three
boulêvards, and sonE people take it just
to cut thekown, ônd others wellthey
rent and they dont have hwrìnþwers
and thals the wãy it goes. I would like to
sêe the bouìevards rEint¿ined, because
in thb type of neighbourhood not every
one can afford lawn nlwe¡-s orthey ¿re
just rent¡ñg and thêy dont have the
personalpride to care and tðke cäre, Brt
rê ôs renterl would ålways care, so tlat
would be very helpful.

\-
! ¡,ly expectations that I \ /ould have the

.rood.

=l
!111_l_q:]_t_llÍ.n" 

o* that you cour..

l liked the ideô thãtyou could paint or
put â naìl wherever you wanted. I liked
that the landlord could not co¡r€ knocking
on your door and want to conÉ in ând fix
somthing. You know it b privacy and
somthing of your own. It b abo
sorFthinq for the future becâuse
soûÞdãy you can sellil.
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il
171[l7t \¡/e have håd bts of

:1T.::::....
have had lots of neighboúrs thât
,e approâchêd ùs when we fìrst
l/ed ln and s¿ld thankyou and that
ûÞde a bþ difference to the ðre.

) tlro nêighbours nþved in at the
rE tjarÊ so they sôy wê âdded to the
ûrunity and itwas nice to have people
us. So I thhkthere hãs been â lot

rhðnge.

t
. :3[73-] 

_Ljvjñg 
here sort of fit wËh o. .

ing here sort of ilt with our values and
rt kjnd ofthing ¡n teÍr6 of building
munÈy a¡d that kind thing,

=lil3l[143] We have seen ÍÞ¡e people

.ì"* r""î-r" puoor" r't" ,.
)vinq;n to the areê ãnd people that
:youngeÌånd ÍEybe nÞre affluent
]n beforê, whrh brings a nice Íi\.

=l
l:1rlt66l WellI liked the idea of
)ro..

[2:7][5_3]'m also proud tha t we we re wil. ,

'mâho proud thãt we were wjllìng to
conE to ths neþhbourhood because a lot
of people wont. I fêelprbud ofthåt, ând
I do stay stuff, ând the person next
door even saiJ that thb neþhbourhood
hãs realv chãnged and I feelhappy to be
apart ofthat. Ljke they were te[ing rÞ
that p€ople never phntêd flowers, and

\ not thêy do.
\r \,\\.\

\\ 'i\i \. \
\Ì \\\

[3:14][æ4] ¡ts not fair to rest of us
honr,

Its not fairto rest of us hoÍEowneß
r/ho are tryingto nEke th¡s
neighbourhood b€tter.

:lll ¡iked the ideâ of irproving the
-'as and I liked the idea of having ./
erything new. ,/
il
:21[25] and I kept telling these

I I kepttelling these wonderful
fies )ou nÞve here, and I willkeep
ging 

'n 
othêr wonderful fanilies, and

r just wåtch, a year or tlvo yeôls
rn the road you are going to hãve a
lV nhe ne¡ghbourhood" Its
ortunate thât people keep getting
dered but the neighbourhood hôs
e ô fun 180.

[21:13]t2171 More of what has been

9î191._
More of what has been golng on. More
iñvestÍEnt in houses ând it does seemto
turn around other aspects of life in an
are¿. when ho¡rÞs are renewed È feeb
like, probably help6 in sonÉ ways p€oples
f eelings about thenEetves,

!]i.:I:.1Lll"-1-'-"'"" 
that the årea '

I iust realized that the area was not that
bad and it dd need sorÊ work but it
woub help to have ÍÞre peopþ from the
outskjrts rÞving in, Itwould be n¡ce to
see a younger generation to nþve in.
'fhãt b pârt of why I nÞved here was to
be a part ofthe revÈaÞatlon efforts, I
found thrs areð hðs so rruch potenti¿lso
Ìf I can bring nyself here and conv¡nce
soíÉ Íþre people to ñl]vê hêre, ÍEybê
we cãn rebuild th¡s area,\r'-'t __-_-_--

@

. I thoughÈ it was a qood proqramtoo
\, bec¿use I kjnd of like the ileã cleaning up

\, the downtown and bringing famlþs in
\instead of crèck houses, you kîow.

[19r6][41ì I amtrying to be â good roþ

r I amtry¡nq to be a qood role rÞdelfor
\ peopþ who do not k¡ow bettêr. I think

horEownership is a responsibiliw to a
nèìohbourhood.

=}[17:16][176] I find it appålling bec¿use
th,,

I find it appèlling because they are
jùdging ìls fromwhere we live. They
dont reêlize th¿tthey are great people
that live inthrs neighbourhood, we are
hbelled for ¡ving here ând that b reôlv a
problemand a bad fãctor. The Winnipeg
ponce are realv bad,
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Appendix lV: Dr'scoørses Describing Renter Themes

[6:9][90] ltsJust the rentab that are .

Itsjust the rentab that are the probþn}
there were two rentab back there, and it
just seems that the peopþ that rent
dont take care of their stuff, and the
people that own do.

':ì

[3:8][135] the block b good, Idontthl..

The block is good, I dont thinkyou have
that nEny renters on the street and
they are alrpst all homowners and that
rEkes a difference obviously, Renters
dont really care whatb go¡ng on, but
horEowners do. SO our block is good,

[7:40]U451 I'lost of themare renters
and 1..

¡4ost of themare renters and hndlords
who dont cãre about the houses that
they rent.

P:201[210] Abo the fact that if you
cþa,.

Abo the fact that if you cþan up the
house you can sellit while these people
who rent dont care, they don't realV see
there b a value to the house.

[19:43][1æ] or they are just renting
and t..

o
fo'õ
o
fo

.9

[14:6][191] Well, w¡th that it would go
to.,

WelL wfrh that ¡t wouu 90 to
homowners, except there are sorÏe
renters that care too, r¡ght, but for the
rþst part no bec¿use they are usualv
Native with ten kids that are throwing
the¡r garbage allover

[17:3][81] I wâs hoping that Íry
neþhbour..

or they arejust rent¡ng and they dont
have the personalprkle to care and take
care.

I was hop¡ng that ry neþhbours were
owners abo, but unfortunately it dilnt
work out that way. We found out after
buy¡ng the house that our neighbours
, ,ere renters. That was a l¡ttle bit of a
dbappointnÊnt.

[6:15]U491 Get rij of tenants and br¡ng
i..

Get rid of tenants and bring in rþre
honÊowners so that people take care of
the¡r property. Uke two houses down b a
renter, and look at hb yard.

[19:5][41] As a renter, I wouH not have

';
g

.9

As a renter, I would not have the pr¡de,
I rEan I would, but a lot of renters do
not feelprirJe and bok after their honE
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[17:18][188] A lot of it has to do w¡th
horn.

A lot of it has to do with hoÍpownership,
if you have renters stuff goes rissing,

ffil

[15:27][88] I wouh say its got eþmnts
o.,

'ã

dt

ô

I would say its got elenÊnts of poor
people who are risguided in their life or
c¡reer, whatever happens to be the¡r
vice.

[20:5][169] Íf you knock down ThehrE
Mansl..

if you loock dou/n ThehE Mans¡ons you
night get r¡d of sorIE oF the break lns,
yeah that bþ apartÍænt block

[19:6][41] I amtrying to be a good roþ

I amtrylng to be a good roþ rDdelfor
people who do not know better. I think
homownership b a responsibility to a
ne¡ghbourhood.

ffiN

[19:3][37] I have been a horTEowner
since ..

I have been a honEowner since I was
18, it allabout affordability for
everybody and anybody. I nEan half the

.- people that rent have no fathomthat it
would be cheaper to buy, and I think that
is sonEth¡ng that we need to educate
themon.

'=
!

o

.9

[19:9][55] we need to educate p€opþ
n¡re,.

we need to educate peopþ mre about
what a wonderful feel¡ng it would give
themand how rrich inner strength and
pride they wouH feelabout taKng that
big siep
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[4:9][168] Better then having allthese
f,,

Better then hav¡ng allthese rental
houses around here, it b ruining it
because it b low rent.

[7:39][193] There are about three or
rEybe..

There are about three or rÊybe I
houses that are actually rented out and
that b what rulns the area. ltwouH be
nice to get those people out. It nBkes a
huge difference having peopþ take
ownershlp of a house.

P:211[212] I think it b a really good th.,

I th¡nk it b a realv good thing that HOP
has a clause that you cant rent the
house bec¿use you could have had
peopþ that would buy the house and

.... rent t out anyway and thlngs would go
.-" to shfrs.

';
!
.9

[15:14][98] And sorÊ of the rental

Lil-l:-.:.-. .
And sonÊ of the rentalunits, you know
they rþve in for tive rþnths and nDve
out, but these people have lived here for
a long tiÍ€ so I know them

'... ::.¡
[19:42][75] when I was grow¡ng up here
it ..

[15: 15][106] n a rental situatron there
nig..

when I was grow¡ng up here it was
beautifuland it was sâfe, and now
Woselely becarp 600/0 rentab and allup
here it was all rentab, wellabout 800/0.

And then it turned into slunE

n a rentalsituat¡on there nþht be sone
people you connect with, but its not as
perrÊnent. You dont get that bonding
or establbhed foundat¡on of knowing
sonPone will be there next week
Renting b about today and not about
tonDrÍoì¡/.

[18:10][229] Could be the trdns¡ent
nature ..

Could be the transþnt nature of
apartnÊnt dwelþrs too

[21:5][151] There were a few rentab
and n..

There $,ere a few rentab and now I
dont if any are rentab. Welt there rBy
be a few down the street. The house

......-- across the street was a rental. You get
to see peopþ putting the¡r roots down.

';
(¡)

oo
a

[15:11][84] Rent¡ng I felt l€ss attached
L.

Rentlng I felt less attached I guess, now
I am nDre grounded and rooted and it
seenE to be suiting nE at thb point in ry
life.
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[16:22][234 It b kind of dirty because a

It b kind of dìrty because a lot of Ìt b
renters in the apartrEnt bulldlng.

[2:19][105] I think cleanliness coms
with..

I think cleanl¡ness coms with ownership,
I nÊan you willkeep your place cþan

[19:2U[95] lhe deter¡orat¡on and the
.,............................. arDu..

'=
IJ

'õ
o

.9

The deter¡oratlon and the anount of
rentab that were not being kept up and
the f¡lth.

[19:11]P3l We have only two farfilies
on t.,

We have onv two fanil¡es on thb street
or bbck that are loud and obnoxious
renters.

[14:8]U351lhere b stil! all the rental

There b st¡ll all the rental property.
They are not doing nuch about the real
problerE in thb areã.

=o

ô

[16:33][195] You dont have ne¡ghbours
abov,.

You don't have neighbours above you
wfrh kiJs running around or bhsting thek
stereo,
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[3:13][230] Get r¡d of tenants, I ÍEan
the..

Get ril of tenants, I nEan there still
phces that are being rented to gangs.



[7:25][113] I realV thlnk the Ínre

ïïli._ .._._

I realV thlnkthe rDre people that nþve
¡nto thb ne¡ghbourhood, it willattract
bus¡ness,

Appendix V; Drscourses Describing NeÍghbourhood CharacteristÍcs

10:151[128] Yes, and there are a lot of

[14:15]11291 Well for nE, I totalv bve
m/..

ti..

/et and there are a lot of different
dnds of peopþ, sonE hard working
)eopþ,

=l
7:261[117] The good peopþ are really
'¡

Wellfor ÍP, I totalv love nï
nelghbours. I have realv good
neþhbours and I hate to be leaving.
What I dont like b, downtown core you

t\ 
here because thb b where the noney b.\t i ,r"""\-., ! .,.""'

know, The whores and everyone are

he good people are realV frþndly

U6:141[96] The neighbourhood has
been gre.,

The nelghbourhood has been great.
There are a lot of l-lOP homs on our
street and Ít b really cleanlng up

'=
o

I

[19:40][99] I have a feeling that a lot
of..

I have a feel¡ng that a lot of the good
fanil¡es that have nDved here are going
to leave.

[15:21][88] But other peopþ are building

But other people are bu¡lding fences and
decks and you can tellthey are going to
be here for a while.
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[17:32][142] I dont cnre what they do,
its..

I dont care what they do, its the¡r
personal life they can do what they want
to do. But dont do it dur¡ng school
hours, dont do it when the kjds are
going off to schoot they dont need to
see it. IF you want to do thb, do it after
the kiJs are lnside.

[18:17][187] That doesnt bother re as
ruch..

That doesn't bother nÊ as mJch as
neþhbours that dont take care of the¡r
houses.

Êtit

[6:25][82] I nÊan i don't worry about
the..

'=
rcg

I
lo

I rEan I don't worry about the hookers
on the corner, ¡n thb neþhbourhood if
you r¡nd your own business nobody
bothers you.

:l
--a''-"......_ 
t19:341t1131 Yeah so they are taking' respon..

Yeah so they are taking responslbllity
and things are changing and thlngs are
gett¡ng better. And I dont see these
prostftutes, that's what everybody
talked about '¡/hen I rnved in," How côn
you live there, there are so rBny
hookers and p¡rps". But I dont see that,
welll dont go out late at night, so I dont
know if its stillgoing on.
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3:211[206] Yet thb b a good central [2:29][87] You know what I do like the

).. _

:---..-.-.-'-'-- . .. You krÌow what ¡ do like the
'es, tns 6 a 9ooo central þc¿tþn ano ne¡ghbourhood and thb area, it takes |lE
ve are close to everything, to 20 rinutes to get to everything, and its
lowntown, polo paÌk, we are close to really fast I ca; get to poio park in 10vorksolocat¡onwbethbbgreat?ninui"Ji

i -.."

=i-'7:241t811 I wanted a house that was 
- $@@$$

wanted a house that was central

I3:261[113] Its close to shopp¡ng and
os..

s close to shopping and close to
owntown and close to Polo Park, and a
fteen-rinute drive to Birdshìll,

Ël

I
181[157] tax incentives for
:alizat,.

[16:24][26U I guess rÏþre location,
between..

I guess rmre bcation, between where
we work because it b stillconvenient to
get to work in a decent tinE.

-t
[16:11][54] l'4y job at the tinÊ was near
th..

incentives for revitaluat¡on, f urther
nt¡ves to nEinta¡n and live in the core
r. We know lots of people that would
down here for that reôson alone.

\r!r\iii..r.

ùÎy job at the tinE was near the airport
so it v,ias a pretty long bus riJe everyday
heaãrrse T wâsnÌ rrslno the cãr.

[17:37][160] The transit system b good,
an..

The transit system b good, and we are
close to downtown and we are access¡ble

.Jo everything.

U5:171[41] PIus the location as well, it'..

P¡us the locatron as well, itb close to
downtown and its close to everywhere
realV.

[7:32]t1871 It wouH be nke to have
rDre ,.

It wouH be nlce to have rDre cofirunity
progranE too, There are so n6ny c¿ts
wandering around and I know it bjust
cats but they are allover the phce and
conp wlnter t¡nÉ they are going to be
freezing.
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=flrr4lt64l ror ôf 96ód ¡¡ebhbouE but tl9r3tttt9l thev ¡re p.oledfE fanìÌes tr3olfl7t tB?s nte to hàve pêôpÞ 
t4:9111681 p€tter rhen håvtE a! t¡es€

1"j:-__ uey ãre ÞroÌ€dñs ramæs

rot of goód Ì'eghÞou6 bÙt vê¡y (r¿pgt '. I r'ãs nlæ to h¿ve pêopÞ Be u' Bêtter t¡ên h3viE al tlìese €ntal
in tle corners J' hds€s arou¡ìd hê€, t b ÌuhrE ¡...-¡ i be€usê I i! þw rent,

=ì l/:7lf93l Everv w ànd th€¡ yæ s€e, ,.
ir.. ^ '

f4:22ltr85j A bt of p€opþ, Re ou
far¡,. Év€¡y rþvr and t

A lot of pêopþ, n(e o{ù rarûes kbd of Þ€9pÞ waú
)ate th¡t s€ ¿re lviìg dom he.e, o¡eihbq...hate th¡t n€ ¿rc ¡viìg dom he.e,

[3r22](2341 ¡ts not fai¡ to Ést of us13221{¿41llt not rài¡ lo Ést or us 
u5:221t881yo¡r how $tþ goês rô þ,r ffil '' at 1É0 àt night ldts not ruô o¡der ùìe'ntËËÊæl ry bo/ we.e outsiþ by tÌìêÍEetves. rÊrs 

=ì
ns ¡ot fai to rêst ôf us h.*w¡ s 

- k$lÞr Fne ãñ rlt h thÞ À¡'úh F l
stþ ¡re trÍb ro mkê rhk '* '**oq*to"o'r""" 'tozv ."'i' ¡! ¡ ':;1..'\..' " - fre:3
:;;;;:¡:.i;::: -- a¡ìd \41þ do€!nì. ¡Ys ô o(*u and håd .,' . 'i'sl '., i.', s€.

t5: r4l[89] bul they âÊ not rhe hìd ot

!___..._..__
but they afe nôr th€ rjñd of æo* you
rYãnl to qet to k¡$t or vYant to be
ass.(ntêd rYth.

-l
[7:34[206] Even thes€ neEhbouß¡ the

Év€¡y rþvr and th€fì yor see, f ânytltEl
¡ cã! t ente(âhhs, yoq s€e v,€¡d

-l

i*-1"'L 
"r'" æ* 

" ""* """'./d"y '";'::;i'a¡ìd \41þdo€$ì. ¡Ys èsdtl and bål 
" 
/, 

. 
j-j' 

i

Even the* reiohbourß_ rhê Mþ lt b ¡rDstly rû k¡9 f¿¡rit€. and I È quÈt

oero,so;;*diñ" h-;¿ i"d',-i r-hê,ê at nþht. Ìl'¡Er hàppên, I quess runheJ

âÉ,e¡teE. Àte¿dv v; ó; iêr iÈr; Eãst cbseÌ ro th€ core r þ a frtþ
ae 

"eøs 
¿"¿ *"ìli* ã*; rcueher. we sêêmto Þ on the bqder- : betwænÛErso 

..

l:\
¿61[279] Yoo ,rw whåt buy a HOp {rs: r9lt257l I NUkj ahDst rBke ßD.€

ola..

kþlv what buy a riOP ho(se, coÍÊ I wþuE ¿hDst ÍEþ rorc of a
rse be€us€ \re wãnt behù ÞæpÞ cñrrunty be€ule we ¿rc å[ tiopÞeß
e neEDDournood. heæ.

[9:4][ro8] oncÊ yo! sèt to th€ corn€ß ' J:: Eor.. j.' 3

onc. yo! Eá to u,e cod,e,s or t¡eùbci
tlùé¡le the riÍì BlÌ.

; .r .. 0,0"i"""" 
"à"i "iio ôiÉå'úãi;;- wh¿t

bjt \4hên I stârtèd lo kbP the
.." r st¿rred drivhodtr;roi "bã;|ld;i 

RenteE do.l re¿ly cre wnars golxJ

.'. j .-_. " . såw rhe ¡þù .ft. ¡ co,rijnt beEÊye r, on, but honEo$êrsdo.

[8:19][ 125ì ¡t b ßDsrt eo¡ldnq rðÍfrs .

¡' fl4ræll199l Yoù krow orì the ¡tnh
.r sidqnt' 

=Iy*-¡." *ìi non¡ ru" * nu$and [3rr9][r3t Reiteßdonl Éâ!y (ãÉ

it 11, it !.ii!¡.¡¡"'.'.,,.'-

tffir'

t2:241[45] $"5 €i!€d¡E tn¿t sonEL
ì€s expedíg t Èt sdrÞ p€€pþ aÉ noì
$t€rc you nEy be al, ¿nd t¡¡t t¡€re b
soæ levêlot dysfmctiorì h tl'e
nelghbouôood Uìat ås a rcstseiìt yoll

.''. [r:r3][203]a'ìdrt¡hküerca¡eabr, :tr#ffi:jffifË:trflH'Ëi,
a.1 '.. " ¿nd Û'e direp¿i

'' ii 
-¡

\.1 and t thhk tll€re are a tot, or sonÊ\. ! . lrânsçnts h tie n€bhbo!ñaôd so rh¡t
' . doêsnòrb.Fþhteír6o¡esr¿bñshhö' - 

=ì.'bd+r¡ndhorebtbnshbçênhêr.' tl f: l0l(r351 r¡€re ¿re a few fåritês
üÈt,.

1.'1 r¡3'4rr2?rrbbw.hbþee,yadsând *i;å:iff,lT$H::li,rî,f""1.1 l no dorn the dÉ;t th¡s yeå¡, thàt ii¡ of
,li¡E. Ilere ¡€ ¡bo peopþ rhat yü Just1. 116 slh bþse, yårds and nô @cr :''. r-r':i -¿:3islï]:-ir-":i"r'.*,'' i"Jffi.;T I#lS*"' " "n "*'r ô dc(À ¡ Ùe ÍDrn¡E yel'ìg thêú tâtes

1. ofr. eJt for ÍÊ rhb b rcah(a

'. =t
-t 

f10r 16l[156] tjl¡t the ÍEh t¡hg is tt)e
pêop.,

flSr23lll02l it he cmover åndå<ted, _-------_
ior,, - , hJt tt ê rÊh thitg ir t tê p€opÞ å¡ound

'tlEt arcì, st'o ¡ve h tie darf are¿,
ir tl€ GÍÞ over ànd âsked fo. h€þ I ' .

wo{ts såyies bÊcwe I botÌlìes a '.
had Þdtdiguy åff n€€ds a brê¿L

-=¡

= 
u7:301[rl3] Lti'g hê¡e... s€ st¡t hâve
to.,

I17r2s]l8l]werotlft,out¿nerbryiì9 
---.-tle . Lt-¡E Ìl€rc.,. s€ stl have to &at v,ttr
rerteß ¿id slrm bndkrdr.

we rqlnd o|Jt after bryhg üe hôls€
ülat orr rle¡qhbouß wê€ le¡ters. -nìat

wâ5 â Rtþ Þt of a dsapoohtnÊnt.

tr9:3llP3l Èlore ¡rìd rþ.e brÉbrds ¿re
s€,.
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[4:13][191] Just ask the klls, \^/here are

Just ask the kids, \¡ihere are your
parents? If the parents are nowhere
around write thema ticket or sonÊthing
because there are certain age lìnits
where these kijs cant be hanging out by
therEetues. I know rþht now there b a
shortage of polke.

[4:11][179] That would be a great thing
fo..

That wouH be a great thing for themto
do andJust drive down the street ãnd
say,'where are your parents?' I bet half
of themare pretty far fromthe¡r houses,

[4:21][176] Yeah, you see bts of kids
run.,

Yeâh, you see lots of kils running
around the streets and no one is
watching them

7:291[173] that guy was playing nusíc

ffit--E-a

-t
Ël;l
Ël
fl
'l

[7r16][167] That b one of the reasons I
b..

That b one of the reasons I bought th'6
house because they told nE they were
doing allthese houses.

That guy was phying mrsk at 7 in the
nDrning, sl¡llfromthe night before. We
kind of thought, what b going on here
and ft kind of put a darper on things but
then we thought it b onv one nþre
nonth. That was a change, Hewasa
sbb. We even thought atter they closed
the house that he was st¡llhld¡ng in there!

[2:11][83] and when I first lived here
so,.

[4:8][168] Maybe rDre hoûeowners,
first o..

Maybe nþre honÊowners, first of all.
Basically once you get horEowners you
get peopþ that take care of theìr
properties.

[17:20]t1941 you see peopþ rDving in. I
¡T8..

and when I f¡rst lived here soÍE ch¡ldren
werent afways belng watched

[7:36][203] trying to get people to npve
i..

''\. 
¡'\i

\.¡''\.- 
¡
i\. i --'\' i --''

@@

you see peopþ rþving in. I r¡æan rnre
and rpre peopþ are ÍDving into thb
ne¡ghbourhood and buyinq houses here,

try¡ng to get peopþ to rmve in.

[1:2][115] if that was qone I think rDre

J

if that was gone I think nore people
would want to buy houses ìn the
ne{lhbourhood

[4:7][150] There are lots of renovatbns

\\ There are bts of renovat¡ons whkh I
think b good and willget peopþ to buy
the house instead of rent¡ng thern

[16:32][325] Just keep working on
housing, .,

Just keep wo¡Kng on housing, Loì¡,
interest loans to get the oHer honEs up
to snuff.
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[7:22]P3l I never wanted to ltue
downtow..

I never wanted to live downtown, You
know, there b allthese negative and
scary ¡rmges of the downtown.

[4:20][122] I dont kust the
ne¡ghbourhoo,.

I dont trust the neighbourhood too
nïch.

l:-..111Y1_1Tj'',r "ourhood 
Ls avvf ur'

Ths neiJhbourhood 6 aMul.

l3l:91f 111j-1-**t 
wiilins to com r..

but I wasnt '¡/¡lling to corE into this
neiJhbourhood at that tirE.

'=
o
c)
lo'o
o
(Þ

.9

[10:6][59] I was kind of eary about thb

I was kjnd of eary about thb
ne¡ghbourhood

lÏl1lï9li:"_l* "nt 
care he'Ìe

Peopþ dont c¡re here
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=l -ì
Ur6l[125]Llke_thbhousehere, itbote,. 

[6:13][134]CþaneryardsandweI

Lke this house here, ñ boked realv T]1'::.*.-.
:llb.Y"jYJT_b.T]"_'9.P9.kj9_,j"-d chaneryarcß ãnd vrerr nÊinrâhed

:l;'"üfrJ"t*,i"""3""'lJi:,"tf" "" øoæ't¡é'
yèar pâ¡nled the exter'þr, Ìtjl6t feeb ',
nice here,

f11:81[215] Yeâh I thhkso, wth the
cofrm, i
Yeah I think so, ${h th€ coÍÌruniry
gârden things ¡*e that, there are things
that are excfring

[17r 19][ 194] Ils geRing there, tt iñ

9:_._____
Its getting tbere, 13 In the prccess ol
getting there. Èbre ând nore hoæs âre
being renovated

ll2:3ltl8ll Wellif you irprove the
hotBin,.

Wellif you rÍprove the housinq and the
people that rmve in h¡ve p*je h wherc
th€y åre ånd take cãreoltheir homs,
lhât irprcves lhe whoþ neighbourhood.

r25lt128l t woold be easy enouqh
th.,

ouH be eãsy enouqh for the city to
r qrants and funding for paint¡ng aM
-ovhqthe lookofth€ area, To p¿int .'
kjd conlect¡onery, itb easy and it
rld rmke â btg dfference. lf it looks- 

=ì:erthan Deogþ w¡ll resDond nDre-' *

[7:15]U671 you can leel the dlf ere¡ce
al..

youcan leellhè difference ¿feady.
Two housesdown wasa bàd house,
they h¿ve takÊn poss€ssionând âre
.ebutrdhg Èso that b â bþchânge h
Èsen Thât b one of the reasorsI
bought thb house b€cause they to'd m
they were dohg å! these hoßes,

itivev. ." [ 13r 16]U451 People are fling ùp the¡r
.. ptô..

S P"opþ are fix¡nq uptheÍ phces.

:351[203lAnd lhe nEre rrurab thåt

l-:----.--
Ithe lmrc mrrab that they do, the
,rthe neþhbourlþod b.l think that
,es a realv bþ ilpad on the
thbourhood. lt ba posfrrve thinq.

[8:8][134Th€rc b three or fourhoùses

::___________
There b three or fourhouses ina row
thèt people have renovðted orare
renovât¡ng, so the neilhbouñood È
getthg a bt better since I first rmved in.
Therc was one house th¿t $.€s in rea¡y
bad shape, but fr was bouqht up and
they âre fixing ì up. So, ¡t 9oÈì9 in the
right d¡rection f or sure.

[21r13][217] ¡4ore of whât has been
going on.,

IÍore of what has been gohgon. libre
hvestÍEnt h houses and i¡ does seem to
tum arourd olher aspects of Ífe h an
ãrea. when homs are rcnewed fr feeb
¡ke, probabv helps b soíE wâys peopþs
leelings about th€nEefu es.

lr9:141[75] And the n it turned tnto slurE

:_-__-__---__-._
Andthen Ì turned ¡nto slußE and thàt B
righl and I was going to coffentrâte on
getting the hMlords toseìland to
revlaløethe hoÍEsandthe
neþhboùrhood, ônd I amre¿lt prcud,

-a
[21:9][147] Greåt and iÍprov¡ng as r.¡ell.

Great and¡Íproving as well, We håve
been here akrDst five yea6, fve years in
October and we hàve s€enthe brtk
house across lhe street get renovâted,
the \rvhite house get renovatedândthe
hoúse two doo¡s done get renovated,

. oùr next door neiqhbour put à nerv rcof
o¡e.

lr9rr9l[1r3] IÈs ch¿nging, its for slre
cha,.

Its chanqrnq, frs for sure chãnginq. Two
doors down È bok horir, È boked realv
honid, Íþm ånd dâd c¿m bâck from
vâcatþn ônd stàrted renovåling, putting
h floìvels, Yeah so they âre tâkjng
responsibiÌty and things are changing
ândthingsare gettlng beRer, And I
donì see these prostitutes, that's nhat
evervbody tâked âboutwhenl nþved in

-l
[12:5]U731well I thinkyou staft with
t..

WeU, I thinkyou stôrt ì,vith the bu'Hings

[20r3]U491 Yeah, I have not¡ced thal

rop _-___
Yeåh, I hâve rìolked that peoph are
fD(Ìng up their horEs rÞre. Il seefiE to
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=J:l5l[215] Nothing b going to b€

rilgî_l_.
cthing b going to be changed over
rc, Ifyou get a few rDre decent
:(lhbours, it wi¡lchãnge things. But like
said, you get a rentaland...I realize
)u cant go out and buy every rental
þperty but you cèn get the trouble
)ots.

=l:211[115] Yes but I thinkwhen people
t,.

3s but I thinkwhen people t¿ke prkje in
ìe¡r house and their corrrunity, these
eople get afraìd and wonied that we
ìow what they are doing and then
rpefulv they wìll leave the
3ighbourhood,

=¡;341[199] The prostitutes dont bother

t5:61[119] Get Éd of the hookers, get ri..

Get ril of the hookers, get ril of the
gang nEnbels.

\

1

e prostitutes don't bother nE because
¡oy,/ if it was cþaned up they would go/
/ãy.

'/l

åI
111[157] Yes, if they got ril of the

[3:15][238] Yes, cleanìng up the tenants [13:12]U271-thb with bigger yards ånd
4.. no .,

Yet cþaning up the tenants and the Ths with bþgeryards and no crack
prostitutron, lts better, I don't see as headt like no red necks drunkat four
nEny girb up there, I thinkthey are otlockin the rÞrning yelling theìr faces
rDvìng on, lalowing this corrrunity is off.
shunn¡ng themarvay.

',",.¡' .,' =ìtr'
,! ," [6r17]U591You abo need to get rkl ofL/'i,I ... th..

,,r''.
,! ¡'/ _,/- You abo need to get rid of the drug5 andI y' the prostitutes,

'¿.,/

.-..--."-"7',
' 

,rt'

r, I they got rid of the prostitution
rt is the biggest eye sore, Other than
rt, if that wasn'tthere, it would look
ra pretty norrEl neþhbourhood,

Êl \''
s I \ what b hãppening. There are about

: I tr. three or rmybe 8 houses that are
S I \ aciualv rented out and that b what ru¡ns

3l \ the area, It !,vould be nice to get those
I I '\ peopìe out. lt rEkes a huge difference

i | '\ having people take ownership of a

, = --.. ll.1!::
\,- I amunder the ¡rpression th¿t these

landlords rent the house and dont c¿re

lffiÈ
[10:10][156] You can't realv kck peopþ

i"" ä"ì *"'-V tr *"pþ out of their
area, but the main thing b the peopþ
around that area, who live in the dark
area, Sorry I keep coring back to that,
but thatb aìlI see we wanted th¿t place
on &lrnellbut il was iust a bad area.

I | \. house. It r4ould be nÈe to have rDre
| \, people rÞving in thãt àre owners of
I \ houses ônd abo to have these initiãtives
| \,.that help æople...

[7:18][193] I amunder the irpress'on
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=l
.:51t1191 He hought theÍì remvâted

e bouqlt lh€lll re¡ìovated ther! grt a
)upÞ hoÍEovrners in them and the
æet óanged. Honestt t íBd€ a bþ
ffererKe, frs Íþre quEte. and nore
iádþr.

=r=l=l==
t.. -

So lh¿l feeb gþod thåt I am p¿rt ol

)upÞ lþÍEoìrnerÉ in th€m and the wãs båd. Its st¡ h¿s its spoq th€rc b honEowrìeß so rhåt p
æet óanged. Honestt t íBd€ a ¿,þ so¡oìhs wÌh y,þrpn and drugs, Þùt ir ,n"n 

^0"'V, 
* *ff'ljfffffr" nore ror nouses. årca, and a bt rore ran¡5es ÍÞvhg h'

fersKe, frs rÞre quEie. and ÍÞre peçre ieep caring u'ðn yeañ,. renet, ã;¿ þotuirtsiuã--- 
-' --

lerìdEer. \i==l
il :l - / [r3:18]tl571tåx h.en ves ror t7:6lt8 ll I lust rÊ¿Þed lhåt lhe arca ..

'. i .J rvitãÞât.-
12Ïr53l the¡e b rt the odd houæ 

113: ¡9li1s9l r thhk the risn€ ot rhe i j ,. ::'-:'---:---:::----- I jusl rcãÞed th¿t th€ ¿rÊã wås not th¿t- i ! .! tar in<entiv6 fo. revitåÞåLon, furtler b¿d arìd n did ne€d soÍÊ $!rt bul i
i i ./ ... rrentives to ílntân ând ¡ve h tlì€co.e would heþ to have rþre pÊople Írornthe

re b l¡ üe odd hdlse whe¡e Ì I thiìk th€ st.ÍB of the arca b
uìd be nte to deôr the æotle out ch¿noino. ånã rhår ts evtdent h rhe f¿cr ".j g€t soÍÊ lr€sherpeopÞ h ttìere thatã bîof our frþiöt âÉ buyrg - .l ,.. 1.. .' ,.¡ .......-.- Ì'åt b part-of why I ßÐved herc was to

t2:81t54 So that feeb good thât I arn p.. t6:15lfr49lcet dt of te¡¿nts and hing 
I{:t9lt118lAooss thesk€€t I \vo{rldt..

solh¿l feebgþod thåt I amp¿rtol fte '
sonelhhg thâl bgetthg betlù, thâl cet ndott€nants arìd brtìo h ÍÞrE . --_;,_-:--.. ,,
wãs båd.-rts sr¡ h;s irs-spoq lh€re b h*".ñË;ir"iË;È i;iãã" "r 19T-jiT"'lSlI \lourd 8€ to sæ

s¿¡oìhg wih v,þrpn and druós, ÞuÌ r t¡en poperty, tle ti"o tiouses do\!n b a rÞre rruP nouses'

peopþ k€ep coning üðn ye¡h-.. renter, and þo* at hb yard.

'..i=

lìouses h€re.

=¡ Effil = lr'"fs*:*i*Hrii::r::;
.-.- ,. ri:| . ,. '' . -:----:--------- we @n rebÙü thb are¿'

]U€ss fr b vbu¿l ¿¡d it st¿rts with :,'.._,',. | ...',,''\-, ' ye¿h, r rhhr rhe nebhbou,ñood È
!p up rhe hoÍE and trlbìe to s€t :l .' . ..,'. I i. :ì.. 'r.r. gãtti, Jþib.tie,. 

-ft; fi ¡inp,e E}
opre toÍÞve n. I '.. .:, i'. p€oltecoîtìg doì{¡townand tuûìg ,_._opre toÍÞve n. I '.. .t:_ i',, p€oltecoîtìg doì{¡townand tuûìg

_. tr3:131[r43] we have s€en m€ eeopte . ,j .i 5l '. ''.:, '..... ñ;!"";;;äï; ¡;;ld!|;;- l7:l7lll75]wehåveh¿dblsor

=ì 
iñ..-^ -' Ël .. 'r:, 'r d.;;i;;;te,eâip¡;a; be neþhbou's

: l4llr73l I hope fr wù þecoÍ€ rú.e 
"r" 

nï" ä--* p""pr" x" * -. ' 
'

. rûliìg h to the ôÉa and p€opÞ th¿t
- ¿E vdm€r ¿nd ñvtÉ ltft¡lftsl

'oee 
ft \Tr Ecoíle. ::,416S"9¡ù tna¡i¡eróe..wlit¡ ú¡ngsa.nte r¡,'unq olessoiãE a¡0 tne Drre o: -"

".Ã.'æ¡g 
,p. rh"-"" áþi 

"¡ "* r
rEs lhêre, and I hore n keeos ootìo h
: dredi'l ¡t 6.

=

¡ =ì lffil
1rÞs8rH¿v¡ìethel+cpho{se" i.$:+ï1lll::"'*'"*
:_-..__.--, . I rhouqht i was a good programtoo,TIf,'r3f.P_,T.:ql-'sry.fl!@ .æ<a,ôrrcnoorrierrrèäädeanansup
P5.'."P.1ÎY'9-".".1: 3199!rlP...' t¡eoo*to"nano bdneinera'iresií
'p'e 

out or âpånmjìt:,?T I9Ù,ITi ¡sreao o¡o-¿crr no:sesl yóu nov.q1q ¿ drrerencÊ. 50 ( s a Þosf e
tg.

..._.....-....ffiæWXæl rr6:2elr30elye¿h,rrhhkrhe l-Ij1f9g_:fl:f.l{-g"H

,l
9.1[9t] Absoùtet, ìvãt ¡ loo¡<iE for ..

oh€ly, was ¡ boldng for the våtue of
horc lhal \4þuH ôppre<ble h prbe,
h, ènd h rcga¡ds lo the
thboùôood there Þs b€€n
ratþos and new n€¡hhorÌs.

.-¡
U6:3lll327l G€l sorE younger rarües

Gel sonÊ younger fâri¡es he¡e âs w€|,

'. i lto::o;¡:t4 rraue seen o'e new
i tushesses..

'r have seen sonE new Þushes9es
'. Foppirg uÞ (þwn lhe strcel añd got rd

'1._ or sonP htY. neE¡bouÉ.

[21:4]t1491r thinkh the bst lBe yeâ6..

I thint ¡ì lhe Þsl five ye¿ß i n¿ve s€€n
ã fêrv dirê f¡rfr¿r .(re iñ. .

-:1

Í9:30l[65] lle p€opþ lhât Iwas sefing

::---....,..----.--
-lhe p€opþ that r was sefr'g tlêse
homs tq lh€y YverÊ \1ond€rful rômÌes.
and I \Ì¿nted to coÍÍn Íyser and m/
s¡n<e¡ity âboùl \rhat h¡oUb hâppen to
tl€ n€þhbourM, to fl€ke n ô bêttet
nelghÞournood. It htenlbo was to
Írþ it a bêtter neþhboljñood.

we Þve had þts of neighbouE th¿t
h¿ve approaÒed us when we rrsl
rÞved h arìd s¿rj lhânk yoü ðnd that
we ¡rEde â b'g drrer€rìce lo th€ ¿re.
'Ihe two neþhÞours rDved h ¿t lhe
s¿m liÍÊ so llìey sày y?e add€rl to the
(oÍmrnity ând it wðs niæ lo hôve p€ople
rl€ us. So I lhink th€re has Þe€n a þt

t7:3ll t l79l I lvould *e lh€ govemÍErìt

¡ Bould E€ lhe qovemr¡ent to give rDre
nDr'ey lo HOP lo do rEr€ houses. t
krìorv lhey al€ under a ffied bùdget
tut Ìt wo{ts be n-rce if Ihe orqana¿lbn
weæ twte wiat ¡t b now. Thir area hås
swn a ìuge optoltunfry to get betteÌ
àn! I thhk it vvl.

t 19:2ll25l ¿nd I lept teEìg the!€

and I þÞt l€fiì! lh€se ìrorìd€.ful
fåÍirps Ìou íDve here, and ¡ v{t ke€p
bdnghg h olher wonderlul famt€s, ând
yorjustwðtch, a ye¿r or IrYo years
do,m the .o¿d yolJ arc 9oln9 to h¿ve å
rcãly nhe neþ¡hoùÈìood' ns
unfodunãte lhåt people k€€p g€ttiE
ruß,€rEd bul lhe ne¡gnþoJrn€od h¿s
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[3r7][101] Plus there are things I wan

11.__..._.._._.._._

Plus there are th¡ngs I wan to do here, neilhbourhood' you need to rBke sure

like build a fence. I rEan sonEone stoþ the horEs are secure, and they didnt'

sonÊthing out of our backyard and that take any extra effort in doing that lt
angered m. I wouH have to say I am would have been a bt better' they had

abo rDre aware or who b cor¡ns and Ïl-t¡: llliti9l ?-T^tiy-L*.11 ltjthere wasn't one lnstalþd, not such a bþgoing, I want to kno' , what! going on,.. deal, but things like reinforcing the doors,

[2:20][113] sone kind of subsily to do t',
fen.. \',.

!:l-1lll11_lll I-:T " norne to revitar¿e '

If you are going to revitaÌze the

soÍP kind ot subs¡dy to do fences or
soÍE kind of landscaping,

[16:28][297] lhat b one of the nBin
things..

That b one of the rE¡n th¡ngs that rEde
us feela lot safer b having the alarm

and rÊking the w¡ndows npre secure I
thinkshouH be a r¡nirumfor that kind of
program You know, because

[4:5][108] We have probabV had the
cops ..

We have probably had the cops here
rDre tirEs because either we have had
to callthemor we see them up and down
the street. lt b kind of n'rce to see that
they are around. We have the alarm
too. If we didnt have the ahrml wouH
not feelsecure.

ffit

ï

Ðt

'l
I

,.tt'
I need the bas¡c th¡ngs like the alarmand

' stuff and then I will feel better.

[19:24][121] if we could get sonp kjnd'''''' of g.'

¡f we could get sonE kind of governmnt
grant to give us each secur¡ty fromthe
lanes, you'd find a mrch cþaner lane and
a nuch safer neighbourhood.
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P;271[153] Marta Loupe b a realv hip -

Marta Loupe b a really h¡p - Ìt used to be
the arnry base and it hãs really changed
around, It 's a realv young, hip crowd
that ltues there. There are young
farÏilþs and people. I guess the age
would be between 28-35, I wouu like to
see that ln thb area.

[13:11][94] And thb b the whole thing

And thb b the whoþ thing with the
gentrifkatlon of the neilhbourhood, you
know there are not ÍEny phces to buy
where you can an oH hom and get a
great price.

[13:17][153] we have a lot of frþnds
that ..

we have a lot of friends that have
slarted to Íþve here and have rÊde the
choke to live here because they like it
and its fun.

:-l

[8:22]11731 I hope t willbeconÊ rrcre
att..

I hope it will beconÊ rnre attractÌve for
young professionab and the pr¡ce of
houses going up.

[14:14][125] I willtellyou the role of
HO..

I w¡lltellyou the roþ of HOP in the
neighbourhood b really insignif icant
because the probl€116 in the
neighbourhood has nothing to do with
what FIOP can do.
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